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Linked Bifi/Infant Death Data Set: 1984 Birth Cohort

Introduction

The Linked Birth/Infant Death Data Set consists of two separate
data files. The first file includes linked records of live births
and infant deaths for the 1984 birth cohort -- also referred to as
the numerator file. The second file is the live birth file for
1984 -- referred to as the denominator file. The files are
offered as a numerator/denominator data set to give users the
means to compute infant mortality rates.

The 1984 linked file is comprised of deaths to infants born in
1984 who died in 1984 or 1985 before their first birthday. Infant
death records were extracted from the 1984 and 1985 National
Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) mortality statistical files.
Linked birth records were extracted from a denominator file that
contained the 1984 NCHS natality statistical file, a small number
of late-filed birth certificates, and certificates from selected
States that were needed to match to an infant death record. Refer
to the Methodology section for a more detailed explanation of
records added to the statistical file. The denominator file is
not identical with the NCHS natality statistical file.

The linked file of live births and infant deaths includes linked
records for births and deaths that occurred in the United States
to U.S. residents and to U.S. nonresidents. Excluded are deaths
that occurred outside the United States to infants born in the
U.S.; deaths that occurred in the United States to foreign-born
infants; and births and deaths that occurred outside the United
States to U.S. residents.

Sources for denominator data and for birth records included in the
numerator file are described in detail in the 1984 Technical
Appendix from the Natality Annual Volume; sources for death
records included in the numerator file are described in detail in
the 1984 and 1985 Technical Appendices, from the Mortality Annual
Volumes. Copies of these Technical Appendices are included in
this tape documentation.

Because of confidentiality concerns, only those counties of
250,000 or more population and only those cities of 250,000 or
more population are identified in this data set. The population
counts are based on the results of the 1980 census. Users should
refer to the geographic code outline in this document for the list
of available areas and codes.

In tabulations of linked data and denominator data, events
occurring in the United States to U.S. nonresidents are included
in tabulations that are by place of occurrence, and excluded from
tabulations by place of residence. For linked data, these
exclusions are based on the usual place of residence item of the
Mother. This item is contained in both the denominator file and
the birth section of the numerator (linked) file. U.S.
nonresidents are identified by a code 4 in location 11 of these
files.
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Linked Birth/Infant Death Data Set: 1984 Birth Cohort

Methodoloqv

The methodology used to create the national file of linked birth
and infant death records takes advantage of two existing data
sources:

1. State linked files for the identification of linked birth
and infant death certificates; and

2. NCHS natality and mortality computerized statistical
files, the source of computer records for the two linked
certificates.

Virtually all States routinely link infant death certificates to
their corresponding birth certificates for legal and statistical
purposes. When the birth and death of an infant occur in
different States, linking the two records that are filed in
different jurisdictions requires State cooperation for the
exchange of records. In accordance with the terms of the
“Association for Vital Records and Health Statistics Agreement for
Administering the Vital Records Exchange System,ll copies of the
records are exchanged by the State of death and State of birth in
order to effect a link. In addition, if a third State is
identified as the State of residence at the time of birth or
death, that State is also sent a copy of the appropriate
certificate by the State where the birth or death occurred.

The NCHS natality and mortality files, produced annually, include
statistical data from birth and death certificates that are
provided to NCHS by States under the Vital Statistics Cooperative
Program (VSCP). The data have been coded according to uniform
coding specifications, have passed rigid quality control
standards, have been edited and reviewed, and are the basis for
official U.S. birth and death statistics.

To initiate processing, NCHS obtained computerized linked files
from States that had them and extracted only the birth and death
certificate numbers for linked records and State and year of
occurrence. The States of Alaska, Arizona, Delaware, Indiana, and
Nevada provided linkage information by posting birth certificate
numbers on a computer-generated list of infant death certificate
numbers that was provided by NCHS. A file that contained only
State-provided identifiers for linked certificates was then
matched to the NCHS mortality and natality statistical files.
Individual birth and death records were selected from their
respective files and linked into a single statistical record,
thereby establishing a national linked record file.

After the initial linkage, NCHS returned to the States of death
copies or computer lists of unlinked infant death certificates for
followup linking. If the birth occurred in a State different from
the State of death, the State of birth identified on the death
certificate was contacted to obtain the linking birth certificate.
If the linking birth certificate from another State had been
renumbered, the State of death requested the original certificate
number from the State of birth. If the linked birth certificate
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had been filed after NCHS closed its ’statistical files, States
provided NCHS a copy of the late-filed birth certificate. These
certificates were coded, keyed, processed, added to the
denominator file and then linked to the infant death record.
Approximately 100 late-filed records were added to the
denominator.

In addition to late-filed birth records, approximately 3,000 birth
records were also added to the denominator file for the five
registration areas that did not participate in the VSCP. These
birth records were required for matching to death records, but
their addition to the denominator file did not change the total
occurrence count.

In 1984, the District of Columbia and the four States of Arizona,
California, Delaware, and Georgia did not participate in the VSCP.
For these five areas, only 50 percent of the birth certificates
(the even-numbered birth certificates) were coded for the
natality file. Records for odd-numbered birth certificates that
were linked to infant death certificates were added to the
denominator file.

For the five non-VSCP areas, the addition of odd-numbered birth
records to the 50-percent sample of births in the denominator had
implications for record weights and sample bias. Routinely, for
non-VSCP States even-numbered birth records in the sample are
assigned a record weight of 2 to represent two births. For the
linked file project, odd-numbered birth records were assigned a
record weight of 1, and added to the denominator file. To
maintain the correct total occurrence count, record weights were
adjusted from 2 to 1 for the same number of even-numbered birth
records.

The odd-numbered birth records that were added to the denominator
were not a random sample of birth records but rather a select
sample of records for infants that died. To minimize the
introduction of bias to the denominator, the record weight was
adjusted on even-numbered records with a similar birth weight
value. Birth weight was the criterion for selecting records for
adjustment, because it is strongly correlated with infant death.
Record-weight adjustment was implemented by ordering the
denominator file by State of occurrence, birth weight, and record
number. The record weight was then changed from a “2” to a “1”
for the first even-numbered birth record following an odd-numbered
birth record in the birth weight sequence.

The birth record in the denominator file includes an item in tape
location 1 that identifies whether or not the record is linked to
an infant death. This item is included in the denominator record
for users who would want to identify individual records for which
the infant died in the first year of life, or survived.
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Demographic and Medical Classification

The documents listed below describe in detail the procedures
employed for demographic classification on both the birth and
death records and medical classification on death records. While
not absolutely essential to the proper interpretation of the data
for a number of general applications, these documents should
nevertheless be studied carefully prior to any detailed analysis
of demographic or medical (especially multiple cause) data
variables. In particular, there are a number of exceptions to the
ICD rules in multiple cause-of-death coding which, if not treated
properly, may result in faulty analysis of the data.

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

Manual of the International Statistical Classification of
Diseases, Injuries, and the Cause-of-Death, Ninth Revision
(ICD-9) Volumes 1 and 2.

NCHS Instruction Manual Data Preparation Part 2a, Vital
Statistics Instructions for Classifying the Underlying Cause-
of-Death, 1984.

NCHS Instruction Manual Data Preparation, Part 2b, Vital
Statistics Instructions for Classifying Multiple Cause-of-
Death, 1984.

NCHS Instruction Manual Data Preparation, Part 2c, Vital
Statistics ICD-9 ACME Decision Tables for Classifying
Underlying Causes-of-Death, 1984.

NCHS Instruction Manual Data Preparation, Part 2d, Vital
Statistics NCHS Procedures for Mortality Medical Data System
File Preparation and Maintenance, Effective 1979.

NCHS Instruction Manual Data Tabulation, Part 2f, Vital
Statistics ICD-9 TRANSAX Disease Reference Tables for
Classifying Multiple Causes-of-Death, 1982-86.

NCHS Instruction Manual Data Preparation, Part 3a, Vital
Statistics Classification and Coding Instructions for Live
Birth Records, 1984.

NCHS Instruction Manual Data Preparation, Part 4, Vital
Statistics Demographic Classification and Coding Instructions
for Death Records, 1984.

NCHS Instruction Manual Tabulation, Part 11, Vital Statistics
Computer Edits for Mortality Data, Effective 1979.
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Volumes 1 and 2 of the ICD-9 may be purchased from WHO Publication
Center USA, 49 Sheridan Avenue, Albany, New York, 12210. The
remaining documents may be requested from the Chief, Data
Preparation Branch, Division of Data Processing, National Center
for Health Statistics, P.O.Box 12214, Research Triangle Park,
North-Carolina 27709.

In addition, the user should refer to the Technical Appendices of
the Vital Statistics of the United States for information on the
source of data, coding procedures, quality of the data, etc. The
Technical Appendices for natality and mortality are part of this
documentation package.

Cause-of-Death Data

Mortality data are traditionally analyzed and published in terms
of underlying cause-of-death. The underlying cause-of-death data
are coded and classified as described in the 1984 and 1985
Mortality Technical Appendices. NCHS has augmented underlying
cause-of-death data with data on multiple causes reported on the
death certificate. The linked file includes both underlying and
multiple causes-of-death data.

The multiple cause of death codes were developed with two
objectives in mind. First, to facilitate etiological studies of
the relationships among conditions, it was necessary to reflect
accurately in coded form each condition and its location on the
certification in the exact manner given by the certifier.
Secondly; coding needed to be carried out in a manner by which
the underlying cause-of-death could be assigned through computer
applications. The approach was to suspend the linkage provisions
of the ICD for the purpose of condition coding and code each
entity with minimum regard to other conditions present on the
certification. This general approach is hereafter called entity
coding.

Unfortunately, the set of multiple cause codes produced by entity
coding is not conducive to a third objective -- the generation of
person based multiple cause statistics. Person based analysis
requires that each condition be coded within the context of every
other condition on the same certificate and modified or linked to
such conditions as provided by ICD-9. By definition, the entity
data cannot meet this requirement since the linkage provisions
distort the character and placement of the information originally
recorded by the certifying physician.

Since the two objectives are incompatible, NCHS has chosen to
create from the original set of entity codes a new code set called
record axis multiple cause data. Essentially, the axis of
classification has been converted from an entity basis to a record
(or person) basis. The record axis codes are assigned in terms
of the set of codes that best describe the overall medical
certification portion of the death certificate.
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This translation is accomplished by a computer system called
TRANSAX (TRANSLATION OF AXIS) through selective use of traditional
linkage and modification rules for mortality coding. Underlying
cause linkages which simply prefer one code over another for
purposes of underlying cause selection are not included. Each
entity code on the record is examined and modified or deleted as
necessary to create a set of codes which are free of
contradictions and are the most precise within the constraints of
IcD-9 and medical information on the record. Repetitive
codes are deleted. The process may (1) combine two entity axis
categories together to a new category thereby eliminating a
contradiction or standardizing the data; or (2) eliminate one
category in favor of another to promote specificity of the data or
resolve contradictions. The following examples from ICD-9
illustrate the effect of this translation:

Case 1: When reported on the same record as separate entities,
cirrhosis of liver and alcoholism are coded to 5715
(cirrhosis of liver without mention of alcohol) and 303
(alcohol dependence syndrome). Tabulation of records
with 5715 would on the surface falsely imply that such
records had no mention of alcohol. A preferable
codification would be 5712 (alcoholic cirrhosis of liver)
in lieu of both 5715 and 303.

Case 2: If “gastric ulcer” and “bleeding gastric ulcer” are
reported on a record they are coded to 5319 (gastric
ulcer, unspecified as acute or chronic, without mention
of hemorrhage or perforation) and 5314 (gastric ulcer,
chronic or unspecified, with hemorrhage) . A more concise
codification would be to code 5314 only since the 5314
shows both the gastric ulcer and the bleeding.

A. Entity Axis Codes

The original conditions coded for selection of the underlying
cause-of-death are reformatted and edited prior to creating
the public-use tape. The following paragraphs describe the
format and application of entity axis data.

FORMAT : Each entity-axis code is displayed as an overall
seven byte code with subcomponents as follows:

1. Line indicator: The first byte represents the
line of the certificate on
which the code appears. Six
lines (l-6) are allowable with
the fourth and fifth denoting
one or two written in “due tons
beyond the three lines provided
in Part I of the U.S. standard
death certificate. Line “61’
represents Part II of the
certificate.
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2.

3.

4.

Position indicator: The next byte indicates the
position of the code on the
line, i.e., it is the first
(l), second (2), third (3),...
eighth (8) code on the line.

Cause category: The next four bytes represent
the ICD-9 cause code.

Nature of injury flag: ICD-9 uses the same series of
numbers (800-999) to indicate
nature of injury (N codes) and
external cause codes (E codes) .
This flag distinguishes between
the two with a one (1)
representing nature of injury
codes and a zero (0)
representing all other cause
codes.

A maximum of 20 of these seven byte codes are captured on a
record for multiple cause purposes. This may consist of a
maximum of 8 codes on any given line with up to 20 codes
distributed across three or more lines depending on where the
subject conditions are located on the certificate. Codes may
be omitted from one or more lines, e.g., line 1 with one or
more codes, line 2 with no codes, line 3 with one or more
codes.

In writing out these codes, they are ordered as follows:
line 1 first code, line 1 second code, etc. ----- line 2
first code, line 2 second code, etc. ----- line 3
----- line 4 ----- line 5 ----- line 6. Any space remaining
in the field is left blank. The specifics of locations are
contained in the record layout given later in this document.

EDIT : ‘The original conditions are edited to remove invalid
codes, reverify the coding of certain rare causes of death,
and assure age/cause and sex/cause compatibility. Detailed
information relating to the edit criteria and the sets of
cause codes which are valid to underlying cause coding and
multiple cause coding are provided in Part 11 of the NCHS
Vital Statistics Instruction Manual Series.

ENTITY AXIS APPLICATIONS: The entity axis multiple cause
data is appropriate to analyses which require that each
condition be coded as a stand alone entity without linkage to
other conditions and/or require information on the placement
of such conditions in the certificate. Within this
framework, the entity data are appropriate to the examination
of etiological relationships among conditions, accuracy of
certification reporting, and the validity of traditional
assumptions in underlying cause selection. Additionally, the
entity data provide in certain categories a more detailed
code assignment which is linked out in the creation of record
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axis data. Where such detail is needed for a study, the user
should selectively employ entity data. Finally, the
researcher may not wish to be bound by the assumptions used
in the axis translation process preferring rather to
investigate hypotheses of his own predilection.

By definition, the main limitation of entity axis data is
that an entity code does not necessarily reflect the best
code for a condition when considered within the context of
the medical certification as a whole. As a result certain
entity codes can be misleading or even contradict other codes
in the record. For example, category 5750 is titled “Acute
cholecystitis without mention of calculus”. Within the
framework of entity codes this is interpreted to mean that
the codable entity itself contained no mention of calculus
rather than that calculus was not mentioned anywhere on the
record. Tabulation of records with a “5750” as a count of
persons having acute cholecystitis without mention of
calculus would therefore be erroneous. This illustrates the
fact that under entity coding the ICD-9 titles cannot be
taken literally. The user must study the rules for entity
coding as they relate to his/her research prior to
utilization of entity data. The user is further cautioned
that the inclusion notes in ICD-9 which relate to modifying
and combining categories are seldom applicable to entity
coding (except where provided in Part 2b of the Vital
Statistics Instruction Manual Series).

In tabulating the entity axis data, one may count codes with
the resultant tabulation of an individual code representing
the number of times the disease(s) represented by the code
appears in the file. In this kind of tabulation of morbid
condition prevalence, the counts among categories may be
added together to produce counts for groups of codes.
Alternatively, subject to the limitations given above, one
may count persons having mention of the disease represented
by a code or codes. In this instance it is not correct to
add counts for individual codes to create person counts for
groups of codes. Since more than one code in the
researcher’s interest may appear together on the certificate,
totaling must account for higher order interactions among
codes. Up to 20 codes may be assigned on a record;
therefore, a 20-way interaction is theoretically possible.
All totaling must be based on mention of one or more of the
categories under investigation.
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B. Record Axis Codes

The following paragraphs describe the format and application
of record-axis data. Part 2f of the Vital Statistics
Instruction Manual Series describes the TRANSAX process for
creating record axis data from entity axis data.
FORMAT : Each record (or person) axis code is displayed in
five bytes. Location information is not relevant. The Code
consists of the following components:

1. Cause category:

2. Nature of injury

The first four bytes represent
the ICD-9 cause code.

flag: The last byte contains a O or 1
with the 1 indicating that the
cause is a nature of-injury
category.

Again, a maximum of 20 codes are captured on a record for
multiple cause purposes. The codes are written in a 100-byte
field in ascending code number (5 bytes) order with any
unused bytes left blank.

EDIT : The record axis codes are edited for rare causes and
age/cause and sex/cause compatibility. Likewise, individual
code validity is checked. The valid code set for record axis
coding is the same as that for entity coding.

RECORD AXIS APPLICATIONS: The record axis multiple cause
data set is the basis for NCHS core multiple cause
tabulations. Location of codes is not relevant to this data
set and conditions have been linked into the most meaningful
categories for the certification. The most immediate
consequence for the user is that the codes on the record
already represent mention of a disease assignable to that
particular ICD-9 category. This is in contrast to the entity
code which is assigned each time such a disease is reported
on two different lines of the certification. Secondly, the
linkage implies that within the constraints of IcD-9 the most
meaningful code has been assigned. The translation process
creates for the user a data set which is edited for
contradictions, duplicate codes, and imprecision. In
contrast to entity axis data, record axis data are
classified in a manner comparable to underlying cause of
death classification thereby facilitating joint analysis of
these variables. Likewise, they are comparable to general
morbidity coding where the linkage provisions of ICD-9 are
usually utilized. A potential disadvantage of record axis
data is that some detail is sacrificed in a number of the
linkages.

The user can take the record axis codes as literally
representing the information conveyed in IcD-9 category

Y

titles. While knowledge of the rules for combining and
linking and coding conditions is useful, it is not a
prerequisite to meaningful analysis of the data as long as
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one is willing to accept the assumptions of the axis
translation process. The user is cautioned, however, that
due to special rules in mortality coding, not all linkage
notes in ICD-9 are utilized. (See Part 2f of the Vital
Statistics Instruction Manual Series.)
The user should proceed with caution in using record axis
data to count conditions as opposed to people with conditions
since linkages have been invoked and duplicate codes have
been eliminated. As with entity data, person based
tabulations which combine individual cause categories must
take into account the possible interaction of up to 20 codes
on a single certificate.

In using the NCHS multiple cause data, the user is urged to review
the information in this document and its references. The
instructional material does change from year to year and revision
to revision. The user is cautioned that coding of specific ICD-9
categories should be checked in the appropriate instruction
manual. What may appear on the surface to be the correct code by
IcD-9 may in fact not be correct as given in the instruction
manuals.

If on the surface it is not obvious whether entity axis or record
axis data should be employed in a given application, detailed
examination of Part 2f of the Vital Statistics Instruction Manual
Series and its attachments will probably provide the necessary
information to make a decision. It allows the user to determine
the extent of the trade-offs between the two sets of data in terms
of specific categories and the assumptions of axis translation.
In certain situations, a combination of entity and record axis
data may be the more appropriate alternative.
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Machine/File/Data Characteristics:

I. Denominator File:

A.
B.
c.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
J.
I.
K.

Machine used:
Language used:
File Organization:
Record format:
Record count:
Record length:
Blocksize:
Recording mode:
Last block:
Code scheme:
Data counts:

II. Numerator File:

A. Machine used:
B. Language used:
C. File Organization:
D. Record format:
E. Record count:
F.Record length:
G. Blocksize:
H. Recording mode
I. Code scheme:
J. Last block:
K. Data counts:

IBM/3083/E
PL/I
One file, multiple reels
Blocked, fixed format
3,364,090
91
31941
IBM/EBCDIC 8-bit code
May be a short block
Numeric/Alphabetic/Blank
a. By occurrence: 3,673,693
b. By residence: 3,669,268
c. To foreign residents: 4,426

IBM/3083/E
PL/I
One file, one reel
Blocked, fixed format
38,314
500
32000
IBM/EBCDIC 8-bit code
Numeric/Alphabetic/Blank
Made be a short block
a. By occurrence: 38,314
b. By residence: 38,294
c. To foreign residents: 20
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Data Items

Linked Birth/Infant Death Data Set

List of Data Elements and Locations

1. General
a. Match status
b. Year of birth
c. Year of death
d. Record type
e. Resident status
f. Record weight

2. Occurrence
a. Region
b. Division
. Expanded State

~. State
e. County

3. Residence
a. Region
b. Division
c. Expanded State
d. State
e. County
f. City

4. Infant
a. Race
b. Sex
c. Age
d. Gestation
e. Birth weight
f. Plurality
g. Apgar score

5. Mother
am Origin or descent
b. Race
c. Age
d. Education
e. Marital status
f. State of birth

Denominator
File

1
2-5

10
11
91

12
13
15-16
17-18
19-21

22
23
25-26
27-28
29-31
32-34

36-37
38

39-42
43-49
50
51-54

55-56
57
58-61
62-64
65
66-67

Numerator File
Birth Death

1
2-5

10
11
91

12
13
15-16
17-18
19-21

22
23
25-26
27-28
29-31
32-34

36-37
38

39-42
43-49
50
51-54

55-56
57
58-61
62-64
65
66-67

194-197
198
199

200
201
203-204
205-206
207-209

210
211
213-214
215-216
217-219
220-222

223-227
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6.

7.

8.

9.

Linked Birth/Infant Death Data Set

Data Items

Father
a. Origin or descent
b. Race
c. Age
d. Education

Pregnancy items
a. Interval since last live birth
b. Outcome of last pregnancy
c. Interval since last pregnancy
d. Month prenatal care began
e. Number of prenatal visits
f. Total birth order
9* Live birth order

Medical data
a. Underlying cause
b. Multiple conditions

Other items
. Place of delivery

;. Attendant at birth
c. Hospital and patient status
d. Autopsy performed
e. Place of accident

Denominator
File

68-69
70
71-72
73-74

75
76
77
78-80
81-82
83-85
86-88

89
90

Numerator File
Birth Death

68-69 -
70
71-72 -
73-74 -

75
76
77
78-80 -
81-82 -
83-85 -
86-88 -

89
90

231-237
238-481

228
229
230
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1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

1

2-5

6-9

10

11

1 Match Status

. . . Matched Birth/Infant Death Record
; . . . Late Filed Matched Birth/Infant Death Record
3 . . . Surviving infant record

Locations 2-91 of the linked file contain data from the Birth Certificate.

Residence items in the Denominator Record and in the natality section of the
Numerator (Linked) Record refer to the usual place of residence of the Mother;

uhereas in the ■ortality section of the Numerator (Linked) Record,
these items refer to the residence of the Decedent.

4 Year of Birth

1984 . . . Born in 1984

4 Reserved Dositions

1 Record Type

1 . . .

2 . . .

Resident Status

1 ...

2 . . .

3 . . .

4 . . .

RESIDENTS
State and County of Occurrence and
Residence are the same.

NONRESIDENTS
State and/or County of Occurrence and
Residence are different.

RESIDENTS
State and County of Occurrence and Residence
are the same.

INTRASTATE NONRESIDENTS
State of Occurrence and Residence are the
same, but County is different.

INTERSTATE NONRESIDENTS
State of Occurrence and Residence are
different, but both are in the U.S.

FOREIGN RESIDENTS
State of Occurrence is one of the 50 States
or the District of Columbia, but P[ace of
Residence is outside of the U.S.
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1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

12-21 10 PLACE OF OCCURRENCE

Refer to the Geographic Code Outline in this document for a
list of areas and codes available on the public-use file.

1 Region of Occurrence

2 Division and State Subcode of Occurrence

12

13-14

Location
location

1
1

1
2
3
4
5
6

2
1
2
3

2
3

3
4
5

4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3
5

;
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

6
1
2
3
4

7
1
2
3

12 is Region. Location 13 is Oivision and
14 identifies States within that Division.

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

NORTHEAST
Neu England

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut

Middle Atlantic
Neu York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

MIOWEST
East North Central

Ohio
Indiana
Il[inois
Michigan
Uisconsin

Uest North Central
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebrasks
Kansas

SOUTH
South Atlantic

De[aHare
Maryland
District of Columbia
Virginia
Uest Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

East South Central
Kentuckv
Tenness&e
Alabama
Mississippi

. . . Uest South central

. . . Arkansas

. . . Louisiana

. . . Oklahoma

. . . Texas4
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1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

12 1 Reqion - Continued

13-14 2 Division and State Subcode - Continued

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

;
3
4
5

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

~
Mountain

Montana
Idaho
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Nevada

Pacific
Washington
Oregon
California
Alaska
Hauaii
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1984 Birth Cohort
D&hominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Fi#ld
~otation !iiid, Item and Code Outline

15-16 2 Exvanded State of Occurrence

This item is designed to separate~y identify New York city
records from upstate New York records.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
lB
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

RI
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
3a
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
4a
49
50
51
52

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
Neu Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Ne~ York city
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Uyomi ng
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1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

17-18 2 State of Occurrence

Asterisk indicates data based on a 50% sample. Late filed
birth certificates and certificates from 50-percent States
that uere needed to match to an infant death record, have
been included in this data set.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

;:
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

:;
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

. . . Alabama

. . . Alaska

. . . Arizona *

. . . Arkansas

. . . California ●

. . . Colorado

. . . Connecticut

. . . De[aware *

. . . Oistrict of Columbia ●

. . . Florida

. . . Georgia *

. . . Hauaii

. . . Idaho

. . . I[linois

. . . Indiana

. . . Ioua

. . . Kansas

. . . Kentucky

. . . Louisiana

. . . Maine

. . . Maryland

. . . Massachusetts

. . . Michigan

. . . Minnesota

. . . Mississippi

. . . Missouri

. . . Montana

. . . Hebraska

. . . Nevada

. . . NeH Hampshire

. . . Neu Jersey

. . . Neu Mexico

. . . New York

. . . North Carolina

. . . North Oakota

. . . Ohio

. . . Oklahoma

. . . Oregon

. . . Pennsylvania

. . . Rhode Island

. . . South Carolina

. . . South Dakota

. . . Tennessee

. . . Texas

. . . Utah

. . . Vermont

. . . Virginia

. . . Washington

. . . blest Virginia

. . . Uisconsin

. . . IJyoming

19-21 3 County of Occurrence

Because of confidentiality concerns, counties with a population
less than 250,000 cannot be identified on the public-use file.

001-nnn . . . Counties and county equivalents (independent
and coextensive cities) are numbered
alphabetically within each State. (Note: To
uniquely identify a county, both the State and
county codes must be used.)

999 . . . County with less than 250,000 popu~ation

(19)



Denom

Tape Fie[d
Location Size

22-35 14

22

23-24

1

2

1984 Birth Cohort
nator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Item and Code Outline

PLACE OF RESIDENCE

Refer to the Geographic Code Outline in this document for
a list of areas and codes available on the public-use file.

Region of Residence

Division and State Subcode of Residence

Location 22 is Region. Location 23 is Division and
location 24 identifies States uithin that Division.

000

1
1

1

;
4
5
6

2
1
2
3

2
3

1
2
3
4
5

4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3
5

1

4
5
6
7
8
9

6
1

$
4

7
1

:
4

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Foreiqn Resident

NORTHEAST
Neu Enqland

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut

Midd[e Atlantic
New York
Neu Jersey
Pennsylvania

MIDUEST
East North Central

Ohio
Indiana
lLlinois
Michigan
Uisconsin

. . . Uest North Central

. . . Minnesota

. . . Ions

. . . Missouri

. . . North Dakota

. . . South Dakota

. . . Nebraska

. . . Kansas

. . . SOUTH

. . . South Atlantic

. . . Oelauare

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Maryland
District of Columbia
Virginia
Uest Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

East South Central
Kentucky
Tennessee
Alabama
Mississippi

West South Central
Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas

(20)



1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and )latality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

22 1 Region - Continued

23-24 2 Division and State Subcode - Continued

4
8

;
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
1
2

3
4
5

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

~
Mountain

Montana

Idaho
Wyoming
Colorado
Hew Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Nevada

Pacific
Washington
Oregon
California
Alaska
Hauaii

(21)



1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

25-26 2 Expanded State of Residence

This item is designed to separately identify Neu York city
records from upstate Ne~ York records.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53-58,60
53
54
55
56
57
58
60

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

.P.

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Dela~are
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Ions
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
Ne~ Hampshire
Neu Jersey
Neu Mexico
Neu York
New York city
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
!.lest Virginia
Uisconsin
Wyoming
Foreign Residents

Puerto Rico
Virgin Island
Guam
Canada
Cuba
Mexico
Remainder of the uorld

(22)



Tape
Location

27-28

1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Nata[ity Section of Linked Record

Field
Size Item and Code Out Line

2 State of Residence

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
47
42
43

:;
46
47
48
49
50
51
52-57,59
52
53
54
55
56
57
59

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
CoLorado
Connecticut
Oelanare
Oistrict of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hauaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Ions
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Mary[and
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
Ne~ Hampshire
New Jersey
Neu Mexico
Neu York
North Carolina
North Oakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Is(and
South Carolina
South Oakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Uest Virgin
Uisconsin
Uyoming
Foreicin Res

a

dents
. . . Pu~rto Rico
. . . Virgin Islands
. . . Guam
. . . Canada
. . . Cuba
. . . Mexico
. . . Remainder of the world

(23)



1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

29-31 3 County of Residence

Because of confidentiality concerns, counties uith a population
less than 250,000 cannot be identified on the public-use file.

001-nnn . . . Counties and county equivalents (independent
and coextensive cities) are numbered
alphabetically within each State.
(Note: To uniquely identify a county, both
the State and county codes must be used.)

999 . . . County with less than 250,000 population
Ezz . . . Foreign residents

32-34

35

36

37

38

39-40

41-42

3

1

1

1

2

2

City of Residence

Because of confidentiality concerns, cities with a population
less than 250,000 cannot be identified on the public-use file.

001-nnn . . . Cities are numbered alphabetically uithin each
State.
(Note: To uniquely identify a city, both the
State and city codes must be used.)

999 . . . Entire county, Balance of County, or city less
than 250,000 population

Zzz . . . Foreign residents

Reserved position

Oetail Race of Child

1 . . . White
2 . . . Black
3 . . . American Indian (includes Aleuts and Eskimos)
4 . . . Chinese
5 . . . Japanese
6 . . . Hawaiian (includes Part-Hawaiian)
7 . . . Filipino
8 . . . Other Asian or Pacific Islander
o . . . Other races

Race of Child Recode 3

. . . Uhite
; . . . Races other than White or Black
3 . . . Black

Sex of Child

1 ... Male
2 . . . Female

Detail Gestation in Weeks

17-52 . . . 17th through 52nd ueek of gestation
99 . . . Gestation not stated

Gestation Recode 10

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

. . . Under 20 weeks

. . . 20 - 27 weeks

. . . 28 - 31 ueeks

. . . 32 - 35 ueeks

. . . 36 weeks

. . . 37 - 39 neeks

. . . 40 ueeks

. . . 41 weeks

. . . 42 weeks and over

. . . Gestation not stated

(24)



1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Fie~d
Location ~ Item and Code Outline

43-46 4 Birth weiaht - DetaiL in Grams

0227-8165 . . . Number of grams
9999 . . . Birth weight not stated

49

50

51-52

47-48 2“ Birth ueight Recode 14

01 . . . 499 grams or less
02 . . . 500 - 749 grams
03 . . . 750 - 999 grams
04 . . . 1000 - 1249 grams
05 . . . 1250 - 1499 grams
06 . . . 1500 - 1999 grams
07 . . . 2000 - 2499 grams
08 . . . 2500 - 2999 grams
09 . . . 3000 - 3499 grams
10 . . . 3500 - 3999 grams
11 . . . 4000 - 4499 grams
12 . . . 4500 - 4999 grams
13 . . . 5000 - 8165 grams
14 . . . Birth Height not stated

1 Birth Meiqht Recode 3

1 . . . 2499 grams or Less
. . . 2500 grams or more

: . . . Birth ueight not stated

1 Plurality - Detai~

. . . Single Birth
; . . . Twin
3 . . . Other Hultiple Births

2 Ona Minute ADcl ar Score

00-10 . . . A score of 0-10
99 . . . One minute Apgar score unknown or not stated

53-54 2 Five Minute Apg ar Score

00-10 . . . A score of 0-10
99 . . . Five minute Apgar score unkno~n or not stated

(25)



1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and NataLity Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

55-56 2 Oriqin or Oescent of Mother

The Technical Appendix contains a table that shows which States
report Detail Ethnicity (codes 01-24, 99), which states rePort
Hispanic Origin or Descent (codes 00-05, 99), and which States
do not report either item (code 88).

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

;:
21
22
23

;:
99

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Non - Spanish
Mexican
Puerto Rican
Cuban
Central or South American
Other and Unknown Spanish
American
American Indian
British, Scottish, Welsh, Scotch-Irish
Irish
German
French
Norwegian, Swedish, Danish
Polish
Italian
Other North, Central and South American
Other Hestern European
Other Northern European
Other Eastern European
Other Southern European (excluding Spain)
Southeast Asian and Pacific Islander
South Central Asian
Other Asian
North African
Other African
Origin or descent of Mother not reported
Origin or descent of Mother not classifiable

57

58-59

60-61

1

2

2

Oetail Race of Mother

1 . . . Uhite
2 . . . Black
3 . . . American Indian (includes Aleuts end Eskimos)
4 . . . Chinese
5 . . . Japanese
6 . . . Hauai ian (includes Part-Hawaiian)
7 . . . Filipino
8 . . . Other Asian or Pacific IsLander
o . . . Other races
9 . . . Race of Mother not stated

Detail Age of Mother

10-49 . . . Age in single years

Aqe of Mother Recode 12

01
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

. . . Under 15 years

. . . 15 years

. . . 16 years

. . . 17 years

. . . 18 years

. . . 19 years

. . . 20 - 24 years

. . . 25 - 29 years

. . . 30 - 34 years

. . . 35 - 39 years

. . . 40 - 44 years

. . . 45 - 49 years

(26)



1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and )lata[ity Section of Linked Recor~

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

62-63 2 Mother’s Education - Detai[

00 . . . No formal education

01-08 . . . Years of elementary school
09 . . . 1 year of high school
10 . . . 2 years of high schoo
11 . . . 3 years of high schoo

12 . . . 4 years of high schoo
13 . . . 1 year of college
14 . . . 2 years of college
15 . . . 3 years of college

64

65

1

1

16 . . . 4 years of co[lege

17 . . . 5 or more years of colleg~
99 . . . Mother’s education not stat~cl

Mother’s Education Recode 6

. . . 0 - 8 years

; . . . 9- 11 years
3 . . . 12 years
4 . . . 13 - 15 years

5 . . . 16 years and over
6 . . . Mother’s education not statgd

Marital Status

;
. . . Harried
. . . Unmarried

(27)



1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

66-67 2 Mother’s Place of Birth

01
02
D3
04
05
06
07
06
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
3.3
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

:;
43
44
45
46

::
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
59
99

. . . Alabama

. . . Alaska

. . . Arizona

. . . Arkanaas

. . . California

. . . CoLorado

. . . Connecticut

. . . Delauare

. . . District of Columbia

. . . Florida

. . . Georgia

. . . Hauaii

. . . Idaho

. . . l~linois

. . . Indiana

. . . Iowa

. . . Kansas

. . . Kentucky

. . . Louisiana

. . . Maine

. . . Maryland

. . . Massachusetts

. . . Michigan

. . . Minnesota

. . . Mississippi

. . . Missouri

. . . Montana

. . . Nebraska

. . . Nevada

. . . New Hampshire

. . . New Jersey

. . . New Mexico

. . . New York

. . . North Carolina

. . . North Dakota

. . . Ohio

. . . Oklahoma

. . . Oregon

. . . Pennsylvania

. . . Rhode Island

. . . South Carolina

. . . South Dakota

. . . Tennessee

. . . Texas

. . . Utah

. . . Vermont

. . . Virginia

. . . Washington

. . . Uest Virginia

. . . Uisconsin

. . . Wyoming

. . . Puerto Rico

. . . Virgin Islands

. . . Guam

. . . Canada

. . . Cuba

. . . Mexico

. . . Remainder of the uorld

. . . Motherls place of birth not classif able

(28)



1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

68-69 2 Oriqin or Descent of Father

The Technical Appendix contains a table that shows uhich States
report Detail Ethnicity (codes 01-24, 99), uhich States report
Hispanic Origin or Descent (codes 00-05, 99), and uhich States
do not report either item (code 88).

70

71-72

73-74

1

2

2

OD
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
009
09
lD
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
88
99

. . . Non - Spanish

. . . Mexican

. . . Puerto Rican

. . . Cuban

. . . Central or South American

. . . Other and Unknown Spanish

. . . American

. . . American Indian

. . . British, Scottish, Uelsh, Scotch-Irish

. . . Irish

. . . German

. . . French

. . . Noruegian, Suedish, Danish

. . . Polish

. . . Italian

. . . Other North, Central and South American

. . . Other Uestern European

. . . Other Northern European

. . . Other Eastern European

. . . Other Southern European (excluding Spain)

. . . Southeast Asian and Pacific Islander

. . . South Central Asian

. . . Other Asian

. . . liorth African

. . . Other African

. . . Origin or decent of Father not reported

. . . Origin or decent of Father not classifiable

Detail Race of Father

;
3
4
5
6
7
8
0
9

. . . Uhite

. . . BLack

. . . American Indian (includes Aleuts and Eskimos)

. . . Chinese

. . . Japanese

. . . HaMai ian (includes Part-Hauai ian)

. . . Filipino

. . . Other Asian or Pacific Islander

. . . Other races

. . . Race of Father not stated

Detail Age of Father

10-98 . . . Age in single years
99 . . . Age of Father not stated

Father’s Education - Oetail

00
01-08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
99

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

No formal education
Years of elementary school
1 year of high school
2 years of high school
3 years of high school
4 years of high school
1 year of college
2 years of college
3 years of college
4 years of college
5 or more years of college
Father’s education not stated
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1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
SizeLocation Item and Code Outline

75 1 Interval Since Last Live Birth

o

;
3
4
5
6
7
9

. . . Not applicable (no previous live birth)

. . . Zero months (plural birth)

. . . 1 - 11 months

. . . 12 - 23 months

. . . 24 - 35 months

. . . 36 - 47 months

. . . 48 - 71 months
,.. 72 months and over
,.. Interval since last live birth not stated

76

77

78-79

80

81-82

1 Outcome of Last Pregnancy

1

2

1

2

0 . . . Not applicable (no previous pregnancy)
. . . Last pregnancy was a live birth

; . . . Last pregnancy uas some other termination
9 . . . Last pregnancyrs outcome is unknown

Interval Since Termination of Last Preqnancy

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

. . . Not applicable (no previous pregnancy)

. . . Zero months (plural delivery)

. . . 1- 11 months

. . . 12 - 17 months

. . . 18 - 23 months

. . . 24 - 35 months

. . . 36 - 47 months

. . . 48 - 59 months

. . . 60 months and over

. . . Interval since termination of last pregnancy
not stated

Detail Month of Pregnancy Prenatal Care Began

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
00
99

. . . 1st month

. . . 2nd month

. . . 3rd month

.,. 4th month

. . . 5th month

. . . 6th month

. . . 7th month

. . . 8th month

. . . 9th month

. . . No prenatal care

. . . Month of pregnancy prenatal care began not
stated

Month of Pregnancy Prenatal Care Began Recode 6

1 ... 1st - 2nd month
2 . . . 3rd month
3 . . . 4th - 6th month
4 . . . 7th - 9th month
5 . . . No prenatal care
6 . . . Month of pregnancy prenatal care began not

stated

Total Number of Prenatat Visits

00 . . . No prenatal visits
01-49 . . . Stated number of visits
99 . . . Number of prenatal visits not stated
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1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item end Code Outline

83-84 2 Deteil Total Birth Order

01-50 . . . Total number of [ive births and other
terminations

99 . . . Total birth order unknoun or not stated

85

86-87

88

89

90

91

1

2

1

Total Birth Order Recode 9

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

First Child
Second Child
Third Child
Fourth Child
Fifth Child
Sixth Child
Seventh Child
Eighth Child and over
Total birth order not stated

Oetail Live Bfrth Order

01-50 . . . Number of children ever born alive to mother
99 . . . Live birth order unknoun or not stated

Live Birth Order Recode 9

. . . First Child
: . . . Second Child
3 . . . Third ChiLd
4 . . . Fourth Child
5 . . . Fifth Child
6 . . . Sixth Child

. . . Seventh Child
: . . . Eighth Child and over
9 . . . Live birth order not stated

1 Place of Oelivery

1 . . . Hospital Births
. . . llonhospital Births

: . . . En route or born on arrival (BOA)
9 . . . Place of delivery not classifiable

1 Attendant at Birth

1 ... Physician
2 . . . Hiduife
3 . . . Attendant specified other than physician or

midwife
9 . . . Attendant at birth unknown

1 Record Ueiqht

Numerator (Linked) record

1 ... All records contain a 1

Denominator record
Each record contains a record Height that is used to inf[ate
totals to national birth figures.

1-2 . . . Code range

The denominator record ●nds in location 91.
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1984 Birth Cohort
Denominator Record and Natality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

92-193 102 These positions are conta’
only and are reser’

If data are added
files. The record
but it is expected
constant.

ned in the Numerator (Linked) Record
ed for possib[e additiona~ data.

n the future, they uil[ be included in both
Length of the Denominator file would expand,
that the Numerator record would remain

Documentation for the ■ortality section of the Numerator (Linked) Record begins on
the follouing page.
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Part of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

Locations 194-500 contain data from the Death Certificate.

Residence items in the Denominator Record and in the natality section of the
Numerator (Linked) Record refer to the usual place of residence of the Mother;

uhereas in the the ■ortality section of the Numerator (Linked) Record,
these items refer to the residence of the Decedent.

194-197 4 Year of Death

1984 . . . Death occurred in 1984
1985 . . . Death occurred in 1985

198

199

1

1

Record Type

1 . . . RESIDENTS
State and County of Occurrence and
Residence are the same.

2 . . . NONRESIDENTS
State andlor County of Occurrence and
Residence are different.

Resident Status

1 ... RESIDENTS
State and County of Occurrence and Residence
are the same.

2 . . . INTRASTATE NONRESIDENTS
State of Occurrence and Residence are the
same, but County is different.

3 . . . INTERSTATE NONRESIDENTS
State of Occurrence and Residence are
different, but both are in the U.S.

4 . . . FOREIGN RESIDENTS
State of Occurrence is one of the 50 States
or the District of Columbia, but Place of
Residence is outside of the U.S.
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Part of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

200-209 10 PLACE OF OCCURRENCE

Refer to the Geographic Code Outline in this document for a
(ist of areas and codes available on the pub~ic-use file.

Re~ion of Occurrence

Division and State Subcode of Occurrence

Location 200 is Region. Location 201 is Oivision and
(ocation 202 identifies States within that Division.

200

201-202

1

2

1
1

1
2
3
4

:
2

1

:

2
3

1

:
4
5

4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3
5

;
3
4
5
6

:
9

6

;
3
4

7

;
3
4

. . . NORTHEAST

. . . New England
Maine. . .

. . . New Hampshire

. . . Vermont

. . . Massachusetts

. . . Rhode Island
Connecticut. . .

. . . Middle Atlantic

. . . New York

. . . New Jersey

. . . Pennsylvania

. . . MIDUEST

. . . East North Central
Ohio. . .

. . . Indiana

. . . II Linois

. . . Michigan

. . . Wisconsin

. . . West North Central

. . . Minnesota

. . . Iowa

. . . Missouri

. . . North Oakota

. . . South Oakota

. . . Nebraska

. . . Kansas

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

SOUTH
South AtLantic

Oelaware
Maryland
District of Columbia
Virginia
Uest Virginia
North CaroL ina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

. . . East South Central

. . . Kentucky

. . . Tennessee

. . . Alabama

. . . Mississippi

. . . Uest South CentraL

. . . Arkansas

. . . Louisiana

. . . Oklahoma

. . . Texas
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Part of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

200 1 Region - Continued

201-202 2 Oivision and State Subcode - Continued

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
1
2
3
4
5

4 . . .
8 . . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

~
Mountain

Montana
Idaho
Wyoming
Colorado
Neu Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Nevada

Pacific
Hashington
Oregon
California
Alaska
Hawaii
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Part of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Out(ine

203-204 2 Expanded State of Occurrence

This item is designed to separately identify Neu York city
records from upstate NeM York records.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

::
49
50
51
52

. . . Alabama

. . . Alaska

. . . Arizona

. . . Arkansas

. . . California

. . . Colorado

. . . Connecticut

. . . Oelaware

. . . District of Columbia

. . . Florida

. . . Georgia

. . . Hawaii

. . . Idaho

. . . Illinois

. . . Indiana

. . . Iowa

. . . Kansas

. . . Kentucky

. . . Louisiana

. . . Maine

. . . Maryland

. . . Massachusetts

. . . Michigan

. . . Minnesota

. . . Mississippi

. . . Missouri

. . . Montana

. . . Nebraska

. . . Nevada

. . . Neu Hampshire

. . . New Jersey

. . . Neu Mexico

. . . New York

. . . New York city

. . . North Carolina

. . . North Dakota

. . . Ohio

. . . Oklahoma

. . . Oregon

. . . Pennsylvania

. . . Rhode Is[and

. . . South Carolina

. . . South Oakota

. . . Tennessee

. . . Texas

. . . Utah

. . . Vermont

. . . Virginia

. . . Washington

. . . Uest Virginia

. . . Uisconsin

. . . Uyoming
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Part of Linked Record

Tape Field
SizeLocation Item and Code Outline

205-206 2 State of Occurrence

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

;:
14
15
16
17
18

;:
21
22
23
24
25
26

:;
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Alabama
A[aska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Oelatiare
District of Columbia
F[orida
Georgia
Hauaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Ioua
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Haryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Mebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
lieu Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Uest Virginia
Uisconsin
Uyoming

207-209 3 County of Occurrence

Due to confidentiality requirements, counties uith a population
less than 250,000 cannot be identified on the public-use file.

001-nnn . . . Counties and county equivalents (independent
and coextensive cities) are numbered
alphabetically uithin each State.
(Note: To uniquely identify a county, both the
State and county codes must be used.)

. . . County uith less than 250,000 popu~ation999
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Part of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Out~ine

210-223 14 PLACE OF RESIDENCE

Refer to the Geographic Code Outline in this
list of areas and codes available on the pub

1 Region of Residence

2 Division and State Subcode of Residence

210

211-212

document for a
it-use f le.

Location 210 is Region. Location 211 is Division and
location 212 identifies States within that Division.

. . . Foreign Resident

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

NORTHEAST
Neu England

Maine
Neu Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut

Middle Atlantic
Neu York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania

. . . MIDUEST

. . . East North Central

. . . Ohio

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Uisconsin

West North Central
Minnesota
Ioua
Missouri
North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas

SOUTH
South Atlantic

Dela~are
Maryland
Oistrict of Columbia
Virginia
Uest Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

East South Central
Kentucky
Tennessee
Alabama
Mississippi

Uest South Central
Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Part of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

210 1 Region - Continued

211-212 2 Division and State Subcode - Continued

4
8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
1
2
3
4
5

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

~
Mountain

Hontana
Idaho
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Nevada

Pacific
Washington
Oregon
California
Alaska
Hawaii
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Part of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size

213-214 2

Item and Code Outline

Expanded State of Residence

This item is designed to separately identify Ne~ York city
records from upstate Ne~ York records.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53-58,60
53
54
55
56
57
58
60

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .
,..
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delatiare
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hauaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
New York city
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Uest Virginia
Uiaconsin
Uyoming
Foreign Residents

Puerto Rico
Virgin Island
Guam
Canada
Cuba
Mexico
Remainder of the world
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

215-216 2 State of Residence

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

HI
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

:;
46
47
48
49
50
51
52-57,59
52

H
55
56
57
59

. . . Alabama

. . . Alaska

. . . Arizona

. . . Arkansas

. . . Californ

. . . Colorado

. . . Connecti(

. . . Oelaware

. . . District

. . . Florida

. . . Georgia

. . . Hawaii

. . . Idaho

. . . II Linois

. . . Indiana

. . . Ioua

. . . Kansas

. . . Kentucky

a

Ut

of Columbia

. . . Louisiana

. . . Maine

. . . Maryland

. . . Massachusetts

. . . Michigan

. . . Minnesota

. . . Mississippi

. . . Missouri

. . . Montana

. . . Nebraska

. . . Nevada

. . . Neu Hampshire

. . . Neu Jersey

. . . New Mexico

. . . Neu York

. . . North Carolina

. . . North Dakota

. . . Ohio

. . . Oklahoma

. . . Oregon

. . . Pennsylvania

. . . Rhode Island

. . . South Carolina

. . . South Dakota

. . . Tennessee

. . . Texas

. . . Utah

. . . Vermont

. . . Virginia

. . . Washington

. . . Uest Virgin

. . . Uisconsin

. . . Wyoming

. . . Foreign Res

. . . Puerto R

a

dents
co

. . . Virgin Islands

. . . Guam

. . . Canada

. . . Cuba

. . . Mexico

. . . Remainder of the uorld
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
SizeLocation

217-219 3

220-222 3

223-227 5

1223

224-225 2

226-227 2

Item and Code Outline

County of Residence

Due to confidentiality requirements, counties with a population
less than 250,000 cannot be identified on the public-use file.

001-nnn . . . Counties and county equivalents (independent
and coextensive cities) are numbered
alphabetically ~ithin each State.
(Note: To uniquety identify a county, both the
State and county codes must be used.)

999 . . . County with leas than 250,000 population
Zzz . . . Foreign residents

City of Residence

Due to confidentiality requirements, cities uith a population
less than 250,000 cannot be identified on the public-use file.

001-nnn . . . Cities are numbered alphabetically uithin each
State.
(Note: To uniquely identi,
State and city codes must

999 . . . Entire county, BaLance of
less than 250,000 populat

Zzz . . . Foreign residents

y a city, both the
be used.)
County, or city of
on

Age is as computed using the dates of birth and death.
For ages less than 2 days and nhen age could not be computed,
the reported age from the death certificate was used.

Infant Age Recode 5

. . . Under 1 hour
; . . . 1- 23 hours
3 . . . 1 - 6 days
4 . . . 7- 27 days (late neonatal)
5 . . . 28 days and over (postneonatal)

Infant Aqe Recode 76

00 . . . Less than 1 day
01-27 . . . 1- 27 days
28 . . . 4th ueek
29 . . . 5th ~eek
30 . . . 6th week
31-76 . . . 7th - 52nd weeks

Infant Age Recode 38

00 . . . Less than 1 day
01-27 . . . 1 - 27 days
28 . . . 1 month

. . . 2 months
;: . . . 3 months

. . . 4 months
:; . . . 5 months
33 . . . 6 months
34 . . . 7 months
35 . . . 8 months
36 . . . 9 months
37 . . .10 months
38 . . .11 months
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

228 1 Hospital and Patient Status

1

2

3

4

5

6
7
8

9

. . . Hospital, Clinic or Medical Center
- Inpatient

. . . Hospital, Clinic or Medical Center
- Outpatient or admitted to Emergency Room

. . . Hospital, Clinic or Medical Center
- Dead on Arrival

. . . Hospital, Clinic or Hedical Center
- Patient status unknoun

. . . Hospital, Clinic or Medical Center
- Patient status not on certificate

. . . Other Institution providing patient care

. . . AL1 other reported entries

. . . Dead on Arrival
- Hospital, Clinic or MedicaL Center name

not given
. . . Hospital and patient status not stated

229

230

231-237

231-234

235-237

1

1

7

4

3

Autopsy Performed

1 ... Yes
2 . . . No
8 . . . Autopsy performed not on certificate
9 . . . Autopsy performed not stated

Place of Accident for Causes E850-E929

Blank
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Causes other than E850-E929
Home
Farm
Mine and Quarry
Industrial Place and Premises
Place for Recreation and Sport
Street and High~ay
PubLic Building
Resident Institution
Other Specified Places
P[ace of accident not specified

UNDERLYING CAUSE OF DEATH

[CD Code (9th Revision)

See the Illnternational Classification of Diseases”, 1975
Revision, Volume 1. For injuries and poisoning, the externa(
cause is coded (E800-E999) rather than the Nature of Injury
(800-999). These positions do not include the letter E for the
external cause of injury. For those causes that do not have a
4th digit, location 234 is blank.

61 Infant Cause Recode

A recode of the ICD cause code into 61 groups for NCHS
publications. Further back in this document is a complete list
of recodes and the causes included.

010-680 . . . Code range (not inclusive)
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Section of Linked Record

Tape Field
Location Size Item and Code Outline

238-481 244 MULTIPLE CONDITIONS

238-239

240-379

240-246

247-253

254-260

261-267

26a-274

275-281

282-288

289-295

296-302

303-309

310-316

317-323

324-330

331-337

338-344

345-351

See the llInternationa[ Classification of Diseases I’, 1975
Revision, Volume 1. Both the entity-axis and record-axis
conditions are coded according to this revision (9th).

2 Number of Entit y-Axis Conditions

00-20 . . . Code range

140 ENTITY - AXIS CONOITIONS

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

Space has been provided for a maximum of 20 conditions. Each
condition takes 7 positions in the record. Records that do not
have 20 conditions are blank in the unused area.

Position 1: Part/line number on certificate

1 . . . Part 1, line 1 (a)
2 . . . Part 1, line 2 (b)
3 . . . Part 1, line 3 (c)
4 . . . Part I, line 4 (d)
5 . . . Part I, line 5 (e)
6 . . . Part II

Position 2: Sequence of condition within part/line

1-7 . . . Code range

Position 3 - 6: Condition code (ICO 9th Revision)

Position 7: Nature of Injury Flag

1 ... Indicates that the code in positions 3-6 is a
Nature of Injury code

o . . . ALL other codes

Ist Condition

2nd Condition

3rd Condition

4th Condition

5th Condition

6th Condition

7th Condition

8th Condition

9th Condition

10th Condition

Ilth Condition

12th Condition

13th Condition

l~th Condition

15th Condition

16th Condition
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1984 Birth Cohort
Mortality Section of Linked Record

Tape
Location

352-358

359-365

366-372

373-379

380-381

382-481

382-386

387-391

392-396

397-401

402-406

407-411

412-416

417-421

422-426

427-431

432-436

437-441

442-446

447-451

452-456

457-461

462-466

467-471

472-476

477-481

482-500

Field
Size

7

7

7

7

2

100

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

19

Item and Code Outline

ENTITY - AMIS CONOITIOMS - continued

17th Condition

l13th Condition

19th Condition

20th Condition

Number of Record-Axis Conditions

00-20 . . . Code range

RECORO - AXIS CONOITIONS

Spaca has been provided for a maximum of 20 conditions. Each
condition takes 5 positions in the record. Records that do not
have 20 conditions are blank in the unused area.

Position 1-4: Condition Code (ICD 9th Revision)
Position 5: Nature of Injury Flag

1 . . . Indicates that the code in positions 1-4 is a
Nature of Injury code

o . . . All other codes

Ist Condition

2nd Condition

3rd Condition

4th Condition

5th Condition

6th Condition

7th Condition

8th Condition

9th Condition

10th Condition

llth Condition

12th Condition

13th Condition

14th Condition

15th Condition

16th Condition

17th Condition

18th Condition

19th Condition

20th Condition

Reserved positions
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Linked Birth/Infant Death Data Set

Geographic Code Outline

The following pages show in detail the geographic codes used by
the Division of Vital Statistics in the processing of vital event
data occurring in the United States. For the linked data set,
counties and cities with a population of 250,000 or more are
identified. When an event occurs to a nonresident of the United
States, residence data are coded only to the “State” level;
several western hemisphere countries or the remainder of the world
are uniquely identified. The vital statistics codes are effective
with the 1982 data year and are based on results of the 1980
Census.

To aid the user in interpreting the geographic codes, a brief
explanation of the codes and of the column headings/abbreviations
shown on the following pages are:

State: Each State and the District of Columbia are numbered
alphabetically. In addition, several unique codes are used to
identify nonresidents of the U.S.

County: Counties and county equivalents (independent and
coextensive cities) are numbered alphabetically within each
State.

City: Cities are numbered alphabetically within each State.

Name: Each State, county, and city name is listed along with its
respective code. In addition, places used to identify
nonresidents of the U.S. are also listed along with their codes. 7



Listing of Counties Identified in the Linked Data Set

Vital Statistics Geographic Code Outline Effective With 1982 Data

State County State and County Name

01 Al abama

037 Uefferson
049 Mobile

02

03
007
010

04
060

05
001
007
010
015
019
027
030
033
034
036
037
038
039
041
042
043
049
050
056

06
003
016
021
030

07
001
002
005

08

09

10

002

001

005
006
013
016
029
040
050
052
053
064

Al aska

Arizona
Maricopa
Plma

Arkansas
Pulaski

Cal ifornia
Alameda
Contra Costa
Fresno
Kern
Los Angeles
Monterey
Orange
Riverside

Sacramento
San Bernardino
San Oiego
San Francisco, coext. with San Francisco city

San doaquin
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Sonoma
Stanlslaus
Ventura

Colorado
Arapahoe
Oenver, coext. with Oenver city
El Paso
Jefferson

Connecticut
Fairfield
Hartford
New Haven

Oelaware
New Castle

District of Columbla
District of Columbia

Florida
Brevard
Broward
Oade
Duva 1
Hillsborough
Orange
Palm Beach
Pinellas
Polk
Volusia
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Listing of Counties Identified in the Linked Data Set

Vital Statistics Geographic code Outline Effective With 1982 Data

State County State and County Name

11 Georgia
033 Cobb
044 Oe Kalb
060 Ful ton

12 Hawai i
002 Honolulu

13 Idaho

016
022
045
049
082
099
101

15
002
045
049

14 Illinois
Cook
Du Page
Kane
Lake
St. Clair
Will
Winnebago

Indiana
Allen
Lake
Marion

16
077

17
046
0s7

1’9
056

19
009
017
026
036

20

21
002
003
004
016
017

22
003
005
007
009
011
012
013
014

23
025
033
041
050
063
081
082

Iowa
Polk

Kansas
Johnson
Sedgwick

Kentucky
Jefferson

Louisiana
Caddo
East Baton Rouge
Jefferson
Orleans, coext. with New Orleans city

Ma 1ne

Maryland
Anne Arundel
Baltimore
Baltimore city
Montgomery
Prince George’s

Massachusetts
Bristol
Essex
Hampden
Middlesex
Norfolk
Plymouth
Suffolk
Worcester

Michigan
Genesee
I ngham
Kent
Macomb
Oakl and
Washtenaw
Wayne
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Listing of Counties Identified in the Linked Data Set

Vital Statistics Geographic Code Outline Effective With 1982 Data

State County State and County Name

24
027
062

25
025

26
048
096
097

27

28
028

29
003

30
006

31
002
003
004
007
009
011
012
013
014
015
016
020

32

33

001

001
014
026
028
029
031
032
034
040
048
056

34
041
060
092

35

36
009
018
025
031
047
048
050
057
076
077

Minnesota
Hennepin
Ramsey

Mississippi
Hinds

Missouri
dackson
St. Louis
St . Louis city

Montana

Nebraska
Douglas

Nevada
Clark

New Hampshire
Hillsborough

New Jersey
❑ergen
13urlington
Camden
Essex
Hudson
Mercer
Middlesex
Monmouth
Morris
Ocean
Passaic
Union

New Mexico
Bernalillo

New York
Albany
Erie
Monroe
Nassau
New York city
Oneida
Onondaga
Orange
Rockland
Suffol k
Westchester

North Carolina
Guilford
Mecklenburg
Wake

North Dakota

Ohio
Butler
Cuyahoga
Franklin
Hami lton
Lorain
Lucas
MahonTng
Montgomery
Stark
Summit
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State

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

40

Li.Sting of Counties Identified in the Linked Data Set

Vital Statistics Geographic Code Outline Effective With 1982 Oata

Ccmnty

055
072

020
026

002
006
009
015
023
025
036
039
040
046
051
065
067

004

010
023
040

019
033
047
079

015
057
071
101
108
123
178
220
227

018

040
088
127

017
02 ‘?
03 i
032

State and County Name

Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Tul sa

Oregon
Lane
Multnomah

Pennsylvania
Allegheny
Berks
Bucks
Chester
Delaware
Erie
Lancaster
Lehigh
Luzerne
Montgomery
Philadelphia, coext. with Phi
Westmoreland
York

Rhode Island
Providence

South Carol i”na
Charleston
Greenville
Rlchland

Sob” 1 Oakota

Tennessee
Davidson
Hamilton
Knox
Shelby

Texas
Bexar
Oallas
El Paso
Harris
Hidalgo
Jefferson
Nueces
Tarrant
Travis

Utah
Salt Lake

Vermont

Virginia
Fairfax
Norfolk city
Virginia Beach city

Washington
King
Pierce
Snohomlsh
Spokane

adelphia city
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Listing of Counties Identified In the Linked Data Set

Vital Statistics Geographic Code Outl ine Effective With 1982 Data

State County State and County Name

49 West Virginia

50 Wisconsin

013 Oane

041 Milwaukee

068 Waukesha

Wyoming51

Page 5



State

52

53

54

55

56

57

59

Listing of Counties Identified in the Linked Data Set

Vital Statistics Geographic Code Outllne Effective With 1982 Data

County State and County Name

Zzz Puerto Rico

Zzz Virgin Islands

Zzz Guam

Zzz Canada

222 Cuba

Zzz Mexico

Zzz Remainder of World

Page 6



Listing of Cities Identified in the Linked Data Set

Vital Statistics Geographic Code Outline Effective With 1982 Data Page 1

City State and City NameState

01 A 1abama
008 Birmingham

02

03

Alaska

Arizona
Phoenix
Tucson

011
016

04

05

Arkansas

California
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Oakland
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco
San dose

112
115
146
186
194
197
200

06 Colorado
Oenver

07

08

09

Connecticut

Oelaware

District of Columbia
Washington001

10 Florida
dacksonvil le
Miami
Tampa

033
047
086

11 Georgia
Atlanta004

12

13

14

Hawa i i
Honolulu004

Idaho

Illlnols
Ch~cago032

027
15 Indiana

Indlanapol is

16

17

Iowa

Kansas
Wlchlta033

016

024

18 Kentucky
Louisville

19

20

21

Louisiana
New Orleans

Ma i ne

Maryland
Baltimore003

012

023

22 Massachusetts
Boston

23 Michigan
Detroit



Listing of Cities Identified in the Linked Data Set

Page 2Vital Statistics Geographic Code Outline Effective With 1982 Oata

State City State and City Name

24 Minnesota
035 Minneapol is
055 St. Paul

25

26

Mississippi

Missouri
Kansas City
St. Louis

026
044

27

28

Montana

Nebraska
Omahaoil

29

30

31

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Jersey
Newark094

002
32 New Mexico

Albuquerque

33 New York
Bronx borough, Bronx county
Buffalo
Brooklyn borough. Kings county
Manhattan borough, New York county

Queens borough, Queens county
Staten Island borough, Richmond county

009
010
043
060
077
078

34 North Carolina
Charlotte008

35

36

North Dakota

028
030
032
126

Ohio
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Tol edo

37 Oklahoma
Oklahoma City
Tulsa

023
031

38 Oregon
Portland023

39 Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

096
09 R

40

41

42

43

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee
Memphi s
Nashvi 1 le-Davidson

026
030

44 Texas
Austin
Oallas
El Paso
Fort Worth
Houston
San Antonio

009
036
047
052
066
121



State

45

46

-I-I

Llstlng of Cities Identified in the Linked Data Set

Vital Statlstlcs Geographic Code Outllne Effective With 1982 Oata

City State and City Name

Utah

Vermont

021
032

48
030

49

50
032

51

Virginia
Norfolk
Virginia Beach

Washington
Seattle

West Virginia

Wisconsin
Milwaukee

Wyomi ng

Page 3



State

52

53

54

55

56

57

59

Listing of Cities Identified in the Linked Data Set

Vital Statistics Geographic Code Outline Effective With 1982 Data

City State and City Name

222 Puerto Rico

222 Virgin Islands

222 Guam

222 Canada

222 Cuba

222 Mexico

222 Remainder of World

Page 4



Ninth Revision 61 Causes of Death Adapted for use by DVS Page 1

ST: 1 = Subtotal Limited: Sex: 1 = Males: 2 = Females
Length = of Cause Title Age: 1 = 5 & Over; 2 = 10-54; 3 = 28 Days & Over

61
Recode

010
020
030
040
050
060
070

080

090

100
110
120
130
140
150
160

170
180
190

200
210

220

230

240
250
260
270
280

290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370

***** Cause Subtotals are not Identified in this File *****

S Limited Len-
T Sex Age gth Cause Title And ICD-9 Codes Included

039 Certain intestinal infections (008-009)
020 Whooping cough (033)
029 Menlngococcal infection (036)

3 016 Septicemia (038)
024 Viral diseases (045-079)
025 Congenital syphilis (090)
100 Remainder of infectious and parasitic

diseases (001-007,010-032,034-035 ,037,039-041,080-088,09’

009 Malignant neoplasms, including neoplasms of lymphatic and
hematopoietic tissues (140-208)

108 Benign neoplasms, carcinoma in situ, and neoplasms of uncertain
behavior and of unspecified nature (210-239)

030 Oiseases of thymus gland (254)
023 Cystic fibrosis (277.0)
052 Diseases of blood and blood-forming organs (280-289)
020 Meningitis (320-322)
059 Other diseases of nervous system and sense organs (323-389)
044 Acute upper respiratory infections (460-465)
042 Bronchitis and bronchial itis (466,490-491)

1 033 Pneumonia and Influenza (480-487)
021 Pneumonia (480-486)
017 Influenza (487)

061 Remainder of diseases of respiratory system (470-478,492-519)
093 Hernia of abdominal cavity and intestinal obstruction without

mention of hernia (550-553,560)
075 Gastritis, duodenitis, and noninfective enteritis and

colitis (535,555-558)

-139

067 Remainder of diseases of digestive system (520-534,536-543,562-579 )

030 Congenital anomalies (740-759)
042 Anencephalus and similar anomalies (740)
020 Spina blfida (741)
034 Congenital hydrocephalus (742.3)
092 Other congenital anomalies of central nervous system and

eye (742.0-742.2,742.4-742 .9,743)
041 Congenital anomalies of heart (745-746)
056 Other congenital anomalies of circulatory system (747)
050 Congenital anomalies of respiratory system (748)
052 Congenital anomalies of digestive system (749-751)
056 Congenital anomalies of genitourinary system (752-753)
050 Congenital anomalies of musculoskeletal system (754-756)
025 Down’s syndrome (758.0)
043 Other chromosomal anomalies (758.1-758.9)
062 All other and unspecified congenital anomalies (744,757.759)



Ninth Revision 61 Causes of Death Adapted for

ST : 1 = Subtotal Limited: Sex: 1 = Males; 2
Length = of Cause Title Age: 1 = 5 & Over

61

Recode

3.90
390

400
410

420

430
440

450
460

470
480
490

500
510
520
530
540

550

560
570

580
590
600

610
620

630
640
650
660
670
680

***** Cause Subtotals are not Identified in th

S Limited Len-

use by DVS Page 2

= Females
2 = 10-54 3 = 28 Days & Over

s File **’**

T Sex Age gth Cause Title And ICD-9 Codes Included

1 064 Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period (760-779)
091

063
074

069

04.9
077

065
020

1 047
051
032

037
047
051
027
094

088

040
090

Newborn affected by maternal conditions which may be unrelated to
present pregnancy (760)

Newborn affected by maternal complications of pregnancy (761)
Newborn affected by complications of placenta, cord, and

membranes (762)
Newborn affected by other complications of labor and

delivery (763)

Slow fetal growth and fetal malnutrition (764)
Disorders relating to short gestation and unspecified low

birthweight (765)
Disorders relating to long gestation and high birthweight (766)
Birth trauma (767)

Intrauterine hypoxia and birth asphyxia (768)
Fetal distress in liveborn infant (768.2-768.4)
Birth asphyxia (768.5-768.9)

Respiratory distress syndrome (769)
Other respiratory conditions of newborn (770)
Infections specific to the perinatal period (771)
Neonatal hemorrhage (772)
Hemolytic disease of newborn, due to isoimmunization, and other

perinatal jaundice (773-774)
Syndrome of “infant of a diabetic mother” and neonatal diabetes

mel litus (775.0-775.1)
Hemorrhagic disease of newborn (776.0)
All other and ill-defined conditions oriqinatina in the werinatal

period (775.2-775.9,776.1-779) - -

1 053 Symptoms, signs, and ill-defined conditions (780-799)
038 Sudden infant death syndrome (798.0)
075 Symptoms, signs, and all other ill-defined

conditions (780-797,798.1-799)
1 041 Accidents and adverse effects (E800-E949)

118 Inhalation and ingestion of food or other object causing
obstruction of respiratory tract or suffocation

042 Accidental mechanical suffocation (E913)
067 Dther accidental causes and adverse effects (E800-E9’

1 020 Homicide (E960-E969)
047 Child battering and other maltreatment (E967)
030 Other homicide (E960-E966, E968-E969)
027 All other causes (Residual)

(E9ii-E912)

0,E914-E949
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DOCLJMENTATION TABLE 1

LIVE BIRTHS BY STATE OF OCCURRENCE ANO BY STATE RESIOENCE ANO INFANT OEATHS BY STATE OF OCCURRENCE ANO BY STATE OF RESIOENCE:

1984 BIRTH COHORT

(REsIOENcE AT BIRTH IS OF THE MoTHER. RESIDENCE AT OEATH IS OF THE OECEOENT)

I I

I
I LIVE BIRTHS INFANT OEATHS

I

AREA ! AT BIRTH AT OEATH
OCCURRENCE

!
RESIOENCE

!
I I

I
OCCURRENCE

I
RESIOENCE OCCURRENCE

I
RESIOENCE

UNITEO STATES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,673,694 3,669,268 38,314 38,292 38,314 38,294

ALABAMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58,170 59,216 735 740 753 744
ALASKA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,324 12,455 134 137
ARIZONA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

126 136
54,862 54,999 511 515 505 512

ARKANSAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34,335 34,844 365 397
CALIFORNIA, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

358 397
447,609 447,754 4,037 4.044 4,042 4,039

COLORADO, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54,569 54, 364 540 524 564 522
CONNECTICUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42,078 42,232 411 411 410 411
DELAWARE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,550 9,268 97 95 90 93
OISTRICT OF COLUMBIA . . . . . . . . . . i9,628 9,687 310 200 380 197
FLORIDA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155,199 155,399 1,701 1,698 1,702 1,697

GEORGIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93, 774 92,023 1,149 1,144 1,152
HAWAII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,756

1,154
18,707 189 la6 ia7 ia3

ILIAHO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,805 18,030 162 iao 137 177
ILLINOIS ...................... 176,08f3 179.275 2,08a 2,129 2,046 2,123
INDIANA ....................... ao,099 ao,oaa a53 a43 a40 a51

IOWA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42,921 42.367 354 365 331 367
KANSAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3a,935 40,012 370 390 337 390
KENTUCKY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52,121 53,2a9 562 603 544 604
LOUISIANA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . al,496 01,471 9i4 913 919 913
MAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,136 16,772 124 136 125 135

MARYLAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59,304 65,406 650 724 606 729
MASSACHUSETTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79,755 7a,2ai 665 661 676 660
MICHIGAN ...................... 134,885 136,089 1,562 1,572 1,553 1,569
MINNESOTA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67,040 66,710 6t5 599 642 603
MISSISSIPPI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43,358 43,a4i 600 617 5a I 619
MISSOURI ...................... 76.305 74,745 817 774 8a2 765
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 1

LIVE BIRTHS BY STATE OF OCCURRENCE ANO BY STATE RESIOENCE ANO INFANT OEATHS BY STATE OF OCCURRENCE ANO BY STATE OF RESIOENCE:
1984 BIRTH COHORT

(REsIOENCE AT BIRTH IS OF THE MOTHER. RESIOENCE AT OEATH IS OF THE OECEOENT)

! LIVE BIRTHS INFANT OEATHS

I I

AREA I
/I

AT BIRTH
OCCURRENCE I

AT OEATH
RESIOENCE

/ / OCCURRENCE RESIDENCE OCCURRENCE RESIOENCE

1 1

MONTANA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,866 14,141 121
NEBRASKA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

123 99 122
26,449 26,127 257 249 269 249

NEVAOA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,769 14,804 152 148 154 149
NEW HAMPSHIRE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,075 14,250 113 121 115 125
NEW IJERSEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98,214 101,333 1,008 1,061 955 1,050
NEW MEXICO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27,088 27,378 234 247 232 249

NEW YORK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251,063 251,054 2,681 2,683 2,685 2,684
UPSTATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138,670 141,446 1,267 1,322 1,240 1,307
CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113,193 109,608 i,414 1,361 1,445 1,377

NORTH CAROLINA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86,627 86,041 1,080 1,063 i ,093 1,060
NORTH DAKOTA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,729 11,824 107 90 114 92

OHIO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159,222 158,534 1,560 1,552 1,576 1,549
OKLAHOMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53,081 54,477 568 5BI 557 575
OREGON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,042 39,563 396 373 405 372
PENNSYLVANIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158,559 157,117 1,646 1,599 1,695
RHOOEISLANO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,290 12,659 142

1,602
113 147 117

SOUTH CAROLINA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48,296 50,663 701 735 692 735
SOUTH DAKOTA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,328 12,445 120 115 108
TENNESSEE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

116
69,713 65,006 856 763 882 756

TEXAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 303, 579 299,036 2,994 2,962 3,009 2.969
UTAH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39,390 38,300 355 340 396 346

VERMONT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,805 8.020 66 66 59 65
VIRGINIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79,365 82,712 932 976 909 981
WASHINGTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68.081 68,926 643 651 648 652
WEST VIRGINIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 504 24,585 280 263 274 266
WISCONSIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72,763 73,187 689 712 677 709
WYOMING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,094 9,754 98 109 76 114

FOREIGN RESIDENTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,426 . . . 22 . . . 20
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DDCUMENTATIDN TABLE

LIVE BIRTHS, INFANT DEATHS, AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY RACE DF CHILD,

(RATES ARE PER 1000 LIVE

2

SEX, AND BIRTH WEIGHT: UNITED STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

BIRTHS)

I I I I I I I I 1

RACE OF CHILO AND I I <500 I 500-749 I
I I

750-999 1000-1249 ~ 1250-1499 ~ 1500-1999 ~2000-2499 ~2500 GRAMS/ NOT

SEX I
TOTAL

I
GRAMS

I
GRAMS

I
GRAMS GRAMS

I
GRAMS

I
GRAMS

I
GRAMS

I
OR MORE

1
STATEO

ALL RACES ~j
BOTH SEXES

LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . 3,669.260

INFANT OEATHS. . . 38,292
INF.MORT.RATE. . . 10.4

MALE
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . 1,879,750

INFANT DEATHS. . . 21,604
INF.MORT.RATE. . . 11.5

FEMALE
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . 1,789,518

INFANT OEATHS. . . 16,6f313

INF.MORT.RATE. . . 9.3

WHITE
BOTH SEXES

LIVE BIRTHS. ..,. 2,923,627

INFANT OEATHS. . . 26,158
INF.MORT.RATE. . . 8.9

MALE
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . 1,500,551

INFANT DEATHS. . . 14,978

INF.MORT.RATE. . . 10.0
FEMALE

LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . 1,423,076

INFANT DEATHS. . . 11,160
INF.MORT.RATE. . . 7.9

BLACK
BOTH SEXES

LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . 592,760
INFANT DEATHS. . . 10,630
INF.MORT.RATE. . . 17.9

MALE
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . 300,979
INFANT OEATHS. . . 5,004
INF.MORT.RATE. . . 19.3

FEMALE
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . 291,701
INFANT OEATHS. . . 4,826

INF.MORT.RATE. . . 16.5

4,471
3,936
B80. 3

2,223
1,958
8B0. 8

2,248
1,970
079.9

2,559
2,252
880.0

1,25B
1,111
883.1

1,301
1,141
a77.o

1,786
1,573
BBO.7

898
791

E180. 8

800
782

880.6

7.888
5, 899
747.8

4,009
3.195
797.0

3,879
2, 704
697.1

4,663
3,595
771.0

2,420
1,980
818.2

2,243
1,615
720.0

2,949
2,110
715.5

1,451
1,118
770.5

1,498
992

662.2

8,927
3, 57a
400.8

4,662
2,163
464.0

4, 265
1,415
331.8

5,469
2,373
433.9

2,870
1,433
497.9

2,591
940

362.B

3,198
1,105
345.5

1,639
666

406.3

1, 559
439

281.6

10,307
1,987
192.B

5,264
i,214
230.6

5,043
773

153.3

6,632
1,413
213.1

3,4il
877

257.1

3,221
536

166.4

3,339
509

152.4

1,675
301

179.7

i ,664
208

125.0

11,961
1,301
100.8

6,115
795

130.0

5,846
506

86.6

7,674
930

121.2

3,979
574

144.3

3,695
356

96.3

3,043
322

83.0

1,912
193

100.9

1,931
129

66.8

47,064
2,627

55.B

23.186
1,487

64.1

23,878
1.140

47.7

31,192
1,908

61.2

15,538
1,112

71.6

15.654
796

50.8

14,163
631

44.6

6,785
333

49.1

7,37B
298

40.4

155,552
3,228

20.B

70,924
1,751

24.7

84,628
1,477

17.5

105,0213
2,2B8

21.8

48,382
1,284

26.5

56,646
1,004

17.7

43,878
790

18.0

19,441
401

20.6

24,437
389

15.9

3,418,022
14,577

4.3

1,760,765
8,428

4.8

1.657,257
6,149

3.7

2,756,485
10,671

3.9

1,420,688
6,222

4.4

1,335,797
4,449

3.3

518,692
3,212

6.2

266,713
1,807

6.8

251,979
1,405

5.6

5.076
1,159
228.3

2,602
613

235.6

2,474
546

220.7

3,925
728

185.5

1,997
385

192.8

1,928
343

177.9

912
378

414,5

465
194

417.2

447
184

4il.6

~/ INCLUDES RACES OTHER THAN WHITE AND BLACK
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 3

LIVE BIRTHS, INFANT DEATHS, AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES ❑ ’f ❑ IRTH WEIGHT, RACE OF CHILD, AND GESTATIONAL AGE:
UNITED STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(RATES ARE PER 1000 LIVE BIRTHS)

i GESTATION
BIRTH WJ4JHMIML:ND RACE ~

I t 1 1 1 I 1 1

I <28 28-31 32-35 37-39 : I I ~~ wEEKS I
~ ToTAL ~ 1

40
W?:HS / I 41

WEEKS WEEKS WEEKS ~ WEEKS
I

WEEKS WEEKS ~ OR MORE j sT&~:D

ALL RACES l/

TOTAL
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS . . . . . . . .
INF.MORT. RATE . . . . . . ,.

157,650
3,597

22.8

16,801
2,514
149.6

685
605

883.2

93B
729

777.2

920
408

443.5

898
196

216.3

996
115

115.5

3,416
240

70.3

R,94B
221

24.7

20,442
277
9.7

55,B97
306
5.5

1.319,030
6,856

5.2

785, 108
3,004

3.B

14,328
457

31.9

36
11

289.5

93
36

3B7. 1

107
25

233.6

112
20

17B.6

148
14

94.6

1, 286
91

70.8

12,544
260

20.7

90,783
596
6.6

298,417
993
3.3

546,353
2, 296

4.2

B,302
367

44.2

5B
37

637.9

65
29

446.2

74
24

324.3

530,692
2,917

5.5

3,669,26B
38,292

10.4

25,972
11,256

433.4

19,532
10,545

539.9

3,340
3,066
91s.0

5,475
4,337
792.1

4,B53
2,1B2
449.6

2,361
636

269.4

95B
163

170.1

38,354
3,509

91.5

25,505
3,23B
127.0

153
123

S03.9

706
501

637.4

2,062
646

313.3

4,636
755

162.9

5,315
535

100.7

8,502
514

60.5

4,051
164

40.5

4,454
89

20.0

5,058
44

8.7

157,768
3,653

23.2

10B,341
1 ,204

11.1

LESS THAN 2,500 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . ., . . .
INF.MORT. RATE . . . . . . . .

11,471
528

46.0

65,817
2,677

40.7

21,7BB
592

27.2

62,626
1 ,638

26.2

246, 170
22,556

91.6

LESS THAN 500 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . .
lNF. MORT. RATE.. . .

15
7

466.7

72
27

375.0

42
19

452.4

4,471
3,936
B80.3

6B
41

602.9

500-749 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . .
INF. MORT . RATE . . . .

117208
138

663.5

40
lB

450.0

166
55

331.3

7,BR8
5,B99
747.B

56
478.6

750-999 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . .
INF. MORT. RATE... .

59
23

389.B

189
72

381.0

104
34

8,927
3,57B
400.B

559
164

293.4 326.9

1,000:1,249 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFAN;O:;ATHS. . . . . .
lNF. RATE . . . .

148
22

14B.6

1 ,569
267

170.2

162
30

1B5.2

331
44

132.9

90
17

B8.9

110
20

B1.8

B90
71

79.B

10,307
1 ,987
192.B

1,250-1 ,499 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . .
lNF . MORT. RATE... .

201
23

114.4

319
37

116.0

738
91

123.3

11,961
1,301
Ioa.a

3,176
303

95.4

1,500-1,999 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . .
INF. MORT. RATE . . . .

1,416
121

H5.5

,327
103

77.6

,218
58

47.6

,B37
44

24.0

19,603
913

46.6

3,524
169

4a.o

7,100
405

57.0

47,064
2,627

55.B

2,000-2,499 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . .
INF. MORT. RATE, . . .

2.500-2.999 GRAMS

9,443
253

17,669
308

54,030
944

17.5

7,015
169

24.1

155,552
3,22B

20.s

40,634
B51

20.9 26.817.4

51,111
406
7.9

59,297
556
9.4

40,1B3
477

11.9

37,590
322
B.6

269,815
1 ,7B0

6.6

5a3,512
4,547

7.8

LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . .
INFANT OEATHS . . . . . . . .
INF.MORT.RATE . . . . . .

3,000-3,499 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS . . . . . . . .
INF.MORT< RATE . . . . . . . .

185,254
714
3.9

553,510
2,102

3.8

179,8B4
B77

2, 294
49

21.4

32,635
2s 1
B.6

32,190
1B2

1,345,139
5,548

4.1 4.95.7

—
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 3

LIVE ❑ IRTHS, INFANT DEATHS, AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES ❑Y BIRTH WEIGHT, RACE OF CHILD, AND GESTATIONAL AGE:
UNITED STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(RATEs ARE PER 1000 LIVE BIRTHS)

GESTATION
❑ IRTH WEIGHT AND RACE

OF CHILD 1 1 1 1 1 1

~ ToT~~ ]
<2B

i
2s-31

I
32-35 36 37-39 I 41 42 WEEKS I NOT

WEEKS WEEKS wEEKS WEEKS WEEKS W%KS 1 WEEKS
i

~ sTATED
! I

OR MORE

ALL RACES ~/

3.500-3.999 GRAMS
LIVE 61RTHS . . . . . . . . ., 1,0S3,116
INFANT DEATHS. ., . . . . . 3,150
INF.MORT CRATE . . . . . . . . 2,9

1,229

222:

2,505

11*:

14,966
104
6.9

13,028

56:

341,01B
948
2.a

27B.523
666
2.4

205,060
537
2.6

1B6,649
615
3.3

40,13B
159
4.0

4,000-4,499 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . 335,176

INFANT DEATHS, .,. . . . . 961
INF.MORT.RATE .,,.... . 2.9

7B,077
IB9
2,4

299
18

60.2

523
7

13.4

3,2B’I
22

6.7

3,027

5::

77,962
22a

86, 363
206

74,003
22B
3.1

11,635
46

4.02.9 2.4

4,500-4,999 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS.,..,.,,. . 62,629
INFANT OEATHS . . . . . . . . 215
INF.MORT.RATE .,...... 3.4

7B

2B22?

109

36.;

521

5,:

544 11,703
46

3.9

14,607
40

2.7

16,197

2%

16,65B

24?3.$

5,000 GRAMS OR MORE
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . . 8,450
INFANT DEATHS. .,. . . . . 156
INF.MORT CRATE . . . . . . . . lB.5

NOT STATED
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . . 5,076
INFANT DEATHS . . . . . . . . 1,159
INF,MORT CRATE . . . . . . . . 22B.3

94

74.:

20

200.;

77
2

26.0

1 ,697

5!:

2,440
22

9.0

362
19

52.5

607
487

B02.3

lBO

5279;

265
82

309,4

97
22

226.8

799
103

12B.9

390
36

92.3

2B5

1053:

290
46

15S.6

2,163
25B

119.3
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 3

LIVE BIRTHS, INFANT DEATHS, AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY BIRTH WEIGHT, RACE OF CHILD, AND GESTATIONAL AGE:
UNITED STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(RATES ARE PER 1000 LIVE BIRTHS)

I
BIRTH WEIGHT AND RACE ~

GESTATION

OF CHILD 1 1 1 1 1
I
/ TOTAL

<2B 2B-31 32-35 “13~1 37-39 40 41 1 42 WEEKS 1

i
WEEKS WEEKS WEEKS

I
WEEKS

I
WEEKS WEEKS WEEKS ~ OR MORE / ST%;D

WHITE

TOTAL
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . . .
INF.MORT CRATE . . . . . . . .

LESS THAN 2,500 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS. .,....... 163,217
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . . 14,759
INF.MORT. RATE . . . . . . . . 90.4

2,923,627
26,15B

8.9

15,066
6,933
460.2

23,545
2,392
101.6

104,9S6
2,519

24.0

77,4B7
B69

11.2

14,B44
424

28.6

9

444.:

20
9

450.0

25
15

600.0

119
21

176.5

212
30

141.5

2,347
131

55.B

12,112
214

17.7

26,B50
219
8.2

23,106
142
6.1

1,02S,531
4,922

4.B

651 ,003
2,220

3.4

463,577
1,772

3.B

5,710
260

45.5

32

531::

39
14

359.0

40
13

325.0

64
15

234.4

BO

237!;

5B0

9a=i

4,B75
125

25.6

37,630
302
8.0

152,04B
536
3.5

43B,702
2,203

5.0

7,565
365

4B.2

26
11

423, 1

75
30

400.0

63
22

349.2

84
15

178.6

125
17

136.0

966
aa

91.1

6,226
la2

29.2

42,534
409
9.6

142,769
660
4.6

120,730
2,32a

19.3

lo,99a
1 ,577
143.4

382
332

B69, 1

545
441

ao9.2

570
262

459.6

56a
140

246.5

630
73

115.9

2,297
1s1

7B.B

6,006
1 4a

24.6

19,aa9
199

10.0

42,497
206
4.a

11,393
6,540
574,0

16,161
2, 235
13a.3

44,965
1 ,8B6

41.9

41,a46
1,144

27.3

9,735
32a

33.7

LESS THAN 500 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS . . . . . .
lNF. MOHT. RATE... .

2,559
2,252
aao.o

1 ,923
1 ,779
925.1

79 40 43 25

160.~8356:
24

600.0

500-749 GRAMS
LIVE ❑ IRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . , . .
INF. MORT. RATE. ,..

4,663
3,595
771.0

3,263
2,65B
a14.6

460
317

111
77

693.7

101
29

49
20

6a9. 1 2a7. 1 4oa.2

750-999 GRAMS
LIVE ❑ IRTHS. ..,....
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . .
INF. MORT. RATE . . . .

5,469
2,373
433.9

2, 994
1 ,463
48B.6

1 .23a 365
114

312.3

115
47

4oa.7
422

340.9

1,000-1,249 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . .
INF. MORT. RATE . . . .

1,250-1,499 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . ,
INF. MORT . RATE. .,.

6,632
1,413
213.1

1 ,4a4
43a

2, 99a
545

1 ,039
195

~a7.7

210
33

157.1

66
11

295.1 lal.a 166.7

507
114

224.9

3,511
395

112.5

2,065
214

103.6

440 104
11

105.B

7,674
930 57

129.5121.2

1,500-1,999 GRAMS
LIVE ❑ IRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . .
INF. MORT. RATE., .

31,192
1 ,908

61.2

627
57

90.9

5,676
3ao

GG.9

13,132
650

49.5

4,713
297

63.0

a54

7a=;

2,000-2,499 GRAMS
LIVE ❑ IRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . .
INF. MORT. RATE. ,..

a,576
200

23.3

lo5,02a
2,2HB

21.a

595
31

2,199
110

50.0

2a,213
612

36,224
666

~a.452.1 21.7

2,500-2,999 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS . . . . . . . .
INF.MORT CRATE . . . . . . . .

3,000-3,499 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS . . . . . . . .

413,512
3,120

7.5

925

20::

2,232

194;

26,161
305

190,a64
1 ,2o5

6.3

66,427
41a
6.311.7

1 ,055,523
3,993

3.a

1,271
23

2,895
2.9

20,352
166

430,016
i,51a

3.5

240,569
714
3.0INF,MORT. RATE. ,...,. ,

—

la.1 9.7 a.2
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 3

LIVE ❑IRTHS, INFANT DEATHS, AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY ❑ IRTH WEIGHT, RACE OF CHILD, AND GESTATIONAL AGE:
UNITED STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(RATES ARE PER 1000 LIVE BIRTHS)

I
❑ IRTH WEIGHT AND RACE

GESTATION

OF CHILD / 1 1 1 1 1
I

1

<2B 2B-31 I I

~
I

32-35 37-39 I 42 WEEKS j
TOTAL W~~KS I

40
WEEKS WEEKS

I WEEKS WEEKS W~~KS j OR MORE ,
NOT

I
WEEKS STATED

, 0

WHI TE

3,500-3,999 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . . 924,435 B13 I ,672
INFANT DEATHS. .,.. ,. .

10,340 9,7B5
2,474

2B5,630 241,616 100,074
10

161,370 33,135

INF.MORT. RATE. .,..... 2.7 12.3
744

8!: 7?:
519

55:
44B

2.6
494

2.1
117

2.5 3.1 3.5

4,000-4,499 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . . 299,072 209 3B7
INFANT DEATHS . . . . . . . .

2,522 2,335
B06

68,026
14 5

77,715 71,094 66,694 10,OEB

INF.MORT CRATE . . . . . . . . 2.7
14

67.0
1B4

12.9 7::
175

6.o
161

2.7
194 41

2.3 2.3 2.9 4.1

4,500-4,999 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . ., 56,53B 54 B1
INFANT DEATHS . . . . ,. .

396
165

416 10,236 13,15B 14,901 15,321 1 ,975

INF.MORT. RATE . . . . . . . . 203!; 37.:
2

2.9 5.: 4.B 33:
2.9

23: 1.9 23: 6!;

5,000 GRAMS OR MORE
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . . 7,405 6B 9
INFANT DEATHS . . . . . . . .

61
113

69
44

1 ,306
1

1 ,479 1 ,890 2,216

INF.MORT CRATE. . . . . . . .
5 2

307

15,3
B

647. 1 111.1 82.0 29.o 7!;
16

a:;
11

5.4 7,2 35.B

NOT STATED
LIVE BIRTHS. ,, . . . . . . . 3,925 333 10B 1B9
INFANT DEATHS, . . . . . . . 728

82
272

605 304
61

23o 233 1,B41

INF.MORT CRATE . . . . . . . . 1B5.5
14

816.B 5746? 132!;
29

322.8
165

170.7 782; 912; 124,5 B9.6
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DOCLIMENTATION TABLE 3

LIVE ❑ IRTHS, INFANT OEATHS, AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY ❑ IRTH WEIGHT, RACE OF CHILD, ANO GESTATIONAL AGE:
UNITED STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(RATES ARE PER 1000 LIVE BIRTHS)

I
❑ IRTH WEIGHT AND RACE ~

GESTATION

OF CHILD 1 1 1 1
I
~ TOTAL ~

<2B 28-31 32-35 37’-39 I ~~ wEEKs ~

W%KS 1
40 41

WEEKS WEEKS wEEKS WEEKS WEEKS WEEKS ~ OR MORE ,sTfl~~D

BLACK

TOTAL
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . .,
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . . . .
INF.MORT CRATE,.,,.. . .

592
10

73
7

1,

760
630
7.9

156
040
6.2

10,117
3,990
394.4

13,354
99B

74.7

8,472
B95

105,6

70

7715:

29B
167

56o.4

762
202

265. 1

1 ,499
1.S6

124.1

1 ,625
llB

72.6

2,540
124

48.B

1 ,678
44

26.2

45,905
9B6

21.5

26,251
279

10.6

230,912
1 ,6o7

7.0

1B,072
426

23.6

24
11

458.3

52
23

442.3

67
24

358.2

103,751
662
6.4

64,o59
436
6.8

73,656
582
7.9

3,481
145

41.7

14

500.:

35
23

657. 1

39
12

307.7

24,755
1 ,090

44.0

4,B06
820

170.6

2B2
255

904.3

353
256

725.2

316
129

408.2

2B7
48

167.2

297
33

111.1

938
49

LESS THAN 2,5oo GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . . . .
INF,MORT CRATE . . . . . . . .

7,574
3,697
488.1

1B,458
700

37.9

6,054
139

23.0

3, 995
120

30.0

2.244

43=!

LESS THAN 500 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . .

786
1.573

1,330
1 ,2o3
904.5

25

560!;

6

500.:

12

500.:

23

B692~INF. MORT. RATE. . . s&o.7

2,949
2,110
715.5

3,19B
1,105
345.5

3,339
509

152.4

3,843
322

83.8

14,163
631

44.6

43,87B
790

IB.O

140,269
1 ,203

8,6

227,559
1 ,277

5,6

500-749 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS, . . . , .
INF. MORT. RATE . . . .

2,051
1,547
754.3

B3
54

650.6

20
9

450.0

35
16

457.1

22
15

681.8

750-999 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . .
INF. MORT. RATE.. . .

1 ,725
661

185
49

264.9

33
B

40
9

225.0

31
11

354.B383.2 242.4

1,000-1,249 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS. . . . . . . . 799

176
220.3

484
64

132.2

35
8

22B .6

111
10

90.1

265

13::

43
8

186.0

24

83.:

57

122.:
INFANT OEATHS. . . . . .
lNF. MORT. RATE, . . .

1,250-1,499 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHs . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . .
INF, MORT. RATE. . . .

1,500-1,999 GRAMS
LIVE 81RTHS . . . . . . . .
INFANT OEATHS. . . . . .
INF. MORT. RATE . . . .

2,000-2,499 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS. ..,,...
INFANT DEATHS. . . . .
INF. MORT. RATE. . . .

422

106%

1,007

80:~

95 43

69.;

23

43.;

66

75.:63.;

653
41

62.B

5,772
233

40.4

1 ,040
31

2,151
92

42.8

391

58%

272
10

36.8

406
28

29.8 69.o 52.2

594
24

40.4

10,902
205

lB.8

4,B25
74

15.3

15,402
236

15.3

3,431
55

16.0

1 ,B49
39

21.1

2,064 2,333
63 50

22.0 21.4

2,500-2,999 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS. ..,.... 859

23
26.8

2

1

—

016
40

9,B

934
15

7.8

12,270
150

12.2

9,079
B4

9.3

64,690
485
7.5

19,908
148
7.4

11,146

7%

14,270 6,031
126
8.B 10%

INFANT DEATHS . . . . . . . .
INF.MORT CRATE . . . . . . . .

3,000-3,499 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS . . . . . . . .
INF.MORT, RATE . . . . . . . .

944
26

27.5

10,511
94

B.9

7,753
36

4.6

96,968
476
4.9

44,805
235
5.2

26,004
148
5.7

30,091 8,549
174 73
5.8 B.5
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 3

LIVE BIRTHS, INFANT DEATHS, AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES ❑ Y ❑ IRTH WEIGHT, RACE OF CHILD,
UNITEO STATES,

ANO GESTATIONAL AGE:
1984 BIRTH COHORT

(RATES ARE PER 1000 LIVE ❑ IRTHS)

1
I

BIRTH WEIGHT AND RACE ~
GESTATION

OF CHILD 1
I

1 1 1 1

\ TOTAL ~
<28 28-31 32-35 36
WEEKS

37-39
WEEKS WEEKS WEEKS WEEKS I W~;KS I W;;KS ~ ~i [SE~s ~sTI?iD

BLACK

3,500-3,999 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . . 119,60B
INFANT OEATHS. . . . . . . . 538
INF.MORT. RATE . . . . . . . . 4.5

4,000-4,499 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . ,. 26,274
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . . . . 115
INF.MORT. RATE . . . . . . ., 4.4

364
lB

49.5

B2
4

4B.B

112
2

17.9

624

3.2

551

3.;

724 3,B56 2,70B 42,456 27,479
13

la,55i 19,363
11 165

4,107

18.0 52;
llB

4.1
91

3,9 4.3 37: 4.7 7%

7,341 6,3oo 5,o27 5,373
31 24 22 25

4.2 3.B 4.4 4.7

B64

3.:

4,500-4,999 GRAMS
LIVE BIRTHS. ..,.... . . 4,229 21 19 97
INFANT DEATHS . . . . . . . . 3B 10 1
INF.MORT,RATE . . . . . . . . 9.0 476.2 52.6 10.A

5,000 GRAMS OR MORE
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . .
INFANT DEATHS . . . . . . . .
INF.MORT CRATE . . . . . . ,.

753 27 11
41 3

54.4 703!? 272.7

25

BO.~

BB 1 ,039 l,olB 925 EIB3 139
5 7 5

3.:
5

4.B 7.6 5.7 36.0

6 198

5.;

17B

11.;

129

15.:

151 2B
4

26.5 285.;

NOT STATED
LIVE BIRTHS . . . . . . . . . . 912 246 66 64
INFANT DEATHS. . . . . . . 378

12
193

1 4a
29

6B
15

33 44 231

INF.MORT.RATE . . . . . . . .
7 lB

414.5 7B4.6
7

439.4
12

234.4 563.3
86

121!6 161!1 212.1 272.7 372.3

~1 INCLUDES RACES OTHER THAN WHITE AND BLACK
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 4

LIVE ❑ IRTHS, INFANT DEATHS, ANO INFANT MORTALITY RATES ❑ Y ❑ IRTH WEIGHT, RACE oF CHILD, AND AGE AT DEATH:
uNITED STATES, 19.S4 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT DEATHS ARE UNDER 1 YEAR. NEONATAL DEATHS ARE UNDER 20 DAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 DAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 DAYS; AND POSTNEONATAL, 2S DAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

ALL RACES ~/

TOTAL (ALL BIRTH WEIGHTS). . .NUMBER. .
RATE. .

3,669,268

246, 170

4,471

7,880

8,927

10,307

11,961

47,064

155,552

583,512

1,345,139

1,0S3,116

335, 176

62,629

B,450

5,o76

38,292
10.4

24, 995
6.8

20,977
5.7

4,010
1.1

13,297
3.6

1S,327
74.4

16,035
65.1

2,292
9.3

4,229
17.2

LESS THAN 2,500 GRAMS. . . .NUMBER. .
RATE. .

22,556
91.6

34
7.6

LESS THAN 500 GRAMS. . . . . . .NUhl;l:: .

500-749 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

750-999 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

1,000-1,249 GRAMS . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

3,936
SSO.3

3,902
072.7

5,472
693.7

3,876
066.9

26
5.R

5,055
640.8

417
52.9

427
54.1

5,899
747..s

653
73.1

3,578
400.8

2,925
327.7

1 ,497
145.2

2,307
267.4

530
60.3

1,144
111.0

353
34.2

490
47.5

1 ,987
192.8

345
28,0

1,250-1,499 GRAMS . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

1,301
108.s

956
79.9

742
62.0

214
17.9

1 ,769
37.6

1,443
30.7

326
6,9

a58
10.2

1,500-1,999 GRAMS . . . . . . . ..NU/..~ . .
. .

2,627
55.8

1

1

1

1,

006 1 ,38s 41a 1 ,422
1.6 8,9 2.7 9.1

3,220
20.8

2,000-2,499 GRAMS . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

2,500-2,999 GRAMS . . . . . . . . .. NUMBER . .
RATE. .

3,000-3,499 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

3,500-3,999 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. ,

4,000-4,499 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE, .

4,500-4,999 GRAMSa, . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

5,000 GRAMS OR MORE . . . . . . . ..NUMBER .
RATE. .

B37 1 ,283 554 2,710
3.1 2,2 .9 4.6

4,547
7.0

617
.5

3,565
2.7

963
1.5

1 ,346
1.0

5,548
4.1

358
.3

1 ,998
1..s

3,150
2.9

152
1.1

794
,7

961
2.9

400
1.2

299
.9

101
.3

561
1.7

113 90 23 102
1.B 1.4 .4 1.6

120 103 17
14.2 12.2 2.0 43:

1 ,0B3 1,027 56 76
213.4 202.3 11.0 15.0

215
3.4

156
1s.5

NOT STATED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NUMBER. .
RATE, .

1,159
220.3
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 4

LIVE ❑ IRTHS, INFANT DEATHS, ANO INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY BIRTH WEIGHT, RACE OF CHILD,
UNITED STATES, 1904 BIRTH COHORT

AND AGE AT DEATH:

(INFANT DEATHs ARE UNDER I YEAR. NEONATAL DEATHS ARE UNDER 20 OAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 DAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 DAYS; AND POSTNEONATAL, 20 DAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATES ARE PER 1000 LIVE BIRTHS)-CONTINUED

WHITE

TOTAL (ALL BIRTH wEIGHTs) . . .NuMOER. .
RATE. .

2,923,627 26,158
8.9

17,17s
5.9

14,304
4.9

2,a74
1.0

a,9ao
3.1

LESS THAN 2,500 GRAMS. . . . . . .NUMBER. .
RATE. .

163,217 14,759
90.4

12,233
74.9

lo,6al
65.4

1 ,552
9.5

2,526
15.5

LESS THAN 500 GRAMS. . . . . .NUMBER. .
RATE. .

500-749 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

750-999 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE.

1,000-1,249 GRAMS . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

2,559 2,252 2,235 2,217 10 17
aao.o 073,4 866.4 7.0 6.6

4,663 3,595
771.0

3,371
722.9

3,130
671.2

241
51.7

224
48,0

5,469 2,373 2,035 1 ,667 368 338
433.9 372.1 304.a 67.3 61.a

6,632 1,413
213.1

i,lla
168.6

a76 242 295
32.1 36.5 44.5

1,250-1,499 GRAMS . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

7,674 930
121.2

711
92.7

563 14a 219
73.4 19.3 2a.5

1,500-1,999 GRAMS, . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

31,192 I ,90a 1,371
61.2 44.0

,13a 233 537
36.5 7.5 17.2

2,000-2,499 GRAMS, . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

lo5,02a

413,512

1 ,055,523

924,435

299,072

56,53S

7,405

3,925

2,2aa
21.a

1 ,392
13.3

1 ,090
10.4

302
2.9

397
1.0

a96
a.5

2,500-2,999 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

3,000-3,499 GRAMS. ., . . . . . . ..NUMBER .,
RATE. .

3,500-3,999 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

3,120
7.5

1 ,350
3.3

953
2.3

1 ,770
4.3

3,993
3.0

1 ,505
1.4

1 ,032
1.0

473
.4

286
.3

2,4aa
2,4

2,474
2.7

900
1.0

622
.7

1 ,566
1.7

4,000-4,499 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . ..NLIMBER . .
RATE. .

006
2.7

336
1.1

24a
.a

Ba
.3

470
1.6

a4
1.5

4,500-4,999 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

165
2.9

al
1.4

62
1.1

19
.3

5,000 GRAMS OR MORE . .. N UM BE RNUMBER . .
RATE. .

113
15.3 11%

71
9.6

15
2.0

27
3.6

NOT STATED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE.

72a
la5.5

679
173.0

635
161.a

44
11.2

49
12 5
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 4

LIVE BIRTHS, INFANT DEATHS, ANO INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY BIRTH WEIGHT, RACE OF CHILD, AND AGE AT DEATH:
UNITED STATES, 19B4 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT OEATHS ARE UNDER I YEAR. NEONATAL DEATHS ARE UNDER 2B DAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 DAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 DAYS; AND POSTNEONATAL, 2S DAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATEs ARE PER 1000 LIVE BIRTH5)-coNTINuED

1 1 1 1 1 I

BIRTH WEIGHT AND RACE OF CHILD /L~vE B~RTHS I
~ x% ,/

TOTAL
I

EARLY I posT_
/ LATE

I
NEONATAL NEONATAL NEONATAL ~ NEONATAL

I

❑LACK

ToTAL (ALL BIRTH WEIGHTS). . .NuMBER. .
RATE. .

LESS THAN 2,5oo GRAMS. . . . . . .NUMBER. .
RATE. .

LESS THAN 500 GRAMS. . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

500-749 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

750-999 GRAMS. ., . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .

592,76o

73,156

1 , 786

2,949

3,19B

3,339

3,B43

14,163

10,630
17.9

6,927
11.7

5,946
10.0

981
1.7

3,703
6.2

7,040
B6.2

5,490
75.0

4,B40
66.2

1,551
B68.4

650
B.9

1 ,550
21.2

1 ,573
B80.7

1 ,557
871.6

6
3.4

16
9.0

2,110
715.5

1,922
651.7

1 ,759
596.S

163
55.3

18B
63.B

1,105
345.5

809
253.o

658
205.S

151
47.2

296
92.6RATE. .

,249 GRAMS. .. N UM BE RNUMBER . .
RATE. .

,499 GRAMS . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

,999 GRAMS . . .. N UMBERUMBER .

509
152.4

32B
98.2

23o
6B.9

9B
29.4

IB1
54.2

1 ,ooo-

1 ,250-

1 ,500-

322
B3.B

207
53.9

150
39.0

57
14.B

BO
5.6

115
29.9

631
44.6

339
23.9

259
lB.3

292
20.6RATE. .

2,000-2,499 GRAMS . . . . . . . ..NUMBER .,
RATE. .

43,87B

140,269 1

227,559 1

119,60B

26,274

4,229

790
B.O

32a
7.5

400
2.9

233
5.3

95
2.2

462
10.5

2,500-2,999 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER .
RATE. .

203
B.6

272
1.9

128
.9

B03
5.7

3,000-3,499 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

277
5.6

53B
4.5

371
1.6

203
1.7

251
1.1

120
.5

906
4.0

3,500-3,999 GRAMS . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

4,000-4,499 GRAMS. .,, . . . . . ..NUMBER .,
RATE.

4,500-4,999 GRAMS. , . . . .. NUMBERMBER .,
RATE.

5,000 GRAMS OR MORE . .. N UM BE RNUMBER . .
RATE. .

144
1.2

59
.5

335
2.8

115
4.4

39
1.5

10
.4

66
2.5

123B 26 23 3
9.0 6.1 5.4 .7 2,B

753 34 32
544: 45.2 42.5 2.; 9.:

912 37B 354 345 9 24
414.5 38B.2 37.9.3 9.9 26.3

NOT STATED . . . . . . . . . ... ,.. ,..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

II INCLUOES RACES OTHER THAN WHITE AND BLACK
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 5

LIVE BIRTHS BY BIRTH WEIGHT ANO RACE OF CHILO AND INFANT DEATHS ANO INFANT MDRTALITY RATES BY AGE AT DEATH,
WEIGHT, AND RACE OF CHILD FDR 10 LEADING CAUSES DF INFANT OEATH: UNITEO STATES, 1984 BIRTH CDHORT

BIRTH

(INFANT DEATHs ARE UNOER i YEAR. NEONATAL DEATHS ARE UNDER 28 DAYS: EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 DAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 OAYS; ANO POSTNEONATAL, 28 OAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATES ARE PER ioo,ooo LIVE BIRTHS)

CAUSE OF DEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT, ANO RACE OF CHILO I LIVE INFANT TOTAL I EARLY LATE I POST-

/
BIRTHS DEATHS NEONATAL

/
NEONATAL NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL

1

ALL RACES J/,
ALL BIRTH WEIGHTS

. . .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

10

,..

ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . . 3,669,268
RATE. .

congenital ANoMALIEs (740-759) . . .. NUMBERMBER. .

RATE. .

SUDDEN INFANT OEATH SYNDROME (798.0). .NUMBER. .
RATE. .

RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME (769) . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

PREMATURITY (765) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS (761 ). ., . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

HYPOXIA ANO ASPHYXIA (76EI) . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

AccIoENTs (E800-E949) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

INFECTIONS (771 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

COMPLICATIONS OF PLACENTA,ETC. (762). .NUMBER. .

30,292
1,043.6

8,267
225.3

5,007
136.5

3,519
95.9

3,174
06.5

1,373
37.4

1,144
31.2

806
22.0

892
24.3

857

PNEUMONIA

ALL OTHER

RATE. . 23.4

ANO INFLuEN2A (480-487 ).. .NUMBERER. . 640
RATE. . 17.4

CAUSES (RESIDUAL) . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. . 1,032
RATE. . 49.9

24,995

681.2

6,734
167.2

331
9.0

3,252
88.6

3,142
85.6

1,354
36.9

1,073
29.2

63
1.7

852
23.2

847
23.1

141
3.a

614
16.7

20, 977
571.7

4,994
136.1

37
1.0

2,735
74.5

3,116
84.9

1,342
36.6

937
25.5

20
.5

562
15.3

825
22.5

72
2.0

378
10.3

4,018
109.5

1,140
31.1

294
8.0

517
14.1

26
.7

12
.3

136
3.7

43
1.2

290
7.9

22
.6

69
1.9

236
6.4

13,297
362.4

2,133

58.1

4,676

127.4

267
7.3

32
.9

19
.5

71
1.9

743
20.2

40
1.1

10
.3

499

13.6

1,218
33.2
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DDCUMENTATIDN TABLE 5

LIVE BIRTHS BY BIRTH WEIGHT AND RACE DF CHILD AND INFANT DEATHS AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY AGE AT DEATH, BIRTH
WEIGHT , AND RACE OF CHILO FOR 10 LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT OEATH: UNITEO STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT oEATHs ARE UNDER I YEAR. NEONATAL OEATHS ARE UNDER 28 OAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 OAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 OAYS: AND POSTNEONATAL, 28 OA’iS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATES ARE PER Ioo,ooo LIVE BIRTHS)

I I I

CAUSE OF OEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT, AND RACE OF CHILO LIVE INFANT TOTAL EARLY LATE POST-

!
BIRTHS OEATHS NEONATAL NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL

1 1

ALL RACES ~/,
LESS THAN 2,500 GRAMS

. . . ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

i CONGENITAL ANOMALIES (740-759) . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

2 suooEN INFANT DEATH SYNOROME (79EI.0). .NuMBER. .

RATE. .

3 Respiratory OISTRESS SYNOROME (769). ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

4 PREMATURITY (765) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

5 MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS (761 ) . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE . .

6 HYPOXIA ANO ASPHYXIA (768) . .. NUMB ER. ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

7 ACCIOENTS (E1300-E949) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

81NFECTIONS (771).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

9 COMPLICATIONS OF pLAcENTA,ETc. (762). .NuM6ER, .
RATE. .

10 PNEUMONIA AN0,1NFLuEN2A (4130-487) . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

. . . ALL OTHER CAUSES (Residual) . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

246, 170 22,556
9,162.B

3,738
1,518.5

941
382.3

3,319
1,348.3

2,865
1.163.B

1,221
496.0

633
257.1

133
54.0

642
260.0

601
276.6

242
98.3

e21
333.5

IB,327
7,444.9

3,042
1,235.7

46
18.7

3,077
1,249.9

2,839
1,153.3

i , 208
490.7

608
247.0

17
6.9

611
248.2

680
276.2

63
25.6

361
i46.6

16,035
6.513.8

2,643
1,073.6

5
2.0

2, 584
1,049.7

2,816
1,143.9

1,198
406.7

551
223. B

10
4.1

405
164.5

668
271.4

38
15.4

226
91.8

2,292
931.1

399
162.1

41
16.7

493
200.3

23
9.3

10
4.1

57
23.2

7
2.8

206
B3.7

12
4.9

25
10.2

135
54.8

4,229
1,717.9

696
282.7

895
363.6

242
98.3

26
10.6

13
5.3

25
10.2

116
47.1

31
12.6

1
.4

179
72.7

460
106.9
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DOCLIMENTATION TABLE 5

LIVE BIRTHS BY BIRTH WEIGHT ANO RACE OF CHILD ANO INFANT DEATHS AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY AGE AT DEATH, BIRTH
WEIGHT, AND RACE OF CHILO FOR 10 LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT OEATH: UNITEO STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT DEATHS ARE UNOER I YEAR. NEONATAL DEATHS ARE UNOER 28 DAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 DAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 DAYS; AND POSTNEONATAL, 28 DAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATEs ARE PER Ioo,ooo LIVE BIRTHS)

CAUSE OF DEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT, AND RACE OF CHILD
!

LIVE
/

INFANT
/

TOTAL I EARLY I LATE
/

POST-
BIRTHS DEATHS NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL I

I
NEONATAL

I
NEONATAL

1 I I 1

ALL RACES ~/,
2,500 GRAMS OR MORE

. . .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

El

9

10

. . .

ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. . 3,410,022
RATE. .

CONGENITAL ANOMALIES (740-759) . . . . . . ..NuMBER . .
RATE. .

SUDOEN INFANT DEATH SYNOROME (798.0). .NUMBER. l
RATE. .

RESPIRATORY DIsTREss syNDROME (769). ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

PREMATURITY (765) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS (761 ) . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

HYPOXIA AND ASPHYXIA (768) . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

ACCIDENTS (EHOO-E949) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-NUMBER..
RATE. .

INFECTIONS (771 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

COmpliCatiOnS OF PLACENTA,ETC. (762) ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

PNEUMONIA AND INFLUENZA (480-4E17) . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

ALL OTHER cAusEs (Residual) . . . . . . . . . ..NuM6ER. .
RATE. .

14,577
426.5

4,318
126.3

4,056
IIB.7

117
3.4

79
2.3

40
1.2

442
12.9

668
19.5

241
7.1

129
3.0

389
11.4

9B5
28.8

5,585
163.4

2,896
84.7

285
8.3

96
2.0

73
2.1

34
1.0

400
11.7

44
1.3

232
6.B

121
3.5

76
2.2

240
7.0

3,915 1,670
114.5 48.9

2,171 725
63.5 21.2

32 253
.9 7.4

83 13
2.4 .4

70 3
2.0 .1

32 2
.9 .1

326 74
-9.5 2.2

a 36
.2 1.1

149 83

4.4 2.4

112 9
3.3 .3

33 43
1.0 1.3

143 97
4.2 2.8

.9,992
263.1

1,422
41.6

3.771
110.3

21
.6

6
.2

6
.2

42
1.2

624
18.3

9

.3

B
.2

313
9.2

745
21.a
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DDCUMENTATIDN TABLE 5

AND RACE OF CHILD AND INFANT DEATHS AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY AGE AT OEATH, BIRTH
CHILD FOR 10 LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT DEATH: UNITEO STATES, 19E4 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT DEATHS ARE UNDER 1 YEAR. NEONATAL DEATHS ARE UNDER 28 DAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 DAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 DAYS: AND POSTNEONATAL, 28 DAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATES ARE PER Ioo,ooo LIVE BIRTHS)

CAUSE OF OEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT, AND RACE OF CHILD I LIVE I I I I
I INFANT TOTAL EARLY LATE POST -

BIRTHS
/

DEATHS NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL 1 NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL

1 1 1 ,

. . .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

. . .

ALL RACES ~/,
NOT STATED BIRTH WEIGHT

ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . . 5,076 1,159
RATE. . 22,832.9

CONGENITAL ANOMALIES (740-759) . . . . . . ..NUMBER. . 211
RATE. . 4,156.8

SUODEN INFANT OEATH SYNOROME (798.0) ..NUMBER. . 10
RATE. . 197.0

RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME (769

PREMATURITY (765) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . NUMBER. . 83
RATE. . 1,635.1

. . . NUMBER. . 230
RATE . .

MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS (76i) . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

HYPOXIA AND ASPHYXIA (768) . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

AccIDENTs (E800-E949) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

INFECTIONS (771) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

COMPLICATIONS OF PLACENTA.ETC. (762). .NUMBER. .
RATE. .

pNEuMONIA ANO INFLUEN2A (480-487 ) . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

ALL OTHER CAUSES (Residual) . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

4,531.1

112
2,206.5

69
1,359.3

5
9B.5

9
177.3

47
925.9

9
177.3

26
512.2

1,083
21 ,335.7

196
3,867.3

79
4,556.3

230
4.53~.l

112
2,206.5

65
1,280.5

2
39.4

9
177,3

46
906.2

2
39.4

13
256.1

1,027
20,232.5

180
3,546.1

6a
1,339.6

230
4,531.1

112
2,206.5

60

1,182.0

2
39.4

8
157.6

45
806.5

1
19.7

9
177.3

56
1,103.2

16
315.2

11
216.7

5
98.5

1
19.7

1
19.7

1
19.7

4
78.8

76
1,497.2

15
295.5

10
197.0

4
78.8

4

78.8

3
59.1

1
19.7

7
137.9

13
256.1
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 5

ANO RACE DF CHILO AND INFANT OEATHS AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY AGE AT OEATH,
CHILD FOR 10 LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT OEATH: LINITEO STATES, 19S4 BIRTH COHORT

BIRTH

(INFANT DEATH5 ARE UNDER I yEAR. NEONATAL DEATHS ARE UNDER 28 DAYS; EARLY NEDNATAL, O-6 DAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 DAYS; ANO PDSTNEONATAL, 20 DAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATES ARE PER 100,000 LIVE BIRTHS]

I I I I

CAUSE OF DEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT, AND RACE OF CHILD LIVE INFANT I TOTAL / EARLY I LATE I POST-
BIRTHS DEATHS

!
NEONATAL

I
NEONATAL NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL

I
1

WHITE,
ALL BIRTH WEIGHTS

. . . ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . . 2,923,627
RATE. .

I COngenital ANoMALIES (740-759) . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

2 5UDDEN INFANT DEATH 5YNDROME (7913.0). .NuMBER. .
RATE. .

3 Respiratory D15TREs5 SYNDROME (769). ..NuM6ER. .
RATE . .

4PREMATURITY (765)... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

5 MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS (761 ) . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

6 HYPOXIA AND ASPHYXIA (768) . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

7 ACCIDENTS (E800-E949) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

81NFECTIONS (771) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

9 COMPLICATIONS OF PLAcENTA,ETc. (762). .NuMBER. .
RATE. .

10 PNEUMONIA ANO INFLUENZA (480-487 ) . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

..- ALL OTHER CAUSES (RESIDUAL). . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

26,150
894.7

6,546
223.9

3,420
117.0

2,508
85.8

1,815
62.1

941
32.2

744
25.4

560
19.2

625
21.4

616
21.1

394
13.5

1,201
41.1

17,178
587.6

4,910
167.9

215
7.4

2,338
80.0

1,797
61.5

932
31.9

697
23.8

48
1.6

601
20.6

610
20.9

91
3.1

427

14.6

14,304
489.3

4,020
137.5

25
.9

1,944
66.5

1,702
61.0

924
31.6

605
20.7

13
.4

405
13.9

595
20.4

51
i.7

255
0.7

2,874
98.3

090
30.4

190
6.5

394
13.5

15
.5

8
.3

92
3.1

35
1.2

196
6.7

15
.5

40
+.4

172
5.9

8,980
307.2

1,636
56.0

3,205
109.6

170
5.8

16
.6

9
.3

47
1.6

512
17.5

24
.8

6
.2

303
10.4

774
26.5
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 5

LIVE BIRTHS BY BIRTH WEIGHT AND RACE OF CHILO AND INFANT OEATHS AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY AGE AT DEATH, BIRTH
WEIGHT, ANO RACE OF CHILO FOR 10 LEAOING CAUSES OF INFANT OEATH: UNITEO STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT oEATHs ARE UNOER i yEAR. NEONATAL DEATHS ARE UNDER 28 OAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 OAYS; LATE NEONATAL,

7-27 DAYS; ANO POSTNEONATAL, 28 OAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATES ARE PER Ioo,ooo LIVE BIRTH5)

I I 1 I I

CAUSE OF OEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT, ANO RACE OF CHILD I LIVE
I

INFANT TOTAL EARLY LATE POST-

1
BIRTHS OEATHS NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL

/
NEONATAL

!
NEONATAL

. . .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

. . .

WHITE,
LESS THAN 2,500 GRAMS

ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

CONGENITAL ANOMALIES (740-759 ) . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

suOOEN INFANT OEATH SyNOROME (798.0). .NuMBER. .
RATE. .

RESPIRATORY OISTRESS SYNOROME (769). ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

PREMATURITY (765) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-NUMBER..
RATE. .

MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS (761 ) . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE . .

HYPOXIA ANO ASPHyXIA (768) . . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

ACCIOENTS (E800-E949) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

INFECTIONS (771) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

COMPLICATIONS OF PLACENTA,ETC. (762). .NuMBER. .
RATE. .

PNEUMDNIA ANO INFLUENZA (480-487) . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

ALL OTHER CAUSES (RESIDUAL) . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

163,217 14.759
9,042.6

2,916
i,786.6

545
333.9

2,359
1,445.3

1,654
1,013.4

B45

517.7

381
233.4

78
47.8

436
267.1

486
297.8

132
80.9

496
303.9

12,233
7,494.9

2,415
1,479.6

28
17.2

2,207
1,352.2

1,638

1,003.6

839
514.0

363
222.4

10
6.1

418
256.1

486
297.8

37
22.7

247
151.3

10,681
6,544.0

2,i25
1,301.9

4
2.5

1,032
1,122.4

1,625
995.6

833
5io.4

330
202.2

5
3.1

290
177.7

478
292.9

26
15.9

148
90.7

1, 552
950.9

290
177.7

24
14.7

375
229.8

13
B.O

6
3.7

33
20.2

5
3.1

128
78.4

B
4.9

11
6.7

99
60.7

2,526
1,547.6

50 i
307.0

517
316.8

152
93.1

16
9.8

6
3.7

18
11.0

68
41.7

18
11.0

95
58.2

249
152.6
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 5

LIVE BIRTHS BY BIRTH WEIGHT AND RACE OF CHILD AND INFANT OEATHS ANO INFANT MDRTALITY RATES BY AGE AT OEATH, BIRTH
WEIGHT, ANO RACE OF CHILO FOR 10 LEAOING CAUSES OF INFANT DEATH: UNITEO STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT OEATHS ARE UNDER I YEAR. NEONATAL DEATHS ARE UNOER 28 DAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 OAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 DAYS: ANO POSTNEONATAL, 28 DAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATES ARE PER 100,000 LIVE BIRTHS)

CAUSE OF OEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT, ANO RACE OF CHILO
i I I
I

LIVE INFANT TOTAL EARLY LATE POST-
BIRTHS DEATHS NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL I NEONATAL NEONATAL

1 1 1

. . .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

. . .

WHITE,
2,500 GRAMS OR MDRE

ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . . 2,756,405 10,671
RATE. . 387.1

CONGENITAL ANOMALIES (740-759) . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

3,459
125.5

SUOOEN INFANT OEATH SYNOROME (798.0) ..NUMBER. . 2,867

RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNOROME (769

PREMATURITY (765) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

RATE. . 104.0

. . . NUMBER. . 92
RATE. , 3.3

. . . NUMBER. . 45
RATE. . 1.6

MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS (761 ) . . . . . . . . ..NUM6ER. . 29
RATE. . 1.1

HYPOXIA AND ASPHYXIA (768) . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . . 326

RATE. . 11.8

ACCIOENTS (E800-E949), . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. . 479

INFECTIONS (771)

COMPLICATIONS DF

.
RATE. . 17.4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NUMBER. . 182
RATE. . 6.6

PLACENTA.ETC. (762). .NUMBER. . 94
RATE. . 3.4

PNEUMONIA AND INFLUENZA (4B0-487) . . . ..NUMBER. . 25B

RATE. . 9.4

ALL oTHER CAUSES (Residual ) . . . . . . . . . ..NuM6ER. . 689
RATE. . 25.0

4,266
154.B

2,335
84.7

187
6.8

77
2.8

43
1.6

26
.9

299
10.B

36
1.3

176
6.4

00
3.2

53
1.9

173
6.3

2,9aB
108.4

1,750
63.5

21
.B

66
2.4

41
1.5

24
.9

243
0.0

6
.2

109
4.0

82
3.0

25
.9

102
3.7

i .270
46.4

505
21.2

166
6.0

11
.4

2
.1

2
.1

56
2.0

30
1.1

67
2.4

6
.2

28
1.0

71
2.6

6,405
232.4

1,124
40.0

2,6B0
97.2

15
.5

2
.1

3
.1

27
1.0

443
16.1

6
.2

6
.2

205
7.4

516
10.7
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OOCUMENTATION TABLE 5

AND RACE OF CHILO ANO INFANT OEATHS AND INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY AGE AT DEATH, BIRTH
CHILD FOR 10 LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT DEATH: UNITEO STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT OEATHS ARE UNOER 1 YEAR. NEONATAL OEATHS ARE UNOER 28 DAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 DAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 OAYS; AND POSTNEONATAL, 28 OAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATES ARE PER 100,000 LIVE BIRTHS)

I I I

CAUSE DF OEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT. ANO RACE OF CHILO LIVE INFANT TOTAL I
/

EARLY LATE
BIRTHS

POST-
DEATHS NEDNATAL NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL

1 1 1

. . .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

. . .

WHITE ,
NOT STATED BIRTH WEIGHT

ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . . 3,925 728
RATE. . 18.547.8

CONGENITAL ANOMALIE5 (740-759) . . . . . . ..NuM6ER. .
RATE . .

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH syNDROME (79B.0). .NuM6ER. .
RATE. .

171
4,356.7

8
203.8

RESPIRATORY DISTRESS 5yNDROME (769). ..NuM13ER, . - 57
RATE. . 1,452.2

PREMATURITY (765) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. . 116
RATE. . 2,955.4

MATERNAL COMPLICAT10N5 (761 ) . . . . . . . . ..NuM6ER. .
RATE. .

HYPOXIA ANO ASPHYXIA (768) . . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

ACCIOENTS (E800-E949) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

INFECTIONS (771 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

COMPLICATIONS OF PLACENTA,ETC. (762) ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

PNEUMONIA AND INFLUENZA (480-4B7) . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

ALL OTHER CAUSES (RE510uAL ) . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

67
1,707.0

37
942.7

3
76.4

7
178.3

36
917.2

4
101.9

16
407.6

679
i7,299.4

160
4,076.4

54
1,375.8

116

2,955.4

67
1,707.0

35
891.7

2
51.0

7
178.3

36
917.2

1
25.5

7
178.3

635
16,178.3

145
3,694.3

46
1.172.0

116
2,955.4

67
1,707.0

32
815.3

2
51.0

6
152.9

35
891.7

5
127.4

44
1,121.0

15
382.2

8
203.8

3
76.4

1
25.5

1
25.5

1
25.5

2
51.0

49
1,248.4

11
280.3

8
203.8

3
76.4

2
51.0

1
25.5

3
76.4

9
229.3
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DOCUMENTATION TABLE 5

LIVE BIRTHS BY BIRTH WEIGHT AND RACE OF CHILD AND INFANT DEATHS AND INFANT MDRTALITY RATES BY AGE AT DEATH, BIRTH
WEIGHT, AND RACE DF CHILO FOR 10 LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT OEATH: UNITEO STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT DEATHS ARE UNDER I YEAR. NEONATAL OEATHS ARE UNOER 28 OAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 OAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 OAYS; AND POSTNEONATAL, 28 DAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATEs ARE PER Ioo,ooo LIVE BIRTHS)

I I I

CAUSE OF OEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT, ANO RACE OF CHILO LIVE INFANT TOTAL EARLY LATE
I

POST-
BIRTHS

!
OEATHS NEONATAL NEONATAL

!
NEONATAL

I
NEONATAL

BLACK ,
ALL BIRTH WEIGHTS

. . . ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . ..-NuMBER . . 592,760 10,630 6,927
1,168.6

964
162.6

101
17.0

805
135.8

1,253
211.4

381
64.3

328
55.3

14
2.4

216
36.4

204
34.4

42
-?.1

163
27.5

5,946
1,003.1

901
165.5

3,703
624.7

390
65.0

1,248
210.5

07
14.7

11
1.9

7
1.2

21
3.5

186
31.4

16
2.7

4
.7

176
29.7

397
67.0

RATE. , 1,793.3

1 CONGENITAL ANOMALIES (740-759) . . . . .

2 SUODEN INFANT DEATH SYNOROME (798.0

3 RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNOROME (769).

. .NUMBER, . 1, 354
RATE. . 228.4

761
128.4

203
34.2

. .NUMBER. . 1,349
RATE. . 227.6

9
1.5

704
Ila.a

1,243
209.7

377
63.6

292
49.3

92
15.5

101
17.0

10
1.7

..NUMBER. . 892
RATE. . 150.5

4PREMATURITY (765)... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NUMBER. .
RATE. .

1,264
213.2

5 MATERNAL COmpliCatiOn (761 ) . . . . . . . . ..NUM6ER. .
RATE. .

388
65.5

4
.7

36
6.1

6 HYPOXIA ANO ASPHYXIA (768) . . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .

RATE. .
349

58.9

7 ACCIDENTS (Ef300-E949), . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .NUMBER. .
RATE. .

200
33.7

7
1.2

7
1.2

83
14.0

6
1.0

EIINFECTIONS (771 )...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

232
39.1

133
22.4

198
33.4

9 complications OF PLAcENTA.ETc. (762). .NuMBER. . 208
RATE. . 35.1

AND INFLUENZA (480-487) . . . . .NUMBER. . 210
RATE. . 36.0

CAUSES (RESIDUAL) . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . . 560
RATE. . 94.5

10 PNEUMDNIA

.,. ALL OTHER

19
3.2

23
3.9

50
0,4

113
19.1
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DDCUMENTATION TABLE 5

LIVE BIRTHS BY BIRTH WEIGHT ANO RACE OF CHILO ANO INFANT OEATHS ANO INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY AGE AT OEATH, BIRTH
WEIGHT , ANO RACE OF CHILD FOR 10 LEAOING CAUSES OF INFANT OEATH: UNITED STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT DEATHS ARE UNOER I YEAR. NEONATAL DEATHS ARE UNOER 28 OAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 OAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 OAYS; ANO POSTNEONATAL, 28 OAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATEs ARE PER Ioo,ooo LIVE 61RTHs)

CAUSE OF DEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT, ANO RACE OF CHILO I I
/

LIVE
!

INFANT TOTAL EARLY LATE POST-

1
BIRTHS OEATHS

I
NEONATAL NEONATAL

I
NEONATAL NEONATAL

. . .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

. . .

BLACK ,
LESS THAN 2,500 GRAMS

ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE . .

CONGENITAL ANOMALIES !740-759) . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .

RATE. .

SUOOEN INFANT OEATH SYNOROME (799.0). .NUMBER. .
RATE. .

RESPIRATORY OISTRESS SYNOROME (769). ..NUMBER. .

RATE. .

PREMATURITY (765) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS (761 ) . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE . .

HYPOXIA ANO ASPHYXIA (768) . . . . . . . . . . .. NUMBER . .
RATE. .

AccIoENTs (E800-E949) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NuM6ER. .
RATE. .

INFECTIONS (771 )...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

COMPLICATIONS OF PLACENTA,ETC. (762). .NuMBER. .
RATE. .

PNEUMONIA ANO INFLUEN2A (480-487) . . . ..NLIMBER. .
RATE. .

ALL OTHER CAUSES (RESIDUAL) . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

73,156 7,040
9,623.3

655
895.3

364
497.6

a 50
1,161.9

1,126
1,539.2

340
464.0

234
319.9

4B
65.6

185
252.9

171
233.7

103
140.a

295
403.2

5,490
7,504.5

493
673.9

16
21.9

768
1,049.13

1,117
1,526.9

335
457.9

227
310.3

6
8.2

172
235.1

170
232.4

24
32.8

i 00
136.7

4,E140
6,616.0

400
546.8

1
1.4

670
915.9

1,108
1,514.6

331
452.5

206
281.6

5
6.8

101
138.1

166
226.9

12
i6.4

72
98.4

650
888.5

93
127.1

15
20.5

98
134.0

9
12.3

4
5.5

21
28.7

1
1.4

71
97.1

4
5,5

12
16.4

28
38.3

1,550
2,118.8

162
221.4

348
475.7

82
112.1

9
12.3

5
6.8

7
9.6

42
57.4

13
17.8

1
1.4

79
108.0

195
266.6
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DDCUMENTATION TABLE 5

LIVE BIRTHS BY BIRTH WEIGHT AND RACE DF CHILO AND INFANT OEATHS AND INFANT MDRTALITY RATES BY AGE AT DEATH, BIRTH
WEIGHT, AND RACE OF CHILD FOR 10 LEAOING CAUSES OF INFANT OEATH: UNITEO STATES, 1984 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT OEATHS ARE UNDER 1 YEAR. NEONATAL OEATHS ARE UNDER 28 OAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 OAYS; LATE NEDNATAL,
7-27 OAYS; ANO POSTNEONATAL, 2B OAYS THROUGH 11 MONTHS)

(RATEs ARE PER Ioo,ooo LIVE BIRTHS)

CAUSE OF OEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT, ANO RACE OF CHILO LIVE I INFANT TOTAL
i

EARLY LATE POST-
BIRTHS

!
DEATHS NEONATAL NEONATAL NEONATAL NEONATAL

. . .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

. . .

BLACK,
2,500 GRAMS OR MORE

ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. . 5!8,692 3,212
RATE. . 619.2

CONGENITAL ANOMALIES (740-759) . . . . . . ..NuMBER. . 671
RATE. . 129.4

suoDEN INFANT OEATH SYNOROME (798.0). .NuMBER. . 9a3

RESPIRATORY OISTRESS SYNDROME

PREMATURITY (765) . . . . . . . . . . . . .

MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS (761). . .

—.
RATE. . 189.5

769).. .NUMBER. . la
RATE. . 3.5

. . . . . . . NUMBER. . 31
RATE. . 6.0

. . . . . . . NUMBER. . 10
RATE. , 1.9

HYPOXIA ANO ASPHYXIA (76.9) . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. . 92
RATE. . 17.7

ACCIOENTS (E8CQ-E949) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. . 150

INFECTIONS (771) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

COMPLICATIONS OF PLACENTA,ETC. (762

PNEUMONIA ANO INFLUENZA (480-4S7). . .

RATE. . 20.9

. .NUMBER. . 45
RATE. . 0.7

. .NUMBER. . 27
RATE. . 5.2

. .NUMBER. . 110
RATE. 21.2

ALL OTHER CAUSES (RESIOIJAL) . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. . 256
RATE . . 49.4

1 ,oe3
208.8

445
05.8

05
16.4

14
2.7

29
5.6

8
1.5

80
15.4

42
B.1

25
4.8

17
3.3

57
11.0

761
146.7

336
64a

a
1.5

13
2.5

28
5.4

8
1.5

66
12.7

2
.4

30
5.8

23
4.4

6
12

37
7.1

322
62.1

109
24.0

77
14.8

1
.2

i
.2

14
2.7

6
1.2

12
2.3

2
.4

11
2.1

20
3.9

2,129
4io.5

226
43.6

898
173.1

4
.8

2
.4

2
.4

12
2.3

142
27.4

3
.6

2
.4

93
17.9

199
38.4
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DDCUMENTATION TABLE 5

LIVE BIRTHS BY BIRTH WEIGHT ANO RACE OF CHILO AND INFANT OEATHS ANO INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY AGE AT OEATH, BIRTH
WEIGHT, ANO RACE OF CHILO FOR 10 LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT DEATH: UNITEO STATES, 19.94 BIRTH COHORT

(INFANT DEATHS ARE UNDER I YEAR. NEONATAL DEATHS ARE UNDER 2.9 OAYS; EARLY NEONATAL, O-6 DAYS; LATE NEONATAL,
7-27 DAYS; AND POSTNEONATAL, 28 DAYS THROUGH 11 MDNTHS)

(RATEs ARE PER Ioo,ooo LIVE BIRTHS)

I I I

CAUSE OF DEATH, BIRTH WEIGHT, ANO RACE OF CHILO LIVE INFANT
/

TOTAL EARLY LATE POST-
BIRTHS DEATHS NEDNATAL ‘ NEONATAL ‘ NEONATAL NEONATAL

1 1 1

BLACK,
NOT STATED BIRTH WEIGHT

. . .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

.9

9

10

. . .

ALL CAUSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER . .
RATE. .

CONGENITAL ANDMALIES (740-759), , . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME (79E.0). .NUMBER. .
RATE. .

RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME (769) . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

PREMATURITY (765) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS (76i) . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

HypoxIA AND AspHyxIA (768) . . . . . . . . . . ..NuMBER. .
RATE. . .

AccIoENTs (E800-E949) . . . . . . . . . . . . .,. ..NuMBER. .
RATE. .

INFECTIONS (771 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

COMPLICATIONS OF PLACENTA,ETC. (762). .NuMBER. .
RATE. .

PNEUMONIA AND INFLUENZA (480-487) . . . ..NUMBER. .
RATE. .

ALL OTHER cAusE5 (Residual) . . . . . . . . . ..NUMBER. .

912 378
41,447.4

28
3,070.2

2
219.3

24
2,631.6

107
11,732.5

38
4,166.7

23
2,521.9

2
219.3

2
219.3

10
1,096.5

5
548.2

9
RATE. . 906.8

354
38,815.8

26
2,850.9

23
2,521.9

107
11,732.5

38
4,166.7

21
2,302.6

2
219.3

9
986.8

1
109.6

6
657.9

345
37,828.9

25
2,74~.2

21
2,302.6

107
11 ,732.5

36
4,166.7

20
2,193.0

2
219.3

9
9B6.B

1
109.6

4
438.6

9
986.8

1
109.6

2
219.3

1
109.6

2
219.3

24
2,631.6

2
219.3

2
219.3

1
109.6

2
219.3

2
219.3

1
109.6

4
430.6

3
328.9

~/ INCLUOES RACES OTHER THAN WHITE ANO BLACK
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DEFINITION OF LIVE BIRT’H

Every product of conception ~hat gives a sign of life
after birth, regmdless of the length of the pregnancy, is
considered a live birth. This concept is included in the
definition set forth by the World Health Organization x
follows:

Live birth is the complete expulsion or extraction
from its mother of a product of conception, irre-
spective of the duration of pregnancy, which, after
such sepwation, breathes or shows any other evi-
dence of life, such as beating of the heart, pulsa-
tion of the umbilical cord, or definite movement of
voluntary muscles, whether or not the umbilical
cord has been cut or the placenta is attached; each
product of such a birth is considered ]iveborn.

This definition distinguishes in precise terms a live
birth from a fetal death (see section on fetal deaths in the
Technical Appendix of Volume II of this report). In the
interest of comparable natality statistics, both the Statistical
Commission of the United Nations and the National Cen-
ter for Heafth Statistics have adopted this definition.~,a

HISTORY OF BIRTH-REGISTRATION AREA

The national birth-registration area was proposed in
1850 and established in 1915. By 1933 all 48 Statesand the
District of Columbia were participating in the registl-ation
system. The organized territories of Hawaii and Alaska
were admitted in 1929 and 1950, respectively; data from
these areas were prepared separately until they became
States-Alaska in 1959 and Hawaii in 1960. At present the
birth-registration system of the United States covers the 50
States, the District of Columbia, the independent registra-
tion area of New York Cityl Puerto Rico, the U.S, Virgin
Islands, Guam, American .%noa, and the Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands. However, in the statistical tabulations,
‘iUnited States” refers only to the aggregate of the 50
States (including New York City) and the District of Co-
lumbia. Tabulations for Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and
Guilm are shown separately in section 3 of this volume.

The original birth-registration area of 1915 consisted
of 10 States and the District of Columbia. The growth of
this area is indicated in table 4–1. This table also presents
for each yew through 1932 the estimated midyear popula-
tion of the United States and of those States included in the
registration system.

Because of the growth of the wea for which data have
been collected and tabulated, a national series of geo-

graphical!’ comparable data before 1933 can be obtained
only by estimation. Annual estimates of births have been
prepared by P. K. Whelpton for the period 1909-344
(table l-l). These estimates include adjustments both for
underregistration and for States that were not part of the
birth-registration area before 1933.

SOURCES OF DATA

Natality statistics

Natalih statistics for 1984 are based on information
from two sources. Statistics for 46 States are based on the
total file of records received on computer data tapes coded
by the States and provided to the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS) through the Vital Statistics Co-
operative Program. Statistics for the remaining States
(Arizona CaJifomi~ Delaware, and Georgia) and the District
of Columbia are based on information obtained from a ,50-
percent sample of microfilm copies of nll live-birth cert]fl-
cates filed in these States. NCHS receives these tapes and
microfilm copies fl-om the registration offices of each State,
the District of Columbia, and NTewYork City.

Records from the \’irgin Islands are received in the
form of microfilm copies of birth certificates; those from
Guam are received m photocopies of original birth certif-
icates; and those fl-om Puerto Rico are received as com-
puter tapes through the Vital Statistics Cooperative Pro-

gram. Natality data for 1984 for these areas are bo-secl on
the total file of records. Before 1977 Puerto Rican records
were sampled on a 50-percent basis. Information for pre-
vious years for these three areas is published in the annlli~l
vital statistics reports of the Department of Health of thv
Commomvealth of Puerto Rico, the Department of Pul JIIC
Health of the Virgin Islands, the Depm-tment of Pul)llr
Health and Social Services of the Government of Guam,
and in selected Vital statistics of the United states annuaI
reports.

when tile microfilnled datil ‘we recei},ed from the

\’ru-ious registration offices, the information on the sampled

microfilm records is coded onto magnetic tape for the
computer, ivhich then edits all the taped records and pro-
duces tabulations of natality statistics adjusted for salmplillg
factors,

~T.s. natillity ~at~ are lilnited to ~irths occurring within

the United States, including those occurring to U.S lesi-
dents and nonresidents. Births to nonresidents of the
United States have been excluded from i~ll tabul:~ticms I)y
place of residence beginning in 1970, (See “Clmsification
by occurrence and residence” for further discussion.) Bilths
occurring to U.S. citizens outside the United S~~tes arc not
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included in any tabulations in this repel-t. similarly the data
for Puerto Rico, the Virgin Ishds, and Guam are limited to
births registered in these al-em.

Standard Certificate of Live Birth

The U.S. Stanckard Cel-tificate of Li\’e Birth, issued by
the Public Health Service, has sewed fol- many years m the

principal means of attaining uniformity in the content of
the documents used to collect inforlnation on births in the
United States. It has been modified in each State to the
extent required by the pm-titular State’s needs or by special
provisions of the State’s vital statistics law. Ho\vever, most
State certificates conform closely in content to the stand-
ard certificate.

The first standard certificate of birth was developed in
1900. Since then it has been revised periodically by the

national vital statistics agency through consultation with
State health officers nnd regis tram; Federal agencies con-
cerned with .vital statistics; national, State, and county
medical societies; and others \vorking in the fields of public
health, social wel~are, demography, and insurance. This
procedure has assured carefhl evaluation of each item for
its current and fhture usefulness for legal, medical, demo-
graphic, and research purposes. New items have been
added when necessaly, and old items have been modified
to ensure better reporting or, in some c,xses, dropped when
their usefulness appem-ed to be limited.

1978 reoi.sion— Effective January 1, 1978, a revised
U.S. Standard Certificate of Live Birth (figure 4–A) re-

placed the 1968 revision. Changes on the 1978 standard
certificate include a new item on 1- and 5-minute Apgar
scores, the deletion of the item on birth injuries, and re-
visions of the items on legitimacy status and previous
pregnancies.

FIGURE 4-A.
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The item on legitimacy status was changed to read “1s
mother married?” This is now a factual piece of informa-
tion about the mother rather than an attribute ascribed to
the child, and the person completing the record cloes not
have the responsibility for making ivbat mav he a legal
determination.

The item on prel,ious deliveries UM changed to preg-
nancy history and expanded to include two categories of
fetal loss, before and after 20 completed weeks of gesta-
tion. This change provides information on hvo groups that
are of interest in medical research and emphasizes the fact
that all previous fetal losses should be included, both spon-
taneous and induced, regardless of length of gestation. For
further discussion see individual sections for each item,

CLASSIFICATION OF DATA

One of the principal values of vital statistics data is
realized through the presentation of rates that are com-
puted by relating the vital events of a class to the popula-
tion of a similarly defined elms. Vital statistics and popu-
lation statistics must therefore be classified according to
similarly defined systems and tabulated in comparable
groups. Even w’ben the vw-iables common to both, such m
geographic wea, age, race. and sex, bme been similar]:
classified and tabulated, differences betu’een the enumera-
tion method of obtaining population clata and the registra-
tion method of obtaining ~ikd statistics ckta ma!f resuh in
significant discrepancies.

The general rules used to clmsify geographic and per-
sonal items for li\e births are set forth in “1’ital Statistics
Classification and Coding Instructions for Live Birth
Records, 1984,” SCHS In.structicm Manunl, Pa-t ;3a. The
classification of cert~in important items is discussed in the
following pages,

Classification by occurrence and residence

.+II but three Ldml;ltions for States ond other areas
\vithio the united States ,we In, place of mother’s resi-
cleuce. These three tahulatinns” ( 1–49, 1-50, :md 2-1)
show I]irtbs by place of occurrence. Births to LT.S.residents
occurring outside this countn” al-e not retdlocated to the
~lnitetd States, In tabulations h). place of residence, births
occurring witbin the United States to LT.S.citizens and to
resident aliens are allocated to the usual place of residence
of the mother in the United States as repolted on the birth
certificate. Beginning in 1970, births to nonresidents of the
Llnited States occurring in the United States have been
esclucled from these tabulations. From 1966 to 1969, births
occurring in the Llnited States to mothers \vho wel-e nonresi-
dents of the United States were considered as births to
residents of the exact place of occllrrence. in 196-I :Lnd

1965 i~ll such births were allocnted to “balance of counh;’
of occurrence eten if the birth hacl occurred in a tit!..

The change in coding beginning in 1970 to exclude
births to nonresidents of the United States from residence

data significantly affects the comparabilih of data with
years before 1970 only for Texas. In 1984 births to resi-
dents of klesico constituted 86.2 percent of the 4,427
nonresident births in the United States. NO evalu.ltion of
the effect of the change in procedure between 1965 and
1966 has been made.

For the total United States the tahultitlous by pl,we of
residence and by place of occurrence are not identical,

Births to nonresidents of the United States are included in
data by place of occurrence but excluded from data by
place of residence, as previously indicated,

Residence error-A nationwide test of birth-registra-
tion completeness in 1950 provided measures of residence
error for natality statistics. According to this test, errors in
residence reporting for the count~ as a \vhole tend to

overstate the number of births to residents of urban are~s
and to understate the number of births to residents of other
areas, This tendency hm resumed special importance be-
cause of a concomitant development—the increwed utili-
zation of hospitals in cities by residents of nearby places—
with the result that a number of births are erroneously
reported as ha~’ing occurred to residents of urban areas
Another factor that contributes to this overstatement of
urban births is the customaw procedure of using “ci~’”
addresses for persons living outside the city llmits,

Incomp~ek r_esidcncc—Beginning in 197:3 \vhere onl!
the State of residence is reported w ith no clt} or CnLInR

specified, and the State named is clifferent frool th~ State
of occurrence, the birth bm heen allocated to the hrge~t
city of the State of residence. Before 1973 such births \f’Lhl”P

allocated to the exact place of occurrence.

Geographic classification

The rules follott’ed in the clmsiflc:~tion of gengr.~phic
ar-eas for li}’e births are contaiuecl in the instruction m.muii I
mentioned previously, The ,geoqmphic cocle structllre for
1984 is gi~’en in another ;Mual. “l”ital Rwmrcls Gec)-
,gr:lpbic Classification, 1!382.”

LJnitcd Stfzfcs-In the st~ltistic.d t:lbulation}, “Knlted
States” refers on]!’ to the aggregate of the ,50 St~ltes and tli,:
District of Columhi:l. A1.WkJ hw been iucludvcl in th, CIS
tabulations since 1959 and Hawaii sinc~ 1960.

Stclnclard mefropolif(~n sfofi.s ticczi ar~m-Tbe st .Lnd,ud
metropolit:m statistical are.~ (S\lS.\’s) L15VL1 In this lr~port
we those established b! the U.S. office of \i.~na<finiunt
and Budget from final 1!380 census poplll,~tlon counts; AI)(I

used by the tJ.S. Burem of the Census except 10 the .YL,i\

England State>
Except in the F!mv Englaucl States, An S\fS \ lS J

cOLLntyOr a group of contiguous countief cout,uning ~l[ber
a city of50,00t) inhabitants or more or au urhanlzed-iuen of
50,000 with a totial lnetropolitan popll!citlou nf at lrmt
100,000. In addition to the count! or countiL.~ cent.uumg
such a citv or urbanized arei~ contiguous col(nties ML’ III-

cluded in m S\lSA if, according to spemfiecl criteri~~ they
are essentially metropolitan in ch.wacter Llnd ore socikdlv
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and economically integrated with the central city or ur-
banized area.6

In the New England States the U.S. Office of Manage-
ment and Budget uses towns and cities rather than coun-
ties as geographic components of SMSA’S. The National
Center for Health Statistics cannot, however, use the
SMSA classification for these States because its data are not
coded to identify all towns. Instead, the New England
County Metropolitan Areas (NECMA’S) are used. These
areas are established by the U.S. Office of Management
and Budget and are made up of county units.57

Metropolitan and nomnetropolitan counties—lnde-
pendent cities and counties included in SMSA’S or
NECMA’S are included in data for metropolitan counties;
all other counties are classified as nonmetropolitan,

Population-size groups— Beginning in 1982 vital statistics
data for cities and certain other urban places have been
classified according to the population enumerated in the
1980 Census of Population. Data are available for individual
cities and other urban places of 10,000 or more population.
Data for the remaining areas not separately identified me
shown in the tables under the heading “Balance of area” or
“Balance of county.” Classification of areas for the years
1970–8 1 wm determined by the population enumerated in
the 1970 Census of Population, As a result of changes in
the enumerated population between 1970 and 1980, some
urban places identified in previous reports are no longer
included, and a number of other urban places have been
added.

Urban places other than incorporated cities for which
vital statistics data are shown in this report include the
following:

● Each town in New England, New York, and Wisconsin
and each township in Michigan, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania that had no incorporated municipality as
a subdivision and had either 25,OOO inhabitants or
more or a population of 10,000 to 25,000 and a density
of 1,000 persons or more per square mile.

● Each county in States other than those indicated above
that had no incorporated municipality within its
boundary and had n density of 1,000 persons or more
per sqwu-e mile, (Arlington County, Virginia, is the
only county classified as urban under this rule.)

● Each place in Hawaii with 10,000 or more population,
as there are no incorporated cities in the State.

I

Race or national origin

The race or national origin shown in a tabulation is that
of the newborn child, Classification of the childs race or
national origin for statistical purposes is based on the race
or national origin of the parents. The categories are
‘iWhite,” “Black,” “American Indian,” “Chinese,” “Japan-
ese,” “Hawaiian,” ‘iFilipino,” “Other Asian or Pacific
Islander,” and “Other.” Before 1978 the category ‘iOther
Asian or Pacific Islander” was not identified separately but

included with “other” races. The separation of this cate-

gory allows identification of the category “Asian or Pacific
Islander” by ‘combining the new categoiy “Other Asian or
Pacific Islander” with Chinese, Japanese, Hawaiian, and
Filipino.

If the parents are of different races or national origins,
the following rules are used to assign race or national origin
to the newborn child. When only one parent is white, the
child is assigned the other parent’s race or national origin.
When neither parent is white, the child is assigned the
father’s race or national origin with one exception; if the
mother is Hawaiian or pti-Hawaiian, the child is assigned
to Hawaiian. If race is missing for one parent, the child is
assigned the race of the parent for whom race is given.
When information on race is missing for both parents, the
race of the child is considered not stated and the birth is
allocated according to rules discussed in the section “Race
or national origin not stated.”

White—The category “White” comprises births re-
ported = white, and births where race is reported m His-
panic. Before 1964, all births for which race or national
origin was not stated were classified as white, Beginning in
1964 changes in the procedures for allocating race when
race or national origin is not stated have changed the com-
position of this category. (See discussion on “Race or na-
tional origin not stated.”)

All other-The category “All other” comprises black,
American Indian, Chinese, Japanese, Hawaiian and part-
Haw’aiian, Filipino, other Asian or Pacific Islander includ-
ing Asian Indian, and “other.” Aleuts and Eskimos are
included in “American Indian.”

If the race or national origin of an Asian parent is il]-
defined or not clearly identifiable with one of the cate-
gories used in the classification (for example, if “oriental”
is entered), an attempt is made to determine the specific
race from the entry for place of birth. If the birthplace is
Chint\ Japan, or the Philippines, the parent’s race is as
signed to that category. When race cannot be determined
from the birthplace, it is assigned to the catego~ ‘iOther
Asian or Pacific Islander.”

Race or national origin not statecl-The race of a child
is considered not stated in those cases in which informa-
tion for both parents is missing. Before 1964 all such cases
\vere tabulated as white, From 1964 through 1968 the race
of the child was allocated by the computer as follows. If the
race on the pl-eceding record were white the assignment
ww to white; otherwise the assignment was to black. Be-
ginning in 1969 the race of the child has been allocated
electronically according to the specific race of the child on
the preceding record, Consequently, some of the not-
stated frequencies that had previously been assigned to the
black catego~ may now be assigned to one of the other
race or national origin categories,

Nearly all statistics by race or national origin for the
United States as a whole in 1962 and 1963 are affected by a
lack of information for New Jersey, which did not report
parents’ race in those years. Birth rates by race for those

years are computed on a population base that excludes
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New Jersey. (For the method of estimating the U.S. popu-
lation b!’ age, sex, and race excluding New Jersey in 1962
and 1963, see Vital Statistics of the United States, 1963,
\701un~e I, page 4-8.) Estimates of births to unmarried
mothers by race for the United States, which inchlde spe-
cial estimates for New Jersey for 1962 and 1963, have been
prepared and are shown in table 1–31.

lnterracia~ parentage-Because of interracial parentage,
the number of births for each racial or national origin group
classified according to the childs race by the preceding
rules differs from the number of births classified according
to the mother’s race. For white and black births, the dif-
ferences are relatil”ely small. In 1984 there were 1.5 per-
cent more white mothers than there were births ckmsified
as white and 4.1 percent fewer black mothers than births
classified ‘as black. The number of mothers of other racial
and national origin groups was considerably lower than the
number of births classified according to the childs race:
American Indian, 19.7 percent; Chinese, 8.8 percent;
Japanese, 18.1 percent; Hawaiian, 30.5 percent; Filipino,
6.2 percent; other .+sian and Pacific Islander, 6.7 percent;
and Other, 21.7 percent.

.Age of mother

The birth certificate asks for ‘rAge (at time of this
birth) “ The age of the mother is edited for upper and
lower limits, When mothers are reported to be under 10
ye.ms of age or 50 ! eors and over, the age of the mother is
considered not stated and is assigned as described below.

Age-specific birth rates shown in this report are based
on populations of ~vonlen by age, which are prepared by
the U S Bureau of the Census. In census years the decen-
nial census counts are used. In intercensal years, estimates
of the population of ivomen by age are published by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census in Current Popdation Reports.

The 1980 Census of Population derii’ed age in com-
pleted >ears o-s of .+pril 1, 1980, from the responses to
questions on age at last birthday and month and year of
birth, with the latter given preference. In the 1960 and the
1970 CensLIs of Popul,ltion, age was also derived from
month ,md year of birth. “’.\ge in completed years” wm
a-sked in censuses before 1960. This wa-s newly the equiv-
alent of the birth certificate question, which the 1950 test
of matched birth and census records confirms by showing a
high degree of consistency in the reporting of age in these
hvo sources.a

Median age of mother- \fedian age is the value that
di\ides an age distribution into two equal parts, one-half of
the \’alues being les, and one-half being greater. Median
ages of mothers for 1960 to the present have been conl-
puted from birth rates for 5-year age groups rather than
from birth frequencies. This method eliminates the effects
of chmges in the age composition of the childbe.wing
population ot’er time. Changes in the median ages from
ye;w to !“ear c:Ln thus be attl-ibuted solely to changes in the
age-specific birth rates.

Not stated age of mother—Beginning in 1964 birth
records with age of mother not stated have been allocated
according to ~he age appearing on the record previously
processed for a mother of identical race and having the
same total-birth order (total of fetal deaths and live births).
In 1963 birth records with age not stated were allocated
according to the age appearing on the record previously
processed for a mother of identical race and parity (num-
ber of live births). For 1960-62, not stated and unknown
ages were distributed in proportion to the known ages for
each racial group. Before 1960 this was done for age-
specific birth rates but not for the birth frequency tables,
which showed a separate category for age not stated.

Age of father

Age of father is coded as stated on the birth certificate,
If the age is under 10 years, it is considered not stated and
grouped with those cases for which age is not stated on the
certificate. Information on father’s age is often missing on
birth certificates of children born to unwed mothers,

greatly inflating the number of “not stated” in all tabula-
tions by age of father. In computing birth rates by age of
father, births tabulated x age of father not stated are dis-
tributed in the same proportions as births with known age
within each 5-year age classification of the mother. This
procedure is done separately by race. The resulting dis-
tributions are summed to form a composite frequenc}~ clls-
tribution which is the basis for computing birth rates b!’ age
of Father. This procedure avoids the distortion in rates that
would resuh if the relationship between age of mother and
age of father were disregarded.

Live-birth order and parity

Birth order and parity clmsificatlons showm in this
\’olunle refer to the total number of li~e births the nlotller
h:Ls had, including the 1984 birth. Fetal dei]ths are e\-
chded.

Birth order indicates what number the present b]rth
represents; for example, a baby born to a mother who hm
had two previous live births (even if one or both we not
now living) has a birth order of three.

Pwity indicates how many live births a mother has had
Before delive~ a mother having her first baby has a parity
of zero and a mother having her third baby has a parity of
two. After delivery the mother of a baby who is z first live
birth has a parity of one and the mother of a bab} who is a
third live birth hzs a parity of three.

Birth order and parity are determined from two items
on the birth certificate, “Live births—now living” .md
“Live births—now dead.”

Not stated birth order—Before 1969 if both of these
items were blank, the birth wm considered a first birth.
Beginning in 1969, births for which the pregnancy history
items were not completed have been tabulated as birth
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mrder not stated. As a result of this revised procedure,
22,686 births in 1969 that would have been assigned to the
“First birth order” catego~ under the old rules were as-
signed to the “Not stated’ categoq.

All births tabulated in the “Not stated birth order”
~ategory are excluded from the computation of percents.
In computing birth rates by live-birth order, births tabu-
“Tated as birth order not stated are distributed in the same

>roportion as birth of known live-birth order.

-.

~Dates of last live birth and last fetal death

Date of last live birth and date of last fetal death were
added to the U.S. Standard Certificate of Live Birth in
1968 for the purpose of providing information on child
~pacing and pregnancy intervals. Tabulations of these
_items were presented for the first time in 1969, In 1978 the
‘item “Date of last fetal death” was reworded to “Date of
~ast other termination” to ensure inclusion of both spon-
taneous fetal deaths and induced terminations of preg-
nancy. In 1984 this information was obtained from all
-States except Texas.
. Intervals since last live birth and last other tennina-
-#ion-These data are computed fkom the date of birth, date
-of last live birth, and date of last other temlination. The
-interval since last live birth is the difference between the
‘date of last live birth and the date of present birth; the
‘interval since last other termination is the difference be-
‘hveen the date of last other termination and the date of
~resent birth. For an interval to be computed, both the
month and year of the last live birth or the last other ter-
mination must be valid. These intervals are computed only

-for events to mothers who have had at least one previous
delivery.

Births for which the interval since last li~”ebirth or last
mther termination is not stated me excluded from the com-
-putation of percents and means.
-.

Internal since last pregnancy and outcome of last preg-
‘rmncg—These data al-e derived from the computed inter-
~vals since the last live birth and the last other termination.

Before 1982, the outcome of the last pregnancy was—
-considered not stated if the internal since either the last
live birth or the last fetal death was not computed because
-only the year of the event wws recorded. Beginning
-in 1982, the outcome of the last pregnant}- has been de-
-Tived for such records if the year of the last live birth and
-the yew of the last fetal death were not the same. The
‘effect of this revised procedure is to reduce substantially
‘the number of records with outcome of last pregnancy not
‘stated.

In addition, for such records, the interval since the
termination of the last pregnancy is determined if both
the month and year were reported for the event immed-
iately preceding the current live birth. Before 1982, the
interval since the temlination of the last pregnancy was
considered not stated for such births.

Births for which the interval since last pregnancy is not

stated are excluded from the computation of percents and
means.

Zero intemul—An interval of zero months since the last
live birth or fetal death indicates the second born of a set of
twins, the second or third horn of a set of t]iplets, and so
forth. Births with an interval of zero months are excluded
from the computation of mean intervals.

Educational attainment

Data on the educational attainment of both parents
were collected beginning in 1968 and tabulated for publi-
cation in 1969 for the first time. In 1984, data on education
\l,ere obtained from 47 States and the District of Columbi~

as indicated in table A.
The educational attainment of either parentis defined

as “the number of years of school completed.” Only those
years completed in “regular” schools, that is, a formal ed-
ucational system of public schools or the equivalent in ac-
credited private or parochial schools, are counted. Business
or trade schools, such as beauty and barber schools, are not
considered “regular” schools for the purposes of this item.
hlo attempt has been made to convert years of school com-
pleted in foreign school systems, ungraded school systems,
and so forth, to equivalent grades in the American school
system. Such entries are included in the category “Not
stated.”

Persons who have completed only a partial year in high
school or college are tabulated as having completed the
highest preceding grade. For those certificates on which a
specific degree is stated, years of school completed is coded
to the level at which the degree is most commonly attained;
for example, persons reporting B.A., A.B., or B.S. degrees
are considered to have completed 16 years of school.

Education not stated—The category “Not stated’ in-
cludes all records in reporting areas for which there is no
infomlation on !-ears of school completed as well as all
records for which the information provided is not compatible
with coding specifications.

Births tabulated as education not stated me excluded
from the computations of percents.

Marital status

Beginning ~vith 1980 dat% national estimates of births
to unmarried women have been derived from hvo sources,
For 41 States and the District of Columbia marital status of
the mother was reported directly on the birth certificate in
1984 (see table.+; for the remaining 9 States that lack this
item, marital status was inferred from a comparison of the
childs and parents’ surnames, This procedure represents a
substantial departure from the previous method used to
prepare national estimates, which assumed that the inci-
dence of births to unmarried women in States with no
direct question on marital status was the same m the inci-
dence in reporting States in the same geographic division.
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Table A. Areas reporting selected Items on the live-birth certificate: Each State, 1984

Dates of Date last

Educational
last live normal

birth and
Numberof

menstrual
Marital l-minute 5-minute

Area attainment
Ethmc

last period
prenatal status Apgar Apgar

Hispanic

of parents visits of mother
origin

other
score score origin

began
termination (LMP)

Alabama x x x x x x x
Alaska x x x x x x x
Arizona x x x x x x x x
Arkansas x x x x x x x x
California x x x
Colorado x x x x x x x x
Connecticut x x x x x x
Delaware x x x x x
District of Columbia x x x x x x x x
Florida x x x x x x x x
Georgia x x x x x x x x
Hawaii x x x x x x x x
Idaho x x x x x x x
Illinois x x x x x x x x
Indiana x x x x x x x x
Iowa x x x x x x x
Kansas x x x x x x x x
Kentucky x x x x x x x
Louisiana x x x x x x x
Maine x x x x x x x x
Maryland x x x x x x
Massachusetts x x x
Michigan

x x x x
x x x x x x

Minnesota x x x x x x x
Mississippi x x x x x x x x
Missouri I x I x I x I x x I x I x I I
Mnntana 1X1X1X1 xl IYIYI I.. .. .. .. .. ,.
Nebraska x x x x x x x x
Nevada x x x x x x x
New Hamoshire x x x x x x x
New Jersey x x x x x x x x
New Mexico x x x x x x x
New York x x x x x x ‘x 2X
North Carolina x x x x x x x
North Dakota x x x x x x x x
Ohio x x x x x x x
Oklahoma x x x x x
Oregon x x x x x x x
Pennsylvania x x x x x x x
Rhode Island x x x x x x x
South Carolina x x x x x x x
South Dakota x x x x x x x
Ta.. a.. aa Y Y v v v v Y v

TPxac I I 1X1X1 I I I I Y.-, --- .. ..
Utah

..

x x x x x x x x
Vermonl x x x x x x x
Virginia x x x x
Washington

x x x
x x x x x x

West Virginia x x x x x x x
Wmconsin x x x x x x x
Wyoming x x x x x x x x

1New York City only.
2E.eludes New York Cily,
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‘“ ‘Ratios of births to unmarried women were computed by
race for the reporting States in each geographic division,
applied to all births in the division, and then summed to

‘‘“obtain national estimates by race. The figures by race were
!-lI

summed to yield the totals for the United States.
11’ The new method attempts to use related information

on the birth certificate to improve the quality of national
~,, data on this topic, m well as to provide data for the individual

nonreporting States. Beginning in 1980, a birth in a non-
“”1reporting State has been classified as occurring to a mm-ried
“ woman if the parents’ surnames are the same or if the childs

and father’s surnames are the same and the mother’s current
surname cannot be obtained from the informant item of
the birth certificate. A birth is classified as occurring to an
unmarried woman if the father’s name is missing, if the
parents’ surnames “are different, or if the father’s and child’s

“1 surnames are different and the mother’s current surname is
1.

missing.
,1

NO adjustments are made during the data processing
‘:,’for errors in the reporting of marital status on the birth
‘J,:’records of the 41 reporting States and the District of

Columbia because the extent of this reporting problem is
‘‘1’us-d-mown. When marital status is not stated on the birth

certificate of a reporting area, the mother is considered
married.

\\~hen out.of-~vedlock births are reported x second or

higher order births, it is not known whether the mother’s
pre~’ious deliveries occurred out of wedlock, because her

‘L’-inarital status at the time of these earlier births is not avail-

‘ ‘,able from the birth record.
II

Rates for 1940 and 1950 are based on decennial census
counts. In this vo!ume, rates for 1955–84 are based on a
smoothed series of population estimates.g Because of sam-
pling error, the original U.S. Bureau of the Census population
estimates fluctuate erratically from year to year; therefore,
they have been smoothed so that the rates do not show

Jll
,, similar variations. The rates shown in this volume differ

horn those published in issues of Vital Statistics of the United
~~ States before 1!369. which were based on the original esti-

-1(1
mates provided annually by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

~,, Birth rates by marital status for 1971–79 have been revised
and differ from rates published before 1980 in issues of

‘~1’~~ital Statistics of the United States (see “Conlputation of

~ Rates and Other Pleasures”).

~,l; Place of delivev and attendant at birth

,,!,

Births occurring in hospitals, institutions, clinics, cen-
“‘ tel-s, or honles are included in the category“In hospital.” In

this context the word “homes” does not refer to the mother’s
residence but to an institution such a-s a home for unwed
mothers, Beginning in 1975, the attendant at birth and place
of deli~~ery items have been coded independent)’, prirmwily
to permit the identification of the person in attendance at

““ hospital deliveries. Tables 1-37 and 1-38 of this report
,:)1

Pr4esent this more detailed information for the years 1975-

Data shown in this volume for the “In hospital” category
for the years 1975–84 include all births in clinics or ma-
ternity centers, regardless of the attendant. Data for
1975–77 published before 19180 included clinic and center
births in the category “In hospital” only when the attendant
was a physician, Data shown for 1975–77 in tables 1–37
and 1–38 therefore differ from data published before 1980.
As a result of this change, for 1975 an additional 12,352
births are now classified as occurring in hospitals, raising
the pel-cent of births occurring in hospitals from 98.7 to
99.1. Similarly, for 1976 the number of births occurring in
hospitals is increased by 14,133 and the percent in hospitals
raised from 98.6 to 99.1; for 1977, the increase is 15,937
and the percent in hospitals raised from 98.5 to 99.0. For
1974 and earlier, the “In hospitfl’ categow includes all
births in hospitals or institutions and bilths in clinics, cen-
ters, or maternity homes only when attended by physicians.

For births occurring outside of hospitals, separate
classifications are shown for physicians, midwives, and
“Other” attendants. The “Out-of-hospital” category also
includes births for which no information is reported on
place of birth. Before 1975, the category “In hospital” in-
cluded births for which the stated place of birth was a
“doctor’s office” and delive~~ was by a physician. Beginning
in 1975, births that were delivered by physicians in a
“doctor’s office” have been tabulated as “Not in hospital”
and included with births delivered by physicians in this
catego~. Although the actual number of such births is
unknown, the effect of the change is minimal. In 1974, 0.3
percent of all births were delivered by physicians outside
of hospitals; in 1975 this proportion was 0.4 percent.

Babies born on the way to or on arrival at the hospital
ue classified as having been born in the hospital. This may
account for some of the hospital births not delivered by
physicians or midwives.

The percent distributions by attendant at birth for
1975–81 shown in table 1–38 have been revised to exclude
births fol- which the attendant was unspecified, In recent
yews, the number of births with unspecified attendant hm
fluctuated substantially, Excluding these bilths from the
percent distributions allows for a more meaningful year-to-
year comparison in the proportion of births for each specified
attendant.

Birth weight

Birth weight is reported in some arem in pounds and
ounces rather than in “grams. However, the metric system
has been used in tabulating and presenting the statistics to
facilitate comparison with data published by other groups,

The categories for birth weight were changed in 1979
to be consistent with the recommendations in the Ninth
Revision of the International Classification of Diseases
(ICD-9). The revised categories in gram intervals and their
equivalents in pounds and ounces are as follows:

Less than 500 grams = 1 lb 1 oz or less
500 - 999 grams = I lb 2 OZ- z lb 3 oz
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1,000-1,499 griuns = ? lb 4 OZ– 3 lb 4 OZ

1,500-1,999 gmms = 3 lb 5 OZ- 4 III 6 oz
2,000-2,499 grtms = 4 lb 7 OZ- 5 lb S oz
2,500 –!2,999 grams = 5 lb 9 OZ- 6 h 9 OZ

3,000-3,499 griuns = 6 lb 10 OZ– 7 11)11 oz
3,500–3,999 gr,uns = 7 lb 12 OZ– 8 lb 13 oz

4,000–4,499 grams = S lb 14 OZ– 9 lb 14 oz
4,500–4,999 grams = 9 lb 1.5 OZ–11 lb O oz
5,000 grams or more = 11 lb 1 oz or more

The ICD–9 defines low birth weight as less than 2,500
grams. This is a shift of 1 gram from the previous criterion
of 2,500 grams or less, \vhich was recommended by the
American Academy of Pediatrics in 1935 and adopted by
the World Health Organization in the Sixth Revision of the
International Lists of Diseases and Causes of Death (1948).

After data classified by pounds and ounces are con-
verted to grams, median \veights are computed and rounded
before publication. To establish the continuity of class in-
tervals needed to convert pounds and ounces to grams, the
end points of these intends are =sumed to be half an ounce
less at the lower end and half an ounce more at the upper
end. For example, 2 lb 4 OZ–3 lb 4 oz is interpreted as 2 lb
31%OZ–3 lb 41? OZ.

Births for which birth weight is not reported are ex-
cluded from the computation of percents and medians.

Period of gestation

The period of gestation is defined w beginning with
the first day of the last normaf menstrual period (LMP) and
ending with the day of the birth. The LMP is used as the
initial date as it can be more accurately determined than
the date of conception, \vhich usually occurs 2 weeks after
the LMP.

For 198-I the computation of period of gestation is based
entirely on LMP data from the 49 States and the District of
Columbia reporting L\[P; gestation data for New Mexico,
which reports period of gestation in terms of weeks or
months, m-e excluded from the talmlations in this repolt.

Births occurring before 37 weeks of gestation are con-
sidered to be “preterm”’ or “premature” for purposes of
classification. At 37–41 \veeks gestation, births are consid-
ered to be “term, ” and at 42 weeks and over, “post term.”
These distinctions are according to the ICD–9 definitions.

Before 1981, the period of gestation was computed only
when there was a valid month, day, and year of L?vlP.
However, length of gestation could not be determined from
a substantial number of live birth certificates each year
because the day of LhlP was missing. Beginning in 1981
weeks of gestation have been imputed for records with
missing day of LMP when there is a valid month and year.
Each such l-ecord is assigned the gestational period in
weeks of the preceding record that has a complete LMP
di~tewith the same computed months of gestation and the
same 500-gram birth \veight intervaf. The effect of the
imputation procedure is to increase slightly-the proportion
of premature births and to lower the proportion of births at
39, 40, 41, and 42 weeks of gestation. A more complete

discussion of this procedure and its implications is pre-
sented in a previous report.lo

The calculated period of gestation in completed weeks
is edited for upper and lower limits. If the internal between
date of last normal menstrual period and date of birth is 16
weeks or less, or 53 weeks or more, the period of gestation
is considered not stated.

Because of post-conception bleeding or menstnsal ir-
regularities, the presumed date of LMP may be in error. In
these instances the computed gestational period may be
longer or shorter than the true gestational period, but the
extent of such errors is unknown.

Month of pregnancy prenatal care began

For those records in which the name of the month is
entered for this item, instead of first, second, third, and so
forth, the month of pregnancy in which prenatal care began
is determined from the month named and the month last
normal menses began. For these births, if the item “Date
last nomlal menses began” is not on the certificate or is not
stated, the month of pregnancy in which prenatal care
began is tabulated as not stated.

Number of prenatal visits

Tabulations of the number of prenatal visits were pre-
sented for the first time in 1972. In 1984 these data tvere
collected from the birth certificates of 49 States and the
District of Columbia (see table A).

Apgar score

One- and 5-minute Apgar scores were added to the
U.S. Standard Certificate of Live Birth in 1976 to evaluate
the condition of the newborn infant at 1 and 5 minutes
after birth. The Apg= score is a useful measure of the need
for resuscitation and a predictor of the infant’s chances of
surviving the first year of life. It is a summ~” measure of
the infan~s condition based on heart rate, respirato~ effort,
muscle tone, reflex irritability, and color. Each of these
factors is given a score of O, 1, or 2; the sLun of these 5
values is the Apgar score, which ranges from O to 10 .4
score of 10 is optimum, and a low score raises some doubts
about the survival and subsequent health of the infant. In
1984 the 1- and 5-minute Apgar scores were included on
the birth certificates of 46 States and the District of CO-
lumbia. See table A for a listing of reporting were.

Hispanic parentage

Concurrent with the 1978 revision of the U.S. Standard
Certificate of Live Birth, NCHS recommended that States
add items to identify the Hispanic or ethnic origin of the
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newborn’s parents. Two formats \vere used: An open-ended
item to obtain the specific origin or descent of each ptu-ent,
for example, Italian, Mexican, or English; and an item di-
rected toward the Hispanic population, requesting only
the specific Hispanic origin (Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban,
and so fol-th). In 1984 items requesting Hispanic or ethnic
origin were included on the birth certificates of 23 States
and the District of Columbia (see table A).

QUALITY OF DATA

.ilthough vital statistics data are useful for a variety of
administrative and scientific purposes, they cannot be cor-
rectly interpreted unless vm-ious qualifying factors and
methods of classification are taken into account. The factors
to be considered depend on the specific purposes for
which the data are to be used, It is not feasible to discuss all
the pertinent factors in the use of vital statistics tabulations,
but some of the more important ones should be mentioned.

\[ost of the factors limiting the use of data arise from
imperfections in the original records or from the imprac-
ticability of tabulating these data in very detailed categories,
These limitations should not be ignored, but their existence
does not vitiate the value of the data for most general pur-
poses.

Completeness of registration

.\n estimated 99.3 percent of all births occurring in the
United States in 1984 were registered; for white births
registration was 99.4 percent complete and for all other
births, 98.6 percent complete. These estimates are based
on the results of the 1964–68 test of birth-registration
completeness according to place of delive~ (in or out of
hospital) and race and on the 1984 proportions of births in
these categories. The pl-imwy pul-pose of the test wa-s to
obtain current measures of registration completeness for
births in and out of hospital by race on a national basis.
Data for States were not available as they had been fl-om
the previous birth-registration tests in 1940 and 1950. A

detailed discussion of the method and results of the l!364-
68 birth-registration test is available.11

The 1964–68 test hm provided an opportunity to revise
the estimates of birth-registration completeness for the
years since the previous test in 1950 to reflect the im-
prot.ement in registration. This has been done using regis-
t]-ation completeness figures from the two tests by place of
deli\ery and race. Estimates of registration completeness
for four groups (based on place of delive]y and race) for
1951-65 were computed by interpolation behveen the test
results. (It was assumed that the data from the more recent
test are for 1966, the midpoint of the test period.) The
results of the 1964-68 test are assumed to prevail for 1966
and later years. These estimates were used with the pro-
portions of births registered in these categories to obtain
revised numbers of births adjusted for underregistration

for each year. The overall percent of birth-registration
completeness by race wm then computed. The figures for
1951–68 shown in table 1–21 differ slightly from those
shown in annual reports for years prior to 1969.

Data adjusted for underregistration for 1951–59 shown
in tables 1-1, 1–3, 1–4, 1–6, and 1–8 have been revised to
be consistent with the 1964-68 test results and differ slightly
from data shown in annual reports for years before 1969.
For these yews the published number of births and birth
rates for both racial groups have been revised slightly
downward because the 1964–68 test indicated that pre-
vious adjustments to registered births were slightly inflated.
Because registration completeness figures b}- age of mother
and by live-birth order are not available from the 1964-68
test, it must be assumed that the relationships among these
variables have not changed since 1950.

Discontinuation of adjustment for underregistration,
1960—Adjustment for underregistration of births was dis-
continued in 1960, when birth registration for the United
States was estimated to be 99.1 percent complete, This
removed a bias introduced into age-specific rates when
adjusted births classified by age were used. Age-specific
rates are calculated by dividing the number of births to an
age group of mothers by the population of women in that
age group. Tests have shown that population figures are
likely to be understated through census undercounts; these
errors compensate for underregistration of births. Adjust-
ment for underregistration of births, therefore, removes
the compensating effect of underenumeration, biasing the
age-specific rates more than when uncorrected birth and
population data are used. (For further details see Vital
Statistics of the United States, 196.3, Volume I, page 4–1 1.)

The age-specific rates used in the cohort fertility tables
(tables 1–12 through 1–19) are an exception to the above
statement, These rates are computed from births corrected
for underregistration and population estimates adjusted for
underenumeration and misstatement of age, .+djusted births
and population estimates are used for the cohort rates be-
cause they are an integral part of a series of rates, estimated
with a consistent methodology. It wrM considered desirable
to maintain consistency with respect to the cohort rates,
even though it means that they u-ill not be precisely conl-
parable with other rates shown for 5-year age groups.

Quality control procedures

Natality data coded by NCHS are simultaneously coded
and entered onto magnetic tape for input to the computer.
Errors are controlled by an independent replication of the

original coding by verification clerks and by resolution of
any discrepancies. Original coding entries we subject to
total verification except for work by coders who maintain
an error rate of 2.5 percent or less. For these qualified
coders the original coding is verified on the basis of a 10-
percent sample of the coded natality records until the
allowable error rate is exceeded. Then their coding is veri-
fied on a 100-percent basis until it requalifies for sample
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\ edification. Errors detected by any method of verific~ltion
are reviewed to determine coding him.

States in the J’ital Statistics Cooperative program are
required to have an error rtite of less than 2.0 percent for
each item for 3 consecutive data months during the initial
qoafifiing period. Once a State is qualified, NCHS monitors
the quality of data recei~red through independent verifica-
tion of a sample of records to ensure that the item error
l-ate is not more than approximately 4 percent. In addition,
there is verification at the State ley’el before NCHS is sent
the data.

After completion of coding, counts of the taped records
are balanced against control totals for each shipment of
records from a registration area. Impossible codes me
eliminated during the editing processes on the computer
and corrected on the basis of reference to the source record
or adjusted by arbitrary code assignment. All subsequent
operations involved in tabulation and table preparation are
\ erified during the computer processing or by statistical

clerks.

Small frequencies

The numl]ers of births reported for an area represent
complete counts, e~cept for those States where data are
h,ued on a 5t)-percent sample. AS sLlch. they are not subject
[0 sampling error, although the}’ are subject to errors in the
I-egistration process. However, when the figures are used
for anal}tilcal purposes, such o-sthe comparison of rates over
J time period or for different areas, the number of events
that actually occurred may be considered as one of a large
series of possible results that could have arisen under the
~,une circumstances. The probable range of values may be
t~stimated from the actual figures according to certain sta-
tistical resumptions.

In genera]. distributions of vital e~ents maybe assumed
to follow the binomial distribution. Estimates of standard
errors ;md tests of significance under this assumption are
cl~scril]ed in most standard statistics teyts. \vhen the number
of e\ents is large, the standard en-or, expressed as a percent
of the number or rate. is usually small.

Wen the number of e~ents is small (perhaps less than

100) ancl the prolmbilit!~ of such an e~’ent is small, con-
sicfera]]le c:mtion must be obsen~ed in interpreting the
conditions described 1]!’ the figures. Events of rare nature
may k’ .Mumed to follow’ a poisson probability distribution.
For this distribution, a simple approximation ma}’ be used
to estjmate the error as follows:

If N is the number of births” and R is the corresponding
rate, the chances are 19 in 20 that

1. The ‘htl-ue” number of events lies behveen

2. The “true” mte lies I]rtwwen

If the rate R corresponding to A’ elrnt$ is compi~red !Iith
the rate S corresponding to M e~’ents, the dlff~ren~e be-
tween the two rates ma! be regardecl m ~t.~tl~tically sig-
nificant if it exceeds

%“%%
For example, suppose that the obsened birth r,ite for

area A w’as 15.0 per 1,000 population and that this rate wm
based on 50 recorded births, Given prevailing conditions,
the chances are 19 in 20 that the “true” or unclerl!inq birth
rate for that area lies beh~’een 10.8 and 19,2 per 1,000
population, Let it be further supposed thi~tthe birth rate
for area A of 15.0 per 1,000 population is being compared
with a rate of 20.0 per 1,000 population for area B, u hich is
based on 40 recorded births. Although the cf[fference be-
tween the rates for the hi o arem is 5.0, this difference is
less than twice the stundard error of the cliff mcnre

of the hvo rates that is computed to l~e 7.6 From tills. it i~
concluded that the difference hetw’cell th~ r:~tes for the
hvo areas is not statistical!’ signific:mt.

Sampling of birth records

Birth statistics presrntecl in thi~ report for } e,u-i I]tf(:,rti
1!351 ancl for 1955 we llmtid nn the tot:d fllc IOfIIirth records
Statistics for 1951-54, 1956–6S, mlcl 195S-71 ore l,Ls&d on
50-percent S:unples with the mcwption of d,it.i for Gu.nn
and the l’irgin Islanc]s, \vhicll are based on ,Llltlie recwrcl~
filed. During thr? collrse O( proceiiil~,g the 1SJ15~d.1[,~ the
sampling rate wds reducwl From .50 percent to 20 percwnt
For details of thi~ procedure uncf its comscqucncei f[-,r th(.
1967 data. see l’it~z~Sfati.ytici o]- the [rnifcd St([te\ 19f57’

\rolume I, pages 3-9 t[l 3-11.
Beginnini 10 1972 statistic> lla~e l~e~], 11.~ed (In till

reco]-ds filed in the States sulunittlng coml]llt~r t.~pc~ and
on a .50-percent sample of records 10 all othrl- Stat~s. In
1!3S4 the total file of Ilirth rcrords l~a~ U\[>Ll fol- -4(, StLLte\
(See “SOU1-~eSOf D:ltti”), 11’hlch MY2[Jlllltd fIJr b’:]pcrc,.ot of
all births in the countl~. The total f]le of records !V,MAlso
used for Pue]-to Rim, the \’irgin Islands. and C.umll

In the four .!it:ates (.irizon:~ cdifornl,~ Deh\V.UY
and Georgia) md the District of ColLm]l>I.t (f heI L, ,1S,llll])]~

!vas used, the sampling design is essentially, ,( itr,ltlfled

random sample The sampling frame cx~n~l~tsof l~lrtl~>that
occur in the State during a c,dendar year and that ;ue re-
corded by State registrars nf ~ital itatmtics Each month the
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birth certificates that have been filed during the month are
sent by local registrars to the State registrars, where the
records are numbered sequentially as they are received.
Therefore the l-ecords for each local ]-egistl-atiou are~~ Lmx-dly
a county. me numbered sequentially. ancl I)irths in the total
file for each State are grouped by month of filing and county
of occurrence. hlicrofilrn copies of the birth records filed
in the State wc fomzmled to the National Center for Health
Statistics, where even-numbered records are selected for
the 50-percent sampling rate.

Reliability of estimates

There is no sampling error in the total number of births
occurring in a State, whether the total file or a 50-percent
sample is used. Characteristics such “asrace and month of
birth when shown by place of occurrence are subject to
sampling error only for the sampled States. All data by place
of residence, for all States, are subject to sampling error.

Sampling error is the difference between an estimate
based on a sample and the true value (assuming there is no
measurement error). As calculated for this report the
standard error reflects this error as well m random measure-
ment errors that may have been made in data collection
and processing. Ho\vever, it does not include any systematic
bimes in the data. The chances are about 2 out of3 that the
difference between the estimate and the value that would
have been obtained from all births is less than I standard
error. The chances are about 19 out of 20 that the cliffer-
ence is less than twice the standarcl el-ror and about 99 out
of 100 that it is less than 2% times as kwge.

The approximate standard errol-s for 1984 for total births
in an area and for numbers of births \vith a specific char-
acteristic can be obtained using table B in conjunction with

table C. To use table B, both the total number of births in
the area and the estimated number of births with a specific
characteristic must be known. For estimated births with a
specified characteristic other than geographic are% the
appropriate “Total births in the mea” in table B is the number
in the relevant area-for example, city, county, State, or
United States. \f’hen the specified chmacteristic is a sub-
state geographic area, the number of births in the State is
used as the “Total births in the area.” Linear interpolation
may be used to obtain standard errors for estimated num-
bers of births not shown in table B. After the standard error
is determined from table B, it is multiplied by the appro-
priate factor from table C. If the multiplier is zero (“-”),
there is no standard error. For substate geographic areas,
the multiplier shown for the State should be used.

For example, consider an estimate of 10,000 births to
women with a particular characteristic residing in Oregon,
which has a total of 39,563 births to residents. Table B
shows that the standard error for an estimate of 10,000
births is 70.7 for an area having 20,000 total births and 89.4
for an area having 50,000 total births. Linear interpolation
yields a value of 62.9 for the appropriate standard error for
an area having 39,56.3 births. According to table C, the
multiplier for resident births for Oregon is 0.26. Hence, the
standard error fol- the estimate of 10,000 births to women
with n p~articular characteristic residing in Oregon is ap-
proximately 21.6 = (82.9) (0.26).

The multiplier in table C for a nonsampled State is
based on the estimated proportion of births to that State’s
residents occurring in adjacent sampled States. When the
multiplier is zero (“-”), there are no adjacent sampled
States. The proportion of births to that State’s residents
occurring in nonadjacent sampled States is small, with only
a negligible effect on the standard error.

The approximate relati~’e standard error for rates is

Table B. Standard errors of estimated births for specified size of estimate and total births in the area

[Standard errors shown must be used in conjunction with multipliers in table C. See text]

Number of births with a specified
characteristic (X)’

10 ---------------------------------
20 ------ –---– -–-– -–––––-–--––--–--–
30 ---------------------------------
50 ---------------------------------
125 --------------------------------
250 ------------------ ’ -------------
500 --------------------------------
1,000 -------------------------------
2,500 -------------------------------
5,000 -------------------------------
10,000 ------------------------------
25,000 ------------------------------
50,000 ------------------------------
100,000 -----------------------------
250,000 -----------------------------
500,000 -----------------------------
1,000.000 ––-–-–––--–––– ––-–––––--––– -
2,000,000 ----------------------------
3,000,000 ----------------------------

250
—

3.1
4.3
5.2
6.4
7.9
0.0

—

500

3.1
4.4
5.3
6.7
9.7

11.2
0.0

1,000

3.1
4.4
5.4
6.9

10.5
13.7
15.8

0.0

2,000

3.2
4.5
5.4
7.0

10,8
14.8
19.4
22.4

0.0

Total births in the area (B)

5,000

3.2
4.5
5.5
7.0

11.0
15.4
21.2
26.3
35.4

0.0

10,000

3,2
4.5
5.5
7.1

11.1
15.6
21.8
30.0
43.3
50.0

0.0

20,000

3.2
4.5
5.5
7.1

11.1
15.7
22.1
30.8
46.8
61.2
70.7

0.0

50,000

3.2
4.5
5.5
7.1

11.2
15.6
22.2
31.3
48.7
67.1
89.4

111.8
0.0

500,000

3.2
4.5
5.5
7.1

11.2
15.8
22.3
31.6
49.9
70.4
99.0

154.1
212.1
282.8
353.6

0.0

3,600,000

3.2
4.5
5.5
7.1

11.2
15.8
22.4
31.6
50.0
70.7
99.9

157.6
222.0
311.6
462.3
656.2
849.6
942.6
707.1

‘Standard errors far B mmus Xare Ihe same as those shown for X.
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Table C. Multipliers for approximating maximum standard errors, by place of occurrence and place of residence: United Statee,
each division and State, 1984

Dwision and Stale

United States ------------------

Geographic divisions:
New England -----------------
Middle Atlantlc ----------------
East North Central --------------
West North Central -------------
Soulh Atlantic -----------------
East South Central --------------
West South Central -------------

Mountain --------–-–––––––-–-
Pacific ----------------------

New England.
Maine --–--------––-–---–-–-
New Hampshire ----------------
Vermont ---------------------
Massachusetts --––––------–––-
ffhodelsland -–-------––----–-
Connecticut ------–-–-----–––-

Middle Atlantic:
New York --------------------
New Jersey ------------------
Pennsylvania -----------------

East North Centraf:
Ohio -----------------------
Indiana ---------------------
Ilhnois ----------------------
M!chigan --------–----–---–-–
Wisconsin -------------------

Vest NorthCentraf:
Minnesota -------------------
Iowa -----------------------
Missouri ---------------------
North Dakota -----------------
South Dakota -----------------
Nebraska --------------------
Kansas ---------------------

Place of
occurrence

0.40

0.46

0.49
0.87

Place of
residence

0.41

0.08

0.46
0.24

0.50
0.07

0.18
0.14

Division and State

South Atlantic:
Delaware --------------------
Maryland –––––-------––--–––-
District ofColumbla -------------
Virginia---------------------
West Virginia ------------------
North Carolina -----------------
South Carolina ----------------
Georgia ---------------------
F[ofida ______________________

EastSouthCentral:
Kentucky --------------------
Tennessee -------------------
Alabama ---------------------
Mississippi -------------------

West South Central:
Arkansas --------------------
Louisiana --------------------
Oklahoma -------------------
Texas –-––-––--––––––––---–-

Mountain:
Montana --––-–-––––––––--––-
Idaho -----------------------
Wyoming --------------------
Colorado --------------------
New Mexico ––––---–––––----–-
Arizona ---------------------
Utah -----------------------
Nevada -–––---–––--––––--––-

Pacific:
Washington ------------------
Oregon ---------------------
California --------------------
Alaska ----------------------
Hawaii ----------------------

Place of
occurrence

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Place of
residence

1.00
0.62
1.00
0.50

0.39
0.52
1.00
0.29

0.44
0.48

0.20
0.28
1.00
0.23
0.50

0.26
1.00

equivalent to the relative stancku-d error of the numerator
ol)tained using tables B and C. Thisjs because the clenom-
iu.ltors am estimates thnt are considered to be without
sampliugerrors (for example, populationsb yage,r~ce,and
sex or hy month for the United States; or populations for
States or for SLISA’S).

The standard error for estimates of the difference be-
hveeu h~roestimatesxl :~lld X2111ayl]ecalcul:~ted tlsillg

SE(d)=/SE~(X1) +SE~(X2)

This formula represents the standard error quite accurately
for thediffereuce behveen separate anduncomelated char-
acteristics, When the characteristics are correlated, llow-
ever, this formula o~’erstates the standard error.

The standarcl error for anestimateof theratioR=X/2’
maylw approximated if the sample sizes are large enough
fortheratio’s variance to bevalid .Asaworkingrule, the
\’.wiance formula may be used if Y exceeds 60 and is also
large euough that therelati\’e standarcle rrors(RSE’s) for

)

oth X and l’ m-e less than O.101~ or if RSE(}-) is less than
,05.13 The RSE of an estimate (X or l’) is approximated by

dividing the standard error by the estimate itself. In the

folloiviug it is assumed that Yexceeds60 andthat atleast
one of the two conditions oftheRSE’dissatisfied,

The standard error for percent estimates whereXis a
subclass of the denominator l’rnaybe calculated using

SE(ll)=R/RSE~(X) –RSE~(Y)

The standard error forestimates ofrneans aud other ratios
where the numemtorXi snot a subclass of the denominator
Y may he calculated using

SE(R)=R/RSE~(X) +RSE~(Y]

COMPUTATION OF RATES
AND OTHER MEASURES

Population bases

Therates shown in this report were computedou the
basis of population statistics prepared by the L’.S.Bureau of
theCensus. Rates for 1940,1950,1960, 19’70,i~nd1960iUe
Lm.sedon thepopu]ation enumerated of April 1 in the
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censuses of those years. Rates for all other years me based
on the estimated midyear (July 1) population for the re-
spective years. Birth rates for the United States, individual
States, and SMSA’S are based on the total resident popula-
tions of the respective areas. Except as noted these popu-
lations exclude the Armed Forces abroad but inc]ude the
Armed Forces stationed in each area.

The resident population of the birth- and death-regis-
tration States for 1900– 1932 and for the United States for
1900–1984 is shown in table 4–1. In addition, the popula-
tion including Armed Forces abroad is shown for the United
States. Table D shows the sources for these populations.

Population estimates for 1981 –84—The population of
the United States by age, race, and sex for 1984 is shown in
table 4–2. The population for each State is shown in
table 4–3 and the monthly population figures were pub-
lished in current Population Repoti, Series P–25, Number
980. Comparable data for 1981, 1982, and 1983 were shown
in tables 4-2 and 4–3 of Vital Statistics of the United States,
Volume I, for those years and in (3wrent Population Reports,
Series P-2.5, Numbers 931, 949, and 961. Population data
by race are consistent with the modified 1980 populations
by race.

Populations for 1980—The population of the United
States by age, race, and sex, and the population for each
State are shown in tables 4–2 and 4–3 of Vital Statistics of
the United States, 1980, Volume I. The figures by race have
been modified as described below, Monthly population
figures were published in curi-ent Population Reports,
Series P-25, Number 899,

The racial counts in the 1980 census are affected by
changes in racial reporting practices, particularly by the
Hispanic population, and in coding and classifying racial
groups in the 1980 census. One particular change has
cl-eated a major inconsistency behveen the 1980 census
data and historical data series, including censuses and \’ital
statistics. About 40 percent of the Hispanic population
counted in 1980, o~’er 5.8 million persons, did not mark

one of the specified races listed on the census questionnaire
but instead marked the “Other” categow. In the 1980
census, coiling procedures were modified for persons who
marked “other” race and wrote in a national origin desig-
nation of a Latin American country or a specific Hispanic
origin group in response to the racial question. These per-
sons remained in the “other” racial catego~ in 1980 census
data; in previous censuses and in vital statistics such re-
sponses were almost always coded into the “White” cate-
gory.

In order to maintain comparability, the “Other” racial
catego~ in the 1980 census w= reallocated to be consistent
with previous procedures, Persons who marked the “Other”
racial category and reported any Spanish origin on the

Spanish origin question (5,840,648 persons) were dis-
tributed to white and black races in proportion to the dis-
tribution of persons of Hispanic origin who reported their
race to be white or black, This was done for each age-sex
group.

As a result of this procedure, 5,705,155 persons were
added to the white population and 135,493 persons to the
black population. Persons who marked the “other” racial
categoq and reported that they were not of Spanish origin
(916,338 persons) were distributed as follows: 20 percent
in each age-sex group were added to the “Asian and Pacific
Islander” category (183,268 persons), and 80 percent were
added to the “White” categosy (733,070 persons). The count
of American Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts was not affected
by these procedures. Unpublished tabulations of these
modified census counts were obtained from the U.S. Bureau
of the Census and used to compute the 1980 rates for this
report, except for tables 1– 12 through 1–19.

Population estimates for 1971–79—Birth rates for
1971–79 (except those for cohorts of women in tables
1– 12 through 1– 19) have been revised, based on re~’ised
population estimates that we consistent with the 1980
census levels. The 1980 census counted approximately 5.5
million more persons than had earlier been estimated for

Table D. Sources for resident population and population including Armed Forces abroad: ❑irth- and death. registration States,

1900-1932, and United States, 1900-1984

Year Source

19,g4_______–– _________ U.S. Bureau of the Censusl Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 935, Apr. 1986.
1983 __________________ U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current population Reports, Saries P-25, No. 965, Dec. 1984.
1982–_– _______________ U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 949, May 1984.
1981––__________ –_____ U.S. Bureau 0[ the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P–25, No. 929, May 1983.
1980 ---------- –––-–--– U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1980, Nurnberof inhabitants, PI. Mo-I-A1, United States

Summary, 1983.
1971–79 ------- –––----– U.S. Bureau of the Census, Currenf Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 917, July 1982.
1970 ------------------ U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census ot Population: 1970, Number of Inhabitants, Final Repofl PC(l)-A1,

United States Summary, 1971.
1961-69 -–--– --–––-–--– U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P–25, No. 519, April 1974.
1960 ------------------ U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census Of population: 1960, Number Of Inhabitants, PC(l)-A1, I_tnitecf States

Summary, 1964.
1951-59 --------------- U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 310, June 30, 1965.
1940 -50---------------- U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 499, May 1973.
1930 -39 --------------- tJ.S. Bureau of the Census, Current population Reports, Series p–25, No. 499, fvlay I 973, and National Office

of Vital Statistic:, Vita/ Statistics Rates in the United States, 1900–1940, 1947.
1920-29 -––----––––---– Nalional office of Vital Statistics, Vilal Statistics Rates in the United States, 1900-1940, 1947.
1917-19 --------------- Same as for 1930–39.
1900-1916 ------------- Same as for 1920-29.
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April 1, 1980.14 The revised estimates for the United States
by age, race, and sex were published by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census in Cun-ent population Reports, series P–2.5,
Number 917. Population estimates by month are based on
data published in Current Population Reports, Series P–25,
Number 899. Unpublished revised estimates for States ~~’ere
obtained from the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

Population estimates for 1961–69—Birth rates in this
volume for 196 1–69 (except for those shown in tables 1–4
and 1–5) are based on revised estimates of the population
and thus may differ slightly from rates published before
1976. The revised estimates used in computing these rates
were published in Cur-rent Population Reports, Series P–25,
Number 519. The rates shown in tables 1-4 and 1–5 for
1961–64 me based on revised estimates of the population
published in Cur-rent Population Reporis, Series P–2.3,
Numbers 321 and 324 and may differ slightly from rates
published in those years.

Population estimates for1951–59—Final intercensal
estimates of the population by age, race, and sex and total
population by State for 1951–59 are shown in tables 4-4
and 4–5 of Vital Statistics of the United States, 1966, Volume
I. Beginning with 1963 these final estimates have been
used to compute birth rates for 195 1–59 in all issues of
Vital Statistics of the United States.

Net census undercounts and overcounts

The U.S. Bureau of the Census has conducted extensive
research to evaluate the coverage of the U.S. population
(including undercount and overcount and misstatement of
age, race, and sex) in the last four decennial censuses—
1950, 1960, 1970, and 1980. These studies pro~ide estimates
of the national population that was not enumerated or
overenumerated in the respective censuses, by age, race,
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and seKl~-lT The report for 1W301T includes estimates of
net underenumeration and overenurner~tion for t~,ge,sex,
and racial subgroups “of the national population, nmdifit+d
for race consistency with previous population rmLmt\ :{)
described in the section “’Populations for 1!380.”

These shldies indicate that there is differential coveragu
in the censuses among the population sLllygroups; that is.
some age, race, and sex groups me more compk trly
enumerated than others. To the extent that these estimates
of overcounts or undercounts are valid, that the} are sLlh-
stantial. and that they I’W among subgroups and geographic
areas, census miscounts can have consequence~ for t’ltal
statistics nleasures.lb Howe\’er, the effects of undercoL1nts
in the census are reduced to the extent that there is uncler-
registration of births, If these two factors are of equal
magnitude, rates based on the unadjLlsted populations arc
more accurate than those based on adjusted population<
because the births have not been adjusted for underregi\-
tration.

The impact of net census miscounts on vital statistics
measures includes the effects on levels of the rztes ancl
effects on differentials among groups.

If adjustments were made for persons \vho \\’erc not
counted in the census of population. the size of the CIW
nominators \vould generally increase :and the rates wroLl]d
be smaller than without an adjustment. Adjustecl rates for

19S0 can be computed by multiplying the reported r:ltc~
by ratios of the 1980 census-le\re] pOpLdatiOn ac]jLlstecl for
the estimated net census nliscoLults ~~hich are showm io
table E. A ratio of less than 1.0 indicates a net cun>us
undercount and would result in a correspoodin,g decrl.w~u

in the rate. A ratio in excess of 1.0 indicates A net census
overcount and \vould resu]t in a corresponding lllCT~JS~ III

the rate.
Enumeration of~vhite females in the childbeLu-ing i~~t,s

~~as at lemt 99 percent complete for all ages. .inmn,g lvol oc n

Table E, Ratio of census-level residant population to resident population adjusted for estimated net census undercount, by aga,
race, and sex: United States, April 1, 1980

Age

All ages ----–-----––

10-14 yaars ---------
15-19 years ---–––--–
20-24 years –------––
25-29 years ---------
30-34 years ---------
35-39 yaars -------––
40-44 yaars ––------–
45-49 years ––-----––
50-54 years –------––
55 years and older -----

15-44 years ---------
15-54 years ---------

Both
sexes

0.9062

0.9978
1.0011
0.9834
0.9742
0.9850
0.9776
0.9743
0.9734

. . .

. . .

.

All races

Male

0.9763

0.9982
0.9988
0.9706
0.95.91
0.9683
0.9597
0.9549
0.9538
0.9638
0.9065

0.9683

Female

0.9958

0.9974
1.0034
0.9965
0.9908
1.0020
0.9955
0.9937
0.9926

. . .

0,9973
.

Both
sexes

White

Female

0.9916

1.0003
1.0003
0.9879
0,9799
0.9905
0.9860
0.9849
0.9828

. . .

. . .

. . .

0.9839

1.0008
0.9976
0.9769
0.9673
0.9778
0.9730
0.9706
0.9690
0.9755
0.9875

. . .
0.9770

0.9990

0.9998
1.0030
0.9993
0.9929
1.0036
0.9991
0.9992
0.9967

0.9995

All other

Both
sexes

0,9543

0.9858
1.0051
0.9590
0.9422
0.9519
0.9248
0.9107
0.9124

.
. .

.
. . .

Total

Male

0.9309

0.9058
1.0052
0.9354
0.9040
0.9081
0.8743
0.8576
0.8544
0.8759
0.9779

0.9157

-!-l=
Female I Both

sexes I Male

0.9765

0.9859
1.0055
0.9819
0.9786
0.9931
0.9736
0.9614
0.9669

0.9048

09392 09103

09800 09007
0.9900 09958
09390 09076
09168 08695
0.9197 0 863?3
O 0968 0,8322
0.0782 08135
0 8a33 0.9139

oa413
O 9578

I

O 884”3

Female

O 9669

09016
10001
09696
09620
09735
09588
09401
09497

09712

SOURCE: uS. Bureau Of Ihe Census; Eslimales of [he populahon of [he Unlled Slates, by age. sex, and race 19s0 to 1985 Cwrenf Populaf,wi fieporfs serIe5 P-25 N. 985
Washington U.S. Government Pnnllng Office. Apr. 19a6,
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of races other than white the uncercount ranged up to 4
percent. Generally, females in the childbearing ages were
more completely enumerated than males for simik-w race-
age groups.

If vital statistics mezsures were calculated with adjust-
ments for net census miscounts for each of these subgroups,
the resulting rates would have been differentially changed
from their original levels; that is, rates for those groups with
the greatest estimated overcounts or undercounts would
show the greatest relative changes due to these adjustments,
Thus the racial differential in fertility between the white
and the all other population can be affected by such ad-
justments.

Cohort fertility tables

The various fertility measures shown for cohorts of
women in tables 1–12 through 1– 19 are computed from
births adjusted for underregistration and population esti-
mates corrected for underenumeration and misstatement
of age. The data shown in this volume me not consistent
with data published in annual reports before 1974. These
data use revised population estimates prepared by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census and have been expanded to in-
clude data for the two major racial groups. A detailed de-
scl-iption of the methods used in deri~’ing these measures
as well as more detailed data for em-lier years were pub-
lished in a separate report.la

Age-sex-adjusted birth rates

The age-sex-adiusted birth rates shown in table 1–3
me compu’ed by th~ direct method. The age distribution of
women aged 1o–49 years as enumerated in 1940 and the

total population of the United States for that year are used
m the standard populations. The birth rates by age of mother
and race that are used to compute these adjusted rates are
shown in table 1–6. The age-sex-adjusted birth rates show
differences in the level of fertility independent of differ-
ences in the age and sex composition of the population. It
is important not to confuse these adjusted rates with the
crude rates shown in other tables.

Total fertility rate

The total fertility rate is the sum of the birth rates by
age of mothel- (in 5-yem age groups) multiplied by 5. It is
an age-adjusted rate beczuse it is based on the assumption
that there are the same number of women in each age
group. In table 1–6 the rate of 1,806 in 1984, for example,
means that if a hypothetical group of 1,000 women were to
have the same birth rates in each age group that were
observed in the actual childbearing population in 1984,
they would have a total of 1,806 children by the time they
reached the end of the reproductive period (taken here as

age 50), assuming that all of the women survived to that
age.

Intrinsic vital rates

The intrinsic vital rates shown in table 1–5 are calcu-
lated from a stable population. A stable population is that
hypothetical population, closed to external migration, which
would become fixed in age-sex structure after repeated ap-
plications of a constant set of age-sex specific birth and
death rates. For the mathematical derivation of intrinsic
vital rates, see Vital Statistics of the United States, 1962,
Volume I, pages 4–13 and 4–14. The technique of calcu-
lating intrinsic vital l-ates is described elsewhere.lg

Parity distribution

The percent distribution of ~.vomen by parity (number
of children ever born alive to mother) shown in tables
1–13 and 1–17 is derived from cumulative birth rates by
order of birth, which are shown in tables 1–15 and 1–19,
The percent of zero-parity women is found by subtracting
the cumulative first birth rate from 1,000 and dividing by
10. The proportions of \vonlen at pa-ities one through six
are found from the following formula

Percent at N parih =
(cum. rate, order N) – (cum. rate, order N + 1)

10

The percent of women at seventh and higher parities is
found by dividing the cumulative rate for seventh-order
births by 10.

Seasonal adjustment of rates

The seasonally adjusted birth and fertility rates shown
in table 1–23 are computed from the X-11 variant of Cen-
SLISMethod 11.20 This method of seasonal adjustment used
since 1964 differs slightl~’ from the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics Seasonal Factor Xlethod, which was used for Vital
Statistics of the United States, 1964. The fundamental tech-
nique is the same in that it is an adaptation of the ratio-to-
moving-average method. Before 1964 the method of sea-
sonal adjustment was based on the .x–9 variant and other
variants of Census ~lethod II, A comparison of the Census

Method II with the BLS Seasonal Factor Method shows the
differences in the seasonal patterns of births to be negli-
gible.

Computation of percents, medians, and means

Percent distributions, medians, and means are com-
puted using only events for which the characteristic is re-
ported. The “Not stated’ category is subtracted from the
total before computation of these measures.
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SOURCES OF DATA

Death and fetal-death statistics

}[ortality statistics for 1984are, m for all previous yems
except 197?, based on information horn records of all daths
occurring in the United States. Fetal-death st~tistics for even
year are bxied on all reports of fetal death received by the
Xational Center for Health Statistics (NCHS).

The death-registration system and the fet~l-death re-
porting system of the L’nited States encompass the 50 States,
the District of Columbia hTew York City (which is inde-

pendent of New York State for the purpose of death regis-
tration), Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, .imerican
%uno~ and the Trust Territo~ of the Pacific Islands. In the
statistical tabulations of this publie~tion, ~~nited States re-
fers only to the aggregate of the 50 States (including h’e\v
York City) and the District of Columbia Tabulations for
Guam. Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands are shown sep-
arately in this volume. No data have ever been included for
.%-nerican Samoa or the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

The Virgin Islands was admitted to the ‘“registration
wean for deaths in 1924; Puerto wco, in 1932; and Guam.
in 1970. Tabul~tions of death statistics for Puerto Rico and

the Virgin Islands were regularly shown in the annual vol-
umes of Vital statistics of the United States from the year of
their admission through 1971 except for the years 1967
through 1969. and tabulations for Guam were included for

1970 and 1971. Death statistics for Puerto Rico, the I’irgin
Islands, and Guam were not included in the 197? volume
but have been included in section 8 of the volumes for
each of the years 1973-78 and in section 9 beginning with

1979. Information for 1972 for these three arem Wm pub
lished in the respective annual vital statistics reports of the
Department of Healh of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
the Department of Health of the Virgin Islands, and the
Department of Public Health and Social Semites of the
Government of Guam.

Procedures used by NCHS to col!ect death st~tistics
have changed over the years. Before 1971, tabulations of
deaths and fetal deaths were based solely on information

obtained by NCHS from copies of the original certificates.
The information from these copies WW edited, coded. and
tabulated For 196&70, all mortality information taken horn
these records was transferred by NCHS to magnetic tape

for computer processing.
Beginning with 1971, an increasing number of States

have provided NCHS with computer tapes of data coded
according to NCHS specifications and provided to NCHS

through me Vital Statistics Cooperative Program. The year

in which State-coded demographic data were first trans-
mitted to NCHS is shown below for New York Citv, Puerto

Rco, md each of the 46 St~tes now furnlshmg dtl]ltjur.~pt~lL
dat~.

1971

Florida

1972

XIJine
>lissouri
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

1!373

Colorado
hlichigan
New York (except

New York City)

1974

Illinois
Iowa

Kansas
ilontana
Nebraska
Oregon
South Carolina

1975

Louisiana
il:~land

North Carolina
Oklahoma
Tennessee
I’irginia

kVisconsin

197s

1979

1!350

.\r~.ln\.L\

Stm \Ie\l( 11

south D,l~(]t~

,\labama
Kentucky

For the remaining four Stotes, the Dl~trIct t)fCi)llir~)il&
the Virgin Islands, and Guam, rnortaht} statl>tLc\ [or 1~>+

are based on information obtained directly by NCHS born
copies of the original certificates received from the regl\trtL-
tion offices.

In 1974, States began coding medical (cause-of-cle~th)
data on computer tapes according to NCHS speclf]catlon~

The year in which State-coded medical d~ta were fimt trans-
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mitted to NCHS is shown below for the 19 States now fur-
nishing such dat~

197-4

Iowa
\lichigan

1975

Louisiana
Nebraska
North Carolina
Virginia
Wisconsin

1980

Colorado
Kansas
Massachusetts
Mississippi

New Hampshire

1980—Con.

Pennsylvania
South Carolina

1981

Alaine

1983

Minnesota

1984

Maryland
New York State (except

New York City)
Vermont

For 1984and previous years except 1972, NCHS coded
the medical information from copies of the original certifi-
cates received from the registration offices for all deaths

occurring in those States that were not furnishing NCHS
with medical data coded according to NCHS specifications.
For 1981 and 1982, it was necessa.q’ to change these pro-
cedures because of a backlog in coding and processing that
resulted from personnel and budgetaq restrictions. To pro
duce the mortality files on a timely basis with reduced re-
sources, NCHS used State-coded underlying cause-of-death

information supplied by 19 States for SO percent of the
records; for the other 50 percent of the records for these
States x well as for 100 percent of the records for the
remaining 21 registration areas, NCHS coded the medical
information.

Mortality statistics for 1972 were based on information

obtained from a 50-percent sample of death records instead
of from all records as in other years. The sample resulted
from personnel and budgetary restrictions. Sampling varia-
tion associated with the 50-percent sample is described

below in the section “Estimates of errors arising from 50-
percent sample for 1972.”

Fetal-death data are obtained directly from copies of
original reports of fetal deaths received by NCHS, except
New York State (excluding New York City), which sub
mitted State-coded data in 19S4. I?or Oklahoma in 198-I,
fetal-death data were obtained partly horn copies of original
reports of fetal deaths received by NCHS, and partly from

State-coded data (See section Quality control procedures).
Fetal-death data are not published by NCHS for the Virgin
Islands and &MIT1.

Standard certificates and reports

The U.S. Standard Certificate of Death and the U.S.
Standard Report of Fetal Death, issued by the Public Health

Service, have served for many years as the principal means
of attaining uniformity in the content of documents used to
collect information on these events. They have been modi-
fied in each State to the extent required by the pw-ticulw

needs of the State or by special provisions of the State vital
statistics law. However, the certificates or reports of most
States conform closely in content and arrangement to the
standards.

The first issue of the U.S. Standard Certificate of Death
appeared in 1900. Since then, it hm been revised periodi-
cally by the national vital statistics agency through consul-
tation with State health officers and registrars; Federal agen-
cies concerned with vital statistics; national, State, and counh
medical societies; and others working in such fields as public
health, social.welfare, demography, and insurance. This re-
vision procedure has sssured careful evaluation of each item

in terms of its current and future usefulness for legal. medi-
crd and health, dernogmphic, and resemch purposes. \-e\v
items have been added when necessary, and old items have
been modified to ensure better reporting, or in some cases

have been dropped when their usefulness appeared to be
limited.

New revisions of the U.S. Standard Certificate of Death
and the U.S. Standard Report of Fetal Death were recom-

mended for State use beginning January 1, 19’7S. The U.S.
Standard Certificate of Death and the U.S. Standard Report
of Fetal Death are shown in figures 7-A and 7–B. The cer-
tificate of death shown in figure 7-.\ is for use by a phy-
sician, a medical examiner, or a coroner, Two other forms
of the U.S. Standard Certificate of Death are available; they
are similar to the one shown except that the section on
certification is designed for the physician’s signature on

one, and for the medical examiner’s or coroner’s signature
on the other.

Among the changes in the new revision were the addi-
tion of (1) an item asking “11 Hosp. or Inst., Indicate DO.\.

OP/Emer. Rrn., Inpatient” and (2) on item ‘(Was Decedent

Ever in U.S. Armed Forces?’ The latter item was previously
on the certificate but was deleted during 1968 through
1977. An item on whether autopsy findings were consider~d
for determining cause of death ww dropped.

HISTORY

The first death statistics published by the Federiil Cm -
ernment concerned events in 1850 and were bwed on st~-
tistics collected during the decennial census of that yew.

In 1880a national “regisbation area’” wu created for deaths.
Originally consisting of hvo States (\ Massachusetts and \-e\\
Jersey), the District of Columbi~ and several large cit:es
having e[ficient systems for death registrations, the de~th-
registration area continued to expand until 1933, \vhen it

included the entire United States for the first time. TJbles
that show data for death-registration States include the Dis-
trict of Col~mbia for all years; registration cities in nonreg-
istration States are not included. For more details on the
history of the death-registration area see the Technical .Ip-
pendix in Vital Statistics of the United States, 1979, \’olume
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II. Mortality, Part A Section 7, pages 34, and the section fined systems and tfibulated in compm~hle xwup- E --

“Histow and Organization of the Vital Statistics System... when the variables common to both. such L z:;::_: -

chapte; 1, Vital ~tatistics of the United States, 19.50, Yol-
ume I, pages 2-19.

Statistics on fetal deaths were first published for the
birth-registration area in 1918, and then eve~ year begin-

ning with 1922.

CLASSIFICATION OF DATA

The pnncip~ v~ue of vit~ statistics data is realized

through the presentation of rates, which are computed by

relating the vital events of a class to the population of a

similarly defined class. Vital statistics and population statis-
tics must therefore be classified according to similarly de-

are~ age, sex, and race, have been simil~ly c!mj.;.r z -- ~
tabulated. differences between the enumeration rnx-~. I -
obtaining population data m-id the re~i>tr~tion m r---- i 1-
obtaining vital statistics data m~y result In jlznlt:,.~:,- : --
crepancies.

The general rules used m the clwskc~tmn of ZY :r.:
and personal items for deaths md fetal de~th> ~r~ .~- - ---
in hvo \-CHS instruction mmu.ds 1 ~

A discussion of the cl-uisific~tmn of cerr.un Ir= ---

items is presented below.

Clarification by occurrence and residence

Tabulations for the United States and >peciiicti <---

graphic areas in this report are by place ofres[dence uni~~s
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stated as bv ulace of occurrence. Before 1970, resident mor- are shown in tables 1-10. 1–18. 1-19. 1–28. 1–2!3. ,3-1. 3+.. .
tality statistics for the United States included all deaths oc-

curring in the United States, with deaths of “nonresidents
of the United States” assigned to place of death. “Deaths of
nonresidents of the United States” refers to deaths that
occur in the United States of nonresident aliens, nationals
residing abroad, and residents of Puerto Rco, the Virgin
Islands, Guam, and other territories of the United States.
Beginning with 1970, deaths of nonresidents of the United

States are not included in tables by place of residence.
Tables by place of occurrence, on the other hand, in-

clude deaths of both residents and nonresidents of the
United States. Consequently, for each year beginning with
1970, the total number of deaths in the United States by
place of occurrence was somewhat greater than the total
by place of residence. For 1984 this difference amounted
to 2,935 deaths. Mortality statistics by place of occurrence

8-1, and 8-7.
Before 1970, except for 1964 and 1965, deaths of non-

residents of the United St~tes occurring in the United St~tes
were treated as deaths of residents of the exact pltice of
occurrence, which in most instances wm an urban are~ In
1964 and 1965, deaths of nonresidents of the L-nited States
occurring in the United States were allocated as deaths of
residents of the balance of the county in which they oc-
curred.

Residence error-Results OFa 1960 study showed th~t
the classification of residence in fonmtion on the de~th cer-
tificates corresponded closely to the residence classific~tion
of the census records for the decedents whose recorch were
matched.s

A comparison of the results of this study of deaths with
those for a previous matched record study of births~ showed
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that tke quality of residence data hzd considerably improved
behveen 1950 and 1960. Both studies found that events in
urban arem were overstated by the NTCHS classification in
cwmpu-ison with the U.S. Bureau of the Census classification.

The magnitude of the difference was substantially !ess for
deaths in 1960 than it was for births in 1950.

The improvement is attributed to an item added in 1956
to the U.S. Standard Certificates of Birth and of Deadt asking
if residence was inside or outside city limits. This new item
aided in properly allocating the residence of persons living
near cities but outside the corporate limits.

Geographic classification

The rules followed in the classification of geographic
areas for deaths and fetal deaths are contained in the hvo
instnrction manuals referred to pre~iously.1,~

The geographic codes assigned by the National Center
for Health Statistics during data reduction of source infor-
mation on birth, death. and fetal-death records are given in
another instruction manual:z Beginning with 1982 data
the geographic codes were modified to reflect results of
the 1980 census. For 1980-81, codes are based on results
of the 1970 census.

standard metropolitan statistical area—s-The standard
mehopolitan statistical areas (SklSA’s) used in this report
are those established by the U.S. OKlce of hlanagement
and Budget from final 1980 census population countsB and
used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, except in the h’ew
England States.

Except in the New England States, an SMSA is a counh
or a group of contiguous counties containing a city of 50,000

inhabitants or more or an urbanized area of 50,000 with a
total metropolitan population of at least 100,000. In addi-
tion to the county or counties containing such a city or
urbanized area, contiguom counties are included in an SMS.+

ti, according to specified criteria they are essentially metro-
politan in character and are socially and economically in-
tegrated with the central city or urbanized arezT

In the New England States the U.S. Office of \lanage-
ment and Budget uses towns and cities rather than coun-
ties as geographic components of SMSA”S. The National
Center for Health Statistics canno~ however, use the SMS.\
classification for these States because its data are not coded
to identifj all towns. Instead, NCHS uses New England
County Mehopolitan Areas (NECMA’S). These arens, estab
lished by the U.S. Office of Management and BudgeC are

made up of county units.T,8
Metropolitan and nonrnetropolitan cormties-lndepend-

ent cities and counties included in SMSA’S or in NECXL\”s
are included in data for metropolitan counties; all other
counties are classified as nonmetropolitan.

Population-size groups-vital statistics data for cities
and certain other urban places in 1984 are classified at-”
cording to t-he population enumerated in the 19i30 Census
of Population. Data are available for individual cities and
other urban places of 10,000 or more population. Data for

the remaining areus not separ~tel: identihed .we shown in

the tables under the he~ding “’balance of are.i’ or “bJ.~nc~

of county.’” For the years 197CM1. clmsiflc~t]on of areiu
\vas determined by the popul~tion enumer~ted In the 1’27[)

Census of Popul~tion. Beginning \vith 19s2, w a result of
changes in the enumer~ted population beh~ een 197’0 mr!
1990, some urban places identified in prevumu reports :u~
no longer included, and a number of other urbun pl.lcei
have been adde,d.

Urban places other than incorporated cltles for which
vital statistics data &e shown in this report include the fol-
lowing

● Each town in New Englmd, New York, and lVl>-
consin and e~ch township in \iichigm, New Jerse},
and Pennsylvania that had no incorpor~ted munlc]-
pality as a subdivision and had either 2.5,000 ]nh~b
itants or more, or a population of 10.000 to 25,000
and a density of 1,000 persons or more per squ~re
mile.

● Each county in States other than those Indlc.itecl
above that had no incorpomted municipdlh within
its bound~ and had a density of 1,000 per~ons or
more per squore mile. (Arlington Counh, %’mglnl~
is the only county classified as urh.m under th]s

rule.)
● Each place in Ha\vaii with 10.000 or more plJpulJ-

tion, as there are no incorporated cit~es in the St~te

Before 1964, places were chssified as “urbm”’ or “rurid”
The Technical Appendixes for earlier years discus} the pre-
vious chmsification system.

State or country of birth

Mortality statistics by State or country of b]rth (t&l~ I -
32) became available beginning \vith 197!3 st~te or countm
of birth of a decedent is assigned to 1 of th~ .50 Stks or th,:
District of ColumbiZ or to Puerto Rico, the I’lr<ln I>lJod\
or Guam—if specified on the death certlflca[e T1lY pl.t,. ~:
of birth is also tabulated for Canarh Cuh4 \[e\ici), ~n{l [I,r
the Remainder of the }Vorld. De~ths for which ln[orrn.~tl(]n
on State or count~ of birth WJS unknow n, not >t~ted. or ni lt
classifiable accounted for J small proportion of .dl dl..lttl> ill
1994, about 0..5 percent.

Early mortality reports published h} tbfi L S Bllrc I(J ,,[
the Census contained tables show ing n.~tlt It} ~n[p.~r~:tlt. ,L.
well m nativit~ of decedent. publ]ctitl[>n of thej~ t,il~le. i! ~.

discontinued in 1933, \lortdit} d~t,r ~how Ing n~tli II, ,t
decedent were again pul>llshed In annu.d rep,,rt, t’nr II)]+
41 and for 19.50.

Age

The age recorded on the de~th record 1s the .Ig~ Jt [,L\(

birthd~y. \Vith respect to the computtit]on of dL,ath r~tr~,
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the age classification used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census
is also based on the age of the person in completed years.

For computation of age-specific and age-adjusted death
rates, deaths with age not stated are excluded. For life table
computation, deaths with age not stated are distributed
proportionately.

Race

For vital statistics in the Unit-~d States in 1984, deaths
are classified by race—white, black, Indian, Chinese, Japa-
nese, Filipino, other Asian or Pacific Islander, and other
races. Mortality data for Filipino and Other Asian or Pacific
Islander were shown for the first time in 1979.

The white category includes, in addition to persons re-
ported as white, those reported as Mexican, Puerto Rican,
Cuban, and all other Caucasians. The Indian category in-

cludes American, Alaskan, Canadian, Eskimo, and Aleut. If
the racial entry on the death certificate indicates a mixture
of Hawaiian and any other race, the entry is coded to Ha-
waiian. If the race is given as a mixture of white and any

other race, the entry is coded to the appropriate other race.
If a mixture of races other than white is given (except Ha-
waiian), the entry is coded to the first race listed. This pro-
cedure for coding the first race listed has been in use since
1969. Before 1969, if the entry for race was a mixture of

black and any other race except Hawaiian, the entry was
coded to black.

Most of the tables in this repofi however, do not show
data for this detailed classification by race. In about half of
all the tables the divisions are white, all other (including
black), and black separately. In other tables by race, where
he main purpose is to isolate the major groups, the classifi-
cations are simply white and all other.

Race not stated—For 1984 the number of death records
for which race was unknown, not stated, or not classifiable
wss 3,172, or less than 0.2 percent of the total deaths. Death
records with race entry not stated are assigned to a racial
designation as follows: If the preceding record is coded
white, the code isssignment is made to white; if the code is
other than white, the assignment is made to black. Before
1964 all records witi race not stated were assigned to white
except records of residents of New Jersey for 1962-64.

New ]emey, 1962-64—New Jersey omitted the race
item from its certificates of live birth, death, and fetal death
in use in the beginning of 1962. The item was restored
during the latter part of 1962. However, the certificate re-
vision without the race item wss used for most of 1962 as
well ss 1963. Therefore figures by race for 1962 and 1963

exclude New Jersey. For 1964, 6,8 percent of the death
records in use for residents of New Jersey did not contain

the race item.
Adjusb-nents made in vital statistics to take into account

the omission of the race item in New Jersey for part of the

certificates filed during 1962 through 1964 are described
in the Technical Appendix of Vital Statistics of the United
StatEXfor each of those data years.

Hispanic origin

Ylortality statistics for the Hispanic-origin population
are published in this report for the first time. They are based
on information for those States and the District of Columbia
that included items on the death certificate to identifi

Hispanic or ethnic origin of decedents. Data \vere obtained
from the District of Columbia and the following 22 States:
Arizon~ Arkansas, California Colorado, CeorgiZ Hwvaii.
Illinois, Indian% Kansas, Xiaine, klississippi, Nebrask~ \e-
vada, New Jersey, New \lesico, New York (including Xe\v

York City), North Dakota Ohio, Tennessee, Texas. Utah.
and Wyoming. Generally, the reporting States used items
similar to one of two basic formats recommended by NCHS:
the first format is open-ended to obtain the specific origin

or descent of the decedent (for example, Italian, Mexican,
Puerto Rican, English, and Cuban). The second format is
directed specifically toward the Hispanic population and

asks whether the decedent is of Spanish origin. If so, the
specific origin-Mexican, Puerto Rican, and Cuban—is to
be indicated.

For 1984, mortali~ data in tables 1–33 and 2-18 sre
based on deaths to residents of all 22 reporting States and
the District of Columbia In tables 1-34, 2– 19. 2–20, and
2-21 mortality data for the Hispanic-origin population are
based on deaths to residents of 15 reporting States whose
data were at least 90 percent complete and considered to

be sufficiently comparable to be used for analysis. The 15
States are as follows: Arizon% Colorado, Georgi~ Haw-aii,
Illinois, Indian< Kansas, hlississippi, NebraskZ New York
(including New York City), North Dakot~ Ohio, Texas, Utah,

and Wyoming, Excluded from these tables are data for
N-ew Mexico because the format for the Hispanic item on
the New Mexico death certificate departs sufficiently from
that of other areas to result in non-comparable data In ad-

dition, in tables 1-33 and 1–34 for New Mexico, no deaths
are shown for the category “not stated’ origin. Because of
the way in which the item on the death certificate for >-ew
Mexico is worde~ it wss not possible to determine if a blank

enh-y represented a response of “non-Hispanic origin’” or
of “unknown origin.” Accordingly, blank entries were coded
to “non-Hispanic.” Also excluded from the tables are data
for California because, according to information from regis-

hation officials in California, coding procedures resulted in

undercounts of deaths for the categories total “Hispanic
origin” and ‘Mexican origin” as well as overcoun ts of deaths
for the categories “Hispanic origins other than Mexican

ongm“ “ “ and “not stated origin.” The data for five other
States—Arkansas, Maine, Nevada New Jersey, and Tennes-
see—and the District of Columbia are excluded from these
tables because of the large proportion of deaths (in excess

of 10 percent) occurring in these States for which His-
panic origin was not stated or unknown.

In 1980 the 15 reporting States accounted for about 45
percent of the Hispanic population in the United States,

including about 47 percent of the Mexican population, 6 I
percent of the Puerto Rican population, 16 percent of the
Cuban population, and 38 percent of the “Other Hispanic””
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population.g Accordingly, caution should be exercised in
generalizing mortality patterns from the reporting area to
the Hispanic-origin population (especially Cubans) of the
entire U.S. For qualifications regarding infant mortalih of
the Hispanic-origin population, see section Infant deaths.

}Iarital status

\iortality statistics by marital status (table I-31) were
published in 1979 for the first time since 1961. (Previously
they had been published in the annual reports for the years
1949-51 and 1959–6 1.) Several reports analyzing mortal-
i~ by marital status have been published, including the
special study based on 1959-61 datzlo Reference to earlier
reports may be found in the appendix of part B of the

195%61 special study.
\iortafity statistics by marital status are tabulated sep-

arately for never married, married, widowed, and divorced.
Certificates in which the marringe is specified as being an-
nulled are classified as never married. Where marital status
is specified as separated or common-law marriage. it is clas-
sified m married. Of the 1,982,817 resident deaths 15 years
of age and over in 1984, 8,580 certificates (0.4 percent)
had marital status not stated.

Place of death and status of decedent

\[orta.kity statistics by place of death were published in

19’79 for the first time since 1958 (tables 1-28 and 1-29).
In addition, morta!ity data were also available for the first
time in 1979 for the status of decedent when death oc-
curred in a hospital or medical center (table 1-28). These
data were obtained from the following two items that ap-
pear on the U.S. Standard Certificate of Death:

● Item 7c. Hospital or Other Institution–Name (If
not in either, give street and number)

● Item 7d. If Hosp. or Inst. Indicate DOA. OP/Emer.
Rrn., Inpatient (Speci&)

AII of the States and the District of Columbia ha~e item
7C (or its equivalent) on the death certificate. For 46 States
in the Vital Statistics Cooperati} e Program, NCHS accepts
the State definition, classification, or codes for hospitafs,

medical centers, or other institutions. For the remaining
four States not in the Program, and the District of cohrmbi~
XCHS classifies and codes to a hospital or medical center
according to wheher the terms “hospitaf’ or “medical center’-
are entered as part of the name in item 7C or its equivalent.

If the terms “hospital” or “medical cente~’ are not entered
as part of the name, the entry is coded to one of the follow-
ing according to the information entered in item 7C on the

certificate: (1) other institutions, (2) all other reported en-
tries, or (3) unknown, not stated.

Table 1-28 shows mortality data for the total of the
following 42 States (including New York City) that have

item 7d or its equivalent on their detith certlf[c~tes

Alwka
Arizona
Arkansas
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana

Iowa
Kansa5
Kentucky
Louisianw
Ylaine
\lichigan
}lississippi
\lissouri
\lontana
Nebraska

Xm ada
Xc\\ H.]mpshlre
Ne\v Jersey
sew’ \IexIcn
Fimv York
North Carolln.1
North Dakot~

Ohio
Oregon
Penns} Ivan]Ll
Rhode Island
South Carol[nu
South Dtikot~
Tennessee
L’toh
\’ermont
Vlrglnl~
\Vashington
tt’est ~’mginl~
\Visconsin
\\’yoming

Effective with d~ta for 1980, the codln< of pl~cY U(
death and status of decedent was changed .i new cod]ng

category was added: “’De~d on arrital-hospital, cllnlc, mvrl-
ical center name not given.”” Deaths coded to this c.lte<on
are tabulated in table 1-28 as “Dead on arrl~d”’ ,md 10
table 1-29 u “Not in hospital or medlcd center “ Hid the
1979 coding categories been used, these deaths would h,l~ r
been tabulated as “Place unknown ‘“

!tlortality by month and date of death

Deaths by month hm e been regultily t~h,ll.itccl .10[[

published in the annual report for e~ch yew heqlnnloq .~lth
data year 1900. For 1984, detiths by month ~re shf)u n [II
tables 1–19, 1-20, 1-XI, 1–30, 2–1 2. 2–13, 2– 14, ,Ind J+

Date of death was first p]] blishecl for d.lt~ ~e.u 11)72 I [1
addition, unpublished data for selected c.m~ei hv ddtt (,t
death for 1962 are avail~ble from \CHS

\umber of deaths by d~te of de~th in thl, rep,,rl ,r,
showm in table I—30 for the total number of de,lt})~ .Ln,] I, ,r
the number of deaths for the fol]o~! In< three c,Lu\e\ t, ,,

which the greatest interest in d~te of occorrfincb ot d!.~ttl

has been expressed: \[otor vehicle acc[dent> su[c Ide ~IiI
Homicide and legal intementron

These data show the frequent} dl~trlhutl[)n ()( d~~tt,.
for the selected causes by da) of week The, al,,, m.ik. t

possible to identifi holld~ys with pedi numberj (Jt de Jtt,i
horn specif]ed causes.

Report of autopsy

Before 1972. the last >e~ for which ~utops> d~t~ ~~rrt
t~bulated was 1958. Begmnmg in 1972, all regl~tr~twn uem
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requested information on the death certificate as to whether
autopsies were performed, For 1984, autopsies were re-

ported on 259,187 death certificates, 12.7 percent of the
total (table 1–27).

Information as to whether the autopsy findings were
used in determining the cause of death wm tabulated for
1972-73 for all but nine registration areas and from 197+
77 for all but eight registration areas. The item “autopsy
findings used” was deleted from the 1978 U.S, Standard
Certificate of Death.

For five of the cause-of-death categories shown in table
1–27, autopsies were reported as performed for 50 percent
or more of all deaths (Meningococcaf infection; Pregnancy
with abortive outcome; Other complications of pregnancy,
childbirth, and the puerperium; Homicide and legal inter-
vention; and All other external causes).

There were five other categories for which 40 per-

cent or more of the death certificates reported autopsies.
Autopsies were reported for only 8.0 percent of the Major
cardiovascular diseases. Among all causes other than Major
cardiovascular diseases, autopsies were reported for 17.0
percent of all deaths.

Cause of death

Cause-ojdeath cksijicatbn-since 1949, cause-of-death
statistics have been based on the underlying cause of death,
which is defined as ‘“(a) the disease or injury which initiated
the train of events leading directly to death, or (b) the cir-
cumstances of the accident or violence which produced
the fatal injury.”11

For a given death the underlying cause is selected from
an array of conditions reported in the medical certification
section on the death certificate. This section provides a
format for entering the causes of death in a sequential order.
These conditions are translated into medical codes through
use of the classification structure and selection and modifi-
cation rules contained in the applicable revision of the In-
kmational Classification of Diseases (ICD) published by
the World Health Organization (WHO). Selection ru!es
provide guidance for systematically identifying the under-
lying cause of death. Modification rules are intended to
improve the usefulness of mortality statistics by giving
preference to certain classification categories over others
and/or to consolidate hvo or more conditions on the certif-
icate into a single classification categosy.

As a statistical datum, the underlying cause of death is
a simple, one-dimensional statistic; it is conceptually easy
to understand and a well-accepted measure of mortality. It
identifies the initiating cause of death and is therefore most
useful to public health officials in developing measures to
prevent the start of the chain of events leading to death.
The rules for selecting the underlying cause of death are
included with the ICD as a means of standardizing classifi-
cation, which contributes toward Comparability and uni-
formity in mortality medical statistics among countries.

Beginning with data year 1979 the cause-of-death sta-

tistics published by the Notionnl Center for Health Stiitistics
have been classified according to the Ninth Revision of the
International C/assijication of Diseases (ICD-9).1 1 In addi-
tion to specifying that the Classification be used. JVHO dso
recommends how the data should be tabulated in order to
promote international comparabili~. The recommended
system for tabulating data in the Ninth Revision allo\vs
countries to construct their own mortality and morbidity
tabulation lists from the rubrics of the WHO Basic Tabula-
tion List as long as rubrics from the WHO mortality and

morbidity lists, respectively, are Included. This tabulation
system for the Ninth Revision is more flexible than that of
the Eighth Revision in which specific lists \vere recom-
mended for tabulating mortality and morbidity data.

The Bwic Tabulation List (BTL) recommended under
the Ninth Revision consists of 57 hvo-digit rubrics that ~dd
to the ‘“all causes” total. Within each two-digit rubric. up to
9 three-digit rubrics numbered from O to 8 are identified,

but these do not add to the total of the two-digit rubric.
The hvo-digit rubrics of the BTL 01 through 46 provide for
the tabulation of nonviolent deaths to ICD categories 001-
799. Rubrics relating to chapter li (nature-of-injury causes
47 through 56) are not used by NCHS for selecting under-
lying cause of death; rather, preference is given to rubrics
E-!? through E56. The 57th two-digit rubric VO is the Sup-
plementary Classification of Factors Influencing Health
Status and Contact with Health Services and is not appro-
priate for the tabulation of mortality datz The WHO \lor-
tality List, a subset of the titles contained in the BTL, con-
sists of 50 mbrics which are a minimum for the national
display of mortality dat~

Five lists of causes have been developed for tabulation
and publication of mortality data in this volume: The Each-
Cause List, List of 282 Selected Causes of Death, List of 72
Selected Causes of Death, List of 61 Selected Causes of
Infant Death, and List of 34 Selected Causes of Death,
These lists were designed to be as comparable as possible
with the NCHS lists more recently in use under the Eighth
Revision. However, complete comparability could not ahvays

be achieved.
The Each-Cause List is made up of each three-digit

category of the WHO Detailed List to which deaths mav
be validly assigned and most four-digit subcategories. Th~
list is used for tabulation for the entire United States. The

published Each-Cause table does not show the four-digit
subcategories provided for Ylotor vehicle accidents (E5 10-
E825); however, these subcategories, which identifi per-

sons injured, are shown in the accident tables of this report
(section 5). Special fifth-digit subcategories are also used in
the accident tables to identify place of accident when detiths
from nontiansport accidents are shown. These are not shmrn

in the Each-Cause table.

The List of 282 Selected Causes of Death is constructed
fkom BTL rubrics 01+6 and E47–E56. Each of the 56 BTL
hvo-digit titles can be obtained either directly or by com-
bining titles in the List. The three-digit level of the BTL is
modified more extensively. where more detail was desired,
categories not shown in the three-digit rubrics were added
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to the List of 282 Selected Causes of Death. \Vhere less
detail was needed, the three-digit rubrics were combined.
>loreover, each of the 50 rubrics of the WHO Y[ortdih
List can be obtained from the List of 282 Selected Causes
of Death.

The List of 72 Selected Causes of De~th was constructed
by combining titles in the List of 292 Selected Causes of
Death. It is used in tables published for the United Stites
and each State, and for standard metropolitan statistical
areas.

The List of 61 Selected Causes of Infant Death shows
more detailed titles for Congenital anomalies and Certain
conditions originating in the perinatal period han any other
list except the Each-Cause List.

The List of 34 Selected Causes of Death was created
by combining titles in the List of 72 Selected Causes. .<

table using this list is published for detailed geographic

areas.
Eflect o~~ist recisions-The International Lists or adap-

tations of them, in use in this country since 1900, have
been revised approximately every 10 years so that the dis-
ease classification may be consistent with advances in
medical science and with changes in diagnostic practice.
Each revision of the International Lists has produced some
break in comparability of cause-of-death statistics. Cause-
of-death statistics beginning with 1979 are clamified by
XCHS according to the ICD-9.11 For a discussion of each
of the classifications used with death statistics since 19oo,
see the Technical Appendix in Vital Statistics o~the C~nitecl
States, 1979, Volume H, Mortality, Part A, section 7, pages
9-14.

A dual coding study was undertaken between the Ninth
and the Eighth Revisions to measure the extent of discon-
tinuity in cause-of-death statistics resulting from introducing
the new Revision. An initial study for the List of 72 Selected
Causes of Death and the List of 10 Selected Causes of Infant
Death hw been published in the Monthly Vital Statistics
Report (MVSR).lZ The List of 10 Selected Causes of Infant
Death is a basic NCHS tabulation list but is not used in this
volume. Comparability studies were also undertaken be-

hveen fie Eighth and Seventh, Seventh and Sixth, and Sixth
and Fifth Revisions. For additional information about these
studies, again see the 1979 Technical Appendix.

Significant coding changes during the Ninth Recision—
Since the implementation of ICD-9 in the United States,
effective with mortality data for 1979, several coding

changes have been in~oduced. The more important changes
will be discussed below. In early 1983, a change was made
in the coding of Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
(AIDS), which affected data horn 1981 onward. AISO ef-
fective with data year 1981 was a coding change for polio-
myelitis. For data year 1982, a change was made in the
definition of child (which affects the classification of deaths
to a number of categories, including Child battering and

other maheatment), and in guidelines for coding deaths to
the category Child battering and other maltreatment (ICD
No. E967). Detailed discussion of these changes may be
found in the technical appendix for previous volumes.

Coding in 19&f—The rules for coding the 1984 nlurt.d-
ih d~ta remained essentially the sm-ne as the pre~ mu> \ e,u

Lfedical certijlcation-The use of J stmd,wd C].lS>lfl L A-

tion list, although essential for St~te. regional. wld inter-
national compwison, does not assure strict con~p.ud~lllti 0[
the tabul~ted figures. A high degree of conlp,uahlllt\ lw-

hveen ar~us could be ~ttained only if all records of cJII,~. of

de~th were reported with equ~l Jccuracy and complete-
ness. The medic~l certific~tion of c~use of de~th cm be
made only by a qualified person, usu.dly J ph:<ician, J nwdl-
cal examiner, or a coroner, Therefore, the relud~illt~ .mcl
accuracy of cause-of-death statistics are, to J large eit~nt,
governed by the ability of the certifier to m~ke the proper

diagnosis and by the care with which he or she records thii
information on the death certificate.

A number of studies have been undertaken on the quJl-
ity of medical certification on the death certiflctite, In zen -
eral. these have been for relatively srntill sampl~s und for

limited geographic areas. A I-sihliography, prepmed h}
XCHS, covering 128 references over a period of 23 }eu>
indicates that no definitive conclusions have been remhed
about the quality of medical certification on the death cer-
tificate.1~ NO country hm a well-defined progr~m for >}s-
tematically assessing the quality of medicd certlflcatlon~
reported on death certificates or for measuring the error
effects on the levels and trends of curse-of-death statistics

One index of the quality of reporting causes of death 1>
the proportion of death certificates coded to the Ninth Re-
vision Chapter XVf Symptoms, signs, and ill-defined condi-
tions (ICD Nos. 78 L799). While there are cmes for which
it is not possible to determine the cause of death, this pro-
portion indicates the care and consideration given to thti
certification by the medical certifier. It may also he used M
a rough mezsure of the specificity of the medical dlagno~tis

made by the certifier in various areas, In 19S4, 15 percent
of all reported deaths in the United States were assign~d to
ill-defined or unknown cmses Hmvever, this pert ent~~e
varied among the States, from O.-I percent to 6 f) perctnt

Automated selection of undedying cause oj_&Ith- B,:-
ginning with data year 1968, XCHS heg,m using J con]pl~tvr
system for assigning the underlying ctiuse of de.tth It h,L,

been used every year since to select the underlying ~.l,]~t:
of death. The system is called ‘i,iutom~tcd clmsiflc.~t](~n 01
\Iedical Entities” (.AC\lE).

The ACME system applies the same rule> fnr iel~c tin:
the underlying cause as applied m~nu~ll} h} J no>i)ll):>t

however, under this system, the computer consl~tentl,. tP-

plies the same criteri~ thus eliminating intercmler \Lm~tl, jr)
in this step of the process.

The AC\lE computer progrtim rer[lllru~ the c~)dlr,: ,t
all conditions sho~vn on the medical certlflc.lt[[]ll Tt,Y\r

codes are matched autom~tically tigainst decl~u]n tables tI),(t
consistently select the underlying cause of rhth for e.ic h

record according to the intern at]ond rule> The dv~ljll)ll
tables provide the comprehensive relationships heh~e,.n
the conditions classified by ICD when upplylng the rule~ nt
selection and modifictition.

The decision tables were developed by ?iCHS >t~ff nn
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the basis of their experience in coding underlying causes of
death under the earlier manual coding system and as a re-
sult of periodic independent validations. These tables are

periodically updated to reflect additional new information
on the relationship among medical conditions. For 1984,
the content of these tables wm identical to that in the 19S3
tables.1~

Cause-of-death ranling—Ca.rse-of-death ranking (ex-
cept for in~ants) is based on the List of 72 Selected Causes
of Death. Cause-of-death ranking for infants is based Qq
the List of 61 Selected Causes of Infant Death. The group
titles \lajor cardiovascular diseases and Symptoms, signs,
and ill-defined conditions are not ranked from the List of
72 Selected Causes; and Certain conditions originating in
the perinatal period and Symptoms, signs, and ill-defined

conditions are not ranked from the List of 61 Selected Causes
of Infant Death. In addition, category titles that begin with
the words “other” or “M other” are not ranked to deter-
mine the leading causes of death. When one of the titles
that+epresents a subtotal is ranked (such m Tuberculosis),

its component parts (in this case, Tuberculosis of respiratory
system and Other tuberculosis) are not ranked.

}latemal deaths

>latemal deaths are those for which the certifying phy-
sician has designated a maternal condition as the underlying
cause of death. Maternal conditions are those assigned to
Complications of pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium
(ICD-9 Nos. 630-676). In the Ninth Revision, WHO for

the first time defined a maternal death as follows:

A maternal death is defined as the death of a woman
while pregnant or within 42 days of termination of
pregnancy, irrespective of the duration and the site

of the pregnancy, from any cause related to or ag-
gravated by the pregnancy or its management but
not from accidental or incidental causes.11

Under the Eighth RevisioK maternal deaths were assigned
to catego~ title “Complications of pregnancy, childbirth,
and the puerperium” (ICDA–9 Nos. 630-678). Although
WHO did not define maternal mortality, there \vas an

NCHS clwsification rule that limited a maternal death to a
death within a year after termination of pregnancy from
any “maternal cause,” that is, any cause within the range of

ICDX3 Nos. 630-678. This rule applied only if a duration
of time for the condition was given. If no duration was speci-
fied and the underlying cause of death was a maternal con-
dition, then the duration wm assumed to be within a year
and the death was coded by h~CHS w a maternal death.

The change from an under-l-year limitation on duration
used in the Eighth Revision to-an under-42-days limitation
used in the Ninth Revision is not expected to have much
effect on the comparability of maternal mortality statistics.
However, comparability is alfected by the following classifi-

cation change. Under the Ninth Revision, maternal causes

have been expanded to include Indirect obstetric causes
(ICP9 Nos. 647-64 S). These cimses include Infective and
pamsitic conditions and other current conditions in the
mother that are clmsifi:~ble else~vhere but which complic~te
pre.~ancy, childbirth, md the puerpenum, such as S}philis.
Tuberculosis, Diabetes mellitus, Drug dependence. and
Congenital cardiovascular disorders.

\[aternal mortali~ rztes me computed on the bmis of
the number of live births. The maternal mortality rate indi-
cates the likelihood th~t a pregnant \voman \vill die from

maternal causes. The number of live births used in the de-
nominator is an appro~irnution of the population of preg-
nant women who we at risk of J maternal death.

Infant deaths

~ge—~nin~antdelth is defined as a death under 1

year of age. The term excludes fetal deaths. Infmt detiths
are usually divided into two categories according to age.
neonatal and postneormtal. Neonatal deaths are those that
occur during the first 27 days of life, and postneonatal deaths
are those that occur between 28 days and 1 year of age. It
hm generally been believed that different factors influenc-
ing the childs survival predominate in these hvo periods:
Factors associated with prenatal development, heredity,
and the birth process were considered dominant in the
neonatal period; and environmental hctors, such m nutri-
tion, hygiene, and accidents, were considered more im-
portant in the postneonatal period. Recently, however, the
distinction between these two periods has blurred due in
part to advances in neormtology, which have enabled more
very small, premature infants to survive the neon~tal period.

Rates—Infant mortality rates shown in section 2 and
section 8 are the most commonly used index for measuring
the risk of dying during the first year of life; they are cal-

culated by dividing the number of inhnt deaths in a calendar
yew by the number of live births registered for the same
period and are presented as rates per 1,000 or per 100.000
live births. Infant mortality r~tes use the number of Ii\e
births in the denomirmtor to approximate the popul~tion at
risk of dying before the first birthday. This measure is an

approximation of the risk of d} ing in in fancY becmuse some
of the live births will not hm’e been exposed to a full yew’s
risk of dying and some of the infants that die during a ~ear
w-ill have been born in the previous year. The error intro-
duced in the infant mortality rate by this inexactness is
usually small, especially \\’hen the birth rtite is relati~ ely

constmt from yew to yetir.1,5.16 other sources of error in
the inEmt mortality rate hin.e been attrilmted to diffcrencei
in applying the definitions for infimt de~th and fetal clti~th
when registering the event.1~.lq

In contrast to inht mortality rates based on live births.
infant death rates shown in section 1 are based on the esti-
mated population under 1 yew of age. Infant death rates.
which appear in tabul~tions of age-specific death mtes, are

calculated by dividing the number of inLmt de~ths in a

calendar year by the estim~ted midyear popul~tion of per-
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sons under I year of age and are presented u r~te~ per
100,000 popolttion in this age group. Patterns and trends
in the infant de~th r~te mm? differ some~~h~t from those of
the more commonly used “infant mortdit! r~te”’ m.~inl}
because of differences in the n~ture of the denominator
and in the time reference period. \Vhere.~ the popul~tion
denomin~tor for the infhnt death mte is estinuted using

d~ta on births, infwrt deaths, and migrtltion for the 12-
month period of July through June, the denomin~tor for
the inEmt mortality rate is a count of bis-ths occurring during
the 12 months of January through December. The differ-

ence in the time reference period can result in different
trends behveen the two indices during periods when birth
rates are moving up or down markedly.

In addition, the infant death rate is also subject to
greater imprecision than is the infant mortali~ r~te because
of problems of enumerating and estim~tmg the popul~tion
under 1 year of age. 17

Race—Infant mortality rates for specified races other
than white or black may be underestimated, breed on re-
sults of studies in which race on the birth and death certifi-
cates for the same infant were compared 19 The figures
should be interpreted with caution because of possible in-
consistencies in reporting of race between the numerator
and denominator of the rates. This reflects differences in
the nature of reporting and processing race on these ho
\ital records. on the birth certificate, race of parents is
reported by the mother at the time of delive~ on the
death certificate, race of the deceased infant is reported b}
the funeral director based on observation or on information
supplied by an informant, such as a parent. kVith respect to
processing, race of infant at birth is coded using coding

rules that take account of the race of each parent (see the
Technical Appendix in Vital Statistics o~dre C’nited States,
198-I, \rolume I, Natality, section entitled Race or national
origin). For infant deaths, the race of child is coded directly
from the race reported on the death certificate.

Hispanic origin-Infant mortality rates for the Hlspanic-
origin population are based on numbers of resident infant
deaths reported as of Hispanic or]gin (See section Hispanic
origin) and numbers of resident live births by Hispamc origin

of mother for the 15 reporting States. In computmg infant
mortality rates, deaths and live births of unknown origin
are not distributed among the specified Hispanic and non-

Hispanic groups. Because for 1984 the percent of deaths of

unknown origin was 7.o percent and the percent of li~e
births of unknown origin was 3.1 percent. infant mortali~
rates by Hispanic origin may be somewhat underestunated.

Small numbers of infant deaths to specific Hispanic-

origin groups can result in infant mortality r~tes subject to
relatively large random variation (See section on Random
variation in numbers of deaths, death rates, and mortidih

rates and ratios).
Tabulation list-causes of death for infmts ue tabu-

lated according to a list of causes that is different from the
list of causes for the population of all ages, except for the

Each Cause List. (See section “Cause-of-death classlflca-
tion.”)

lrrfunt and neonatal mortalitij fm U’yoming. 1981 –The
19S 1 data on infmt and neon~td mortdlty shoum In tables
2–8 and 2-9 for \V\ommg are incorrect bec,mse of XCHS
processing errors. The correct numbers for \V}oming are

1?-! infant deaths and 76 neonutd deoths, the correspond-
ing infant mortalih rates are 11 2 md 7,0 deaths under 1
ye~ of ~ge per 1,000 Ilte hlrths

Fetal deaths

In \lay 1950 the ~f~orld Health C)rganizltion recom-

mended the following definition of fetal death be adopted
for international use,

Death prior to the complete expulsion or extr~c-
tion from its mother of a product of conception.
irrespective of the duration of pregnancy, the de~th
is indicated by the fact that after such sep,lratlon.
the fetus does not breathe or show any other el I-
dence of life such as beating of the hem-t, pulsatlon
of the umbilical cord, or definite mo~ement ofvol-
untary muscles.20

The term “fetal death”’ was defined on an all-] nclusl~e
bwis to end confusion arising from use of such term> as
stillbmth, abortion, and miscm-ri~qe

Shortly thereafter, this definition of fetal death was
adopted by the National Center for Health S[atIstlcs as the
nationally recommended standard. Currently all registratmn
areas except Puerto RICO have definitions slmllar to the
stmdard definition.z 1 Puerto RICOhas no formal definition

AS another step toward lncremlng the comparablll~ of
data on fetal deaths for different countrws, the Jvorld Health
Orgmization recommended that for statistical purposes
fetal deaths be classified as early, intermediate. and late
These groups are defined as follows

Less than 20 completed weeks ofgest~-
tion (early fetal de~ths) ., Croup I

20 completed weeks of gest~tlon hut
less than 28 ([ntermedlate fetal
dexths) ., ,.. Croup 11

2,9 completed weeks of gest~tmn md

over (Ifite fetid deaths) Croup 111

Gestation period not clm~lf]~hle In
groups I, II, and 111 Group 11

Note th~t in table .3-13, group I\” consl~t~ ot’ f~td de~t~is
with gestation not st~ted but presumed to be 20 w eek~ or

more gestation.
Until 1939 the natlonall> recommended procedure [or

registration of a fetal death requmed the fdmg of both a
lit e-bu-th and a death certificate, [n 1939a sep~ate Stanchrd
certificate of Stillbirth (fetal de~th) was created to replace

the fm-rner procedure. This was revised in 1949, 19.55.
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1956,and 1968. In 1978 the Standard Certificate of Fetal
Death was replaced by the Standard Report of Fetal Death
(figure 7-B).

The 1977 revision of the Model State Vital Statistics
Act and kfodel State Vital Statistics llegulations~~ recom-
mended that spontaneous fetal deaths of 20 weeks or more
gestation, or a weight of 35o gr~s or more. and all in-
duced terminations of pregnancy regardless of gestational
age be reported and further that they be reported on sep-
arate forms. These forms are to be considered legally re-
quired statistical reports rather than legal documents.

Beginning with 1970 fetal deaths, procedures were im-
plemented that attempted to separate reports of spontane-
ous fetaf deaths horn those of induced terminations of preg-

nancy. These procedures were implemented because the
health implications are different for spontaneous fetaf deaths
and induced terminations of pregnancy. These procedures
are still in use.

Comparability and completeness of data—Registration
area requirements for reporting fetal deaths vary. Most of
these areas require reporting fetal deaths of gestations of
zo \veeks or more. Table 3-1 shows the minimum period of

gestation required by each State for fetal-death reporting.
There is substantial evidence that not all fetal deaths for
which reporting is required are reported.zs

For registration areas not requiring the reporting of
fetal deaths of all periods of gestation, underreporting is
more likely to occur in the earlier gestational periods. This
is illushated by the fact that for most areas requiring report-
ing of fetal deaths of 20 weeks or more, the total number
reported for 2W23 weeks is lower than the numbers re-

ported for 24-27 and 28-31 weeks. For areas requiring the
reporting of all fetal deaths, however, the opposite is gen-
erally tswe.

Another type of reporting problem arises from the in-

consistent application of the definition of fetaf death by
individual registration areas. For example, some live-born
infants who die shortly after birth, particularly those born
prematurely who die before the umbilical cord is severed

or while the placenta is still attached, may be erroneously
reported as fetal deaths.

To msximize the comparability of data by year and by

State, most of the tables in section 3 are based on fetal
deaths occurring at gestations of 20 weeks or more. These
tables also include fetal deaths of not stated gestation for
those States requiring reporting at 20 weeks or more only.
Beginning with 1969, fetal deaths of not stated gestation
were excluded for States requiring reporting of all products
of conception except for those with a stated birth weight of
500 grams or more. In 1984 this rule was applied to the
following States: Colorado, Georgi~ Hawaii, New York (in-

cluding New York City), Rhode Island, and Virginiz Each
year there are some exceptions to this procedure.

The data in table 3-3 include only fetal deaths to resi-

dents of those areas in the United States that report all
periods of gestation. The areas are Colorado, CeorgiL Ha-
waii, New York (including New York City), Rhode Island,
and Virginia

Arkansm-Arkansas has been using two reporting forms
for fetal deaths: A confidential Spontaneous .+bortion form
and a Fetal Death Certificate. From 1981 through 1983
Arkansw specified that fetal deaths of less than 28 \veeks
gestation or weighing less than 1,000 grams could be re-
ported on the Spontaneous Abortion form rather than on
its report of fetal death; for 1984 .+rkansas specified that
fetal deaths of 20 weeks gest~tion or weighing 500 gmrns
be reported on its certificate of fetal death. The National
Center for Health Statistics receives the Arkansas certifi-
cates of fetal death, but not the confidential abortion reports.
Accordingly, counts of fetal deaths of gestational age 20 to
27 weeks were not comparable behveen Arkansas and other
reporting areas for 1981 to 1983.

District of Co/umhia—Beginning in 1981. the District
of Columbia changed its reporting requirements for spon-
taneous fetal deaths from “passed the fifth month of utero-
gestation” to “20 completed weeks or more or a weight of
500 grams or more.”

Idaho-Beginning in 1983, Idaho changed its reporting
requirements for spontaneous fetal deaths from “after 20
weeks” to “after 20 weeks or a weight of 350 grams or

more.”
Kentucky—Beginning in 1981, Kentucky changed its

reporting requirements for spontaneous fetal deaths from
“20 weeks gestation or more” to “a weight of 350 grams or

more or a gestationaf age of 20 weeks or more.’.
Massachuetts-Beginning in 1981, Massachusetts

changed its reporting requirements for spontaneous fetal
deaths from “20 weeks or more” to “20 weeks or more or a

weight of 35o grams or more.”

Michigan—Beginning in 1981, Michigan changed its
reporting requirements for spontaneous fetal deaths from
“advanced through 20th week’” to “completed 20 weeks
gestation or weighs at least 400 grams.”

Missouti-Beginning in 1984, Missouri changed its re-
porting requirements for spontaneous fetal deaths from
“after 20 weeks” to “after 20 weeks or a weight of 350
grams or more.”

New Hampshire—Beginning in 1981, New Hampshire
changed its reporting requirements for spontaneous fetal
deaths from “advanced to 20 week.i” to “completed 20
weeks or weighing at least 35o grams.”

New Mexico-Beginning in 1982. New Mexico chanced
its reporting requirements for spontaneous fetal deaths from
“20 completed weeks” to “500 grams or more.”

Tennessee—Beginning in 1981, Tennessee changed its
reporting requirements for spontaneous fetal deaths from
“22 weeks or more (500 grams weight)” to “a weight of 500
grams or more or if weight is unknown but fetus is of ??
completed weeks or more,”

period o~gestation-The period of gestation is the num-
ber of completed weeks elapsed between the first day of
the last normal menstruaf period and the date of delivery.
The first day of the last normal menstrual period (L\[P) is

used as the initial date because it can be more accurately de-
termined than the date of conception, which usually occurs
2 weeks after LMP. Data on period of gestation are com-
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puted from information on ‘“date of delivery” and “date last
normal menses began.” If “date last normal menses began”
is not on the record or the calculated gestation falls beyond
a duration considered biologically plausible, “gestation in
weeks” or ‘iPhysician’s estimate of gestation” is used. When

the period of gestation is reported in months on the report.
it is allocated to gestational intervals in weeks as follows:

1-3 months to under 16 weeks
4 months to 16-19 weeks
5 months to 20-23 weeks
6 months to 24-27 weeks

7 months to 28-31 weeks
8 months to 32-35 weeks
9 months to 40 weeks

10 months and over to 43 weeks and over

All areas reported LMP in 1984 except Delaware, New
Mexico, Puerto Rico, and South Dakot&

Birth weight-of the 55 regishation areas (including
the 50 States, the District of Columbiz New York City,

Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, arsd Guam), 27 do not speci&
how weight should be given; 16 specify that weight should
be given in pounds and ounces; 5 specifj grams; and the
remaining 7 areas indicate weight can be given either in
pounds and ounces or in grams. Data on fetal deaths for the
Virgin Islands and Guam are not published by NCHS.

In the tabulation and presentation of these data the
metric system (grams) has been used to facilitate compari-
son with other data published in the United States and inter-
nationally. The equivalents of the gram intervals in pounds
and ounces are as follows:

Less than 350 grams = O lb 12 oz or less
35(L 499 gHTK= Olb 13 02– 1 lb 102
500- 999 .&llllS = 1 lb 202- 2 lb 302

1,00&1,499 @lllM = 2 lb 402- 3 lb 4 OZ

1,500-1,999 gr~S = 3 lb 5 OZ– 4 lb 6 OZ

2,000-2,499 gTamS = 4 lb 7 OZ- 5 lb 8 OZ

2,500-2,999 grWIM = 5 lb 9 OZ- 6 lb 902
3,000-3,499 grWi_lS = 6 lb 10 OZ- 7 lb 11 OZ

3,500-3,999 ,@lllS = 7 lb 12 OZ- 8 lb 13 OZ

4,000+,499 ,fZJZllM = 8 lb 14 OZ- 9 lb 14 OZ

4,500-4,999 grams = 9 lb 15OZ-11 lb O oz
5,000 grams or more= 11 lb 1 oz or more

With the introduction of the Ninth Revision, Interna-
tional Classification of Diseases, the birth-weight classifica-
tion intervals for perinatal mortality statistics were shifted
downward by 1 gram, as shown above. Previously, the in-
tervals were, for example, 1,001-1,500; 1,501-2,000; etc.

Race-The race of the fetus is ordinarily classified based
on the race of the parents. If the parents are of different
races, the following rules apply. (1) When only one parent
is white, the fetus is assigned the other parenfs race. (2)
When neither parent is white, the fetus is assigned the
father’s race with one exception: If the mother is Hawaiian
or Part-Hawaiian, the fetus is classified as Hawaiian.

When the race of one parentis missing or ill defined,
the race of the other determines that of the fetus. When

race of both parents is missing, the rice of the fetus is allo-
cated to the specific race of the fetus on the preceding
record.

Total-bifih or&r-TotaI-birth order refers to the sum
of the live births and other terminations (including both
spontaneous fetal deaths and induced termin~tions of preg-
nancy) that a woman hm had including the fetal death being
recorded. For example, if a woman has pre~-iously gm en
birth to two live babies and to one born dead. the next fetal
death to occur is counted as number four in total-birth
order,

In the 1978 revision of the Standard Report of Fetal
Death, total-birth order is calculated from four items on
pregnancy history: Number of previous live bn-ths, no~v hv-
ing; number of previous live births, now dead, number of
other terminations before 20 weeks; and number of other
terminations after 20 weeks.

AI] registration areas use the hvo standard Items per-
taining to the number of previous li~e births. Thirty areas
use the hvo standard items pertaining to the number of
“other terminations’” before and after 20 weeks gestation, ~
report ‘“other terminations” of 20 weeks or more, l-l do not
differentiate ““other terminations” by gestational age, 6
areas use other criteria for differentiating spontaneous and
induced terminations; and 1 area reports “other termina-
tions” before and after 16 weeks gestation. Total-birth order
for all areas is calculated from the sum of available infor-
mation. Thus, information on total-birth order may not be
completely comparable among the registration areas.

Marital status-Table 3-1 shows fetal deaths and fetal-
death ratios by mother’s marital status. States excluded from
this table are as follows: California, Connecticut, \[wland,
Michigan, Montan~ New York (including New York CIh),

Ohio, Texas, and Vermont. Because live births comprise
the denominator of the ratio, marital status must also be
reported for mothers of live births. Starting in 1980. marital
status of the mother of the live birth was inferred for States
that did not report it on the birth certificate

There are no quantitative data on the characteristics of
unmarried women who may misreport their marital st~tus

or who fail to register fetal deaths. Underreporting m~} h~
greater for the unmarried group than for the m~cd group

Age of mother-The fetal-death report asks for the
mother’s “age (at time of delivery),” and the ages are edited
in NCHS for upper and lower limits. When mothers Ue
reported to be under 10 years of age or 50 years unrl o\ er,

the age of the mother is mnsidered not stuted and ISw~lgned
as follows: Age on all fetal-death records with age of mother
not stated is allocated according to the age appe~rin~ nn
the record previously processed for a mother of iclentlc.~1
race and having the same total-birth order (tot.d of !I\ F

births and other terminations).

Perinatal mortality

%-inatal dejlnitioru-Beginning with data year 1579,
perinatal mortality data for the United st~tes and each State
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have been published in section 4. The World Health Orga-
nization in the Ninth Revision of the International Classifi-
cation of Diseases (ICB9) recommended that “’national
perinatal statistics should include all fetuses and infants
delivered weighing at least 500 grams (or when birth
weight is unavailable, the corresponding gestational age
(22 weeks) or body length (25 cm crown-heel)), whether
alive or dead. . . .“ It was further recommended that “coun-
ties should present, solely for international comparisons,
‘standard perinatal statistics’ in which both the numerator
and denominator of all rates are restricted to fetuses and
infants weighing 1,000 grams or more (or, where birth
weight is unavailable, the corresponding gestational age
(28 weeks) or body length (35 cm crown-heel) ).” Because
birth weight and gestational age are not reported on the

death certificate in the United States, NCHS was unable
to recommend adopting these definitions. Three defini-
tions of perinatal mortality are currently used by NCHS:

Perinatal Definition I, generally used for international
comparisons, which includes fetal deaths of 28 weeks or
more gestation and infant deaths of less than 7 days; Peri-
natal Definition II, which includes fetal deaths of 20 weeks
or more gestation and infant deaths of less than 28 days;

and Pennatal Definition III, which includes fetal deaths of
20 weeks or more gestation and infant deaths of less than 7
days.

Variations in fetal death reporting requirements and

practices have implications for comparing perinatal rates
among States. Since reporting is generally poorer near the
lower limit of the reporting requirement, States that re-
quire reporting of all products of pregnancy regardless of

gestation are likely to have more complete reporting of
fetal deaths of 20 weeks or more than are other States. The
larger number of fetal deaths reported by these “all periods”
States may result in higher perinatal rates compared with

States whose reporting is less complete. Accordingly, re-
porting completeness may account, in part, for differences
among the State perinatal rates, particularly differences for
Definitions II and III, which use data for fetal deaths of 20-
27 weeks.

Not stated-Fetal deaths with gestational age not stated
are presumed to be of 20 weeks gestation or more if(1) the
State requires repoting of all fetal deaths of gestational age
20 weeks or more or (2) the fetus weighed 500 grams or

more, in those States requiring reporting of all fetal deaths re-
gardless of gestational age. For Definition I, fetal deaths with
gestation not stated but presumed to be 20 weeks or more
are allocated to the category 28 weeks or more, according
to the proportion of fetal deaths with stated gestational age
t-hat falls into that category. For Definitions II and III, fetal
deaths with presumed gestation of 20 weeks or more are
included with those of stated gestation of 20 weeks or more.

For all three definitions, following the distribution of
gestation not stated described above, fetal deaths with not-
stated sex are allocated within gestational age groups on
the basis of the dishibution of stated cases. The allocation

of not-stated gestational age and sex for fetal deaths is
made individually for each State, for metropolitan and

nonmetropolitan areas, and separately for the Clnited States
m a whole. Accordingly, the sum of perinatal deaths for the
areas according to Definition I may not equal the total
number of perinatal deaths for the LTnited States.

QUALITY OF DATA

Completeness of registration

All States have adopted laws that require the registra-
tion of births and deaths, and the reporting of fetal deaths.

It is belie~ed that over 99 percent of the births and deaths
occurring in this country are registered.

Reporting requirements for fetal deaths vary some~vhot
from State to State (see “comparability and completeness

of data”). Overall reporting completeness is not as good for
fetal deaths as for births and deaths, but it is believed to be
relatively complete for fetal deaths of 28 weeks gestation
or more. National statistical data on fetal deaths include
only those fetal deaths with stated or presumed gestation
of20 weeks or more.

Massachusetts data

The 1964 statistics for deaths exclude approximately
6,000 events registered in hiassachusetts, primarily to resi-
dents of that State. Microfilm copies of these records were
not received by NCHS. Figures for the United States and
the New England Division are also somewhat affected.

Quality control procedures

Demographic items on the death certijlcate-.% pre-
viously indicated, for 1984 the mortality data for these items
were obtained from two sources: (1) ilicrofilm images Of

the original certificates furnished by 4 States, the District
of Columbi~ and the Virgin Islands, and photocopies from
Guam; and (2) records on data tape furnished by the re-
maining 46 States, New York City, and Puerto Rico. For the
four States, the District of Columbi~ the Virgin Islands.
and Guam that sent only copies of the original certificates.
the demographic items were coded for 100 percent of the

death certificates. The demographic coding for a 10-Per-
cent sample of the certificates was independently verified.

AS part of the quality control procedures for mort,dit~
dat~ each registration area has to go through a calihmtiun
period during which it must achieve the specified error
tolerance level of 2 percent per item for 3 consecutive
months, based on NCHS independent verification of a 50-
percent sample of that area’s records. Once the area hw

achieved the required error tolerance level, a sample of
70-80 records per month is used to monitor quality of

coding.
Al] of the areas had achieved the specified error toler-
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ante before 1984; accordingly, for these areas the demo-
graphic items on about 70-80 records per area per month
\vere independently verified by NCHS. These areas include
New York City, Puerto ~co, and the 46 States that fiu-nished
data on computer tape to NCHS. The estimated average
error rate for all demographic items in the entire 198-I
mortalih file was 0.25 percent.

These verification procedures invoh’e controlling two
h~es of error (coding and entering into the data record
tape) at the same time, and the error rates are a combined
measure of both ty”~es. }Vhile it may be assumed that the
entering errors are randomly distributed across all items on
the record, this assumption cannot be made m readily for
coding errors. Although systematic errors in coding infre-

quent events may escape detection during sample verifica-
tion, it is probable that some of these errors were detected
during the initial period when sO percent of the file was
being verified, thus providing an opportunity to retrain the
coders.

Medical item on the death certijkate-~s for demo-
graphic data, mortality medical data are also subject to qual-
i~ control procedures which control for errors of both cod-
ing and data entry. Each of the 19 registration mew that
furnished NCHS with coded medical information according
to NCHS specifications first had to qualify for sample veri-
fication. During an initial calibration period, the area had
to demonstrate that its staff could achieve a specified error

tolerance level of less than 5 percent for coding all medical
items. Aker the area has achieved the required error toler-
ance level, a sample of 70-80 records per month is used to
monitor quality of medical coding. For these 19 States, the

average coding error rate in 1984 was estimated at just
over 4 percent.

For the remaining 36 registration area-s-31 States, the
District of ColumbiA New York City, Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, and Cuarn-NCHS coded the medical items
for 100 percent of the death records. A l-percent sample
of the records was independently coded for quality control
purposes. The estimated average error rate for these arem
was about 3 percent.

The ACME system for selecting the underlying cause
of death through computer application contributes to the
quality control of medical items on the death certificate

(see the section on Automated selection of underlying cause
of death).

Demographic items on the report of f~al death—For
1984, all data on fetal deaths, except for New York State (ex-
c]uding New york City), were coded under contract by the
U.S. Bureau of the Census. For okkahom~ portions of the
data were coded under contract by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census, and other portions were coded by the State. The
combination coding wm necess~ because the medical
and confidential portions of the fetal death report, which
contti. some of the essential statistical information, became
detached from the other part of the fetal death report prior

to receipt by NCHS. Coding and entering information on
data tapes were verified on a 100-percent basis because of
the relatively small number of records irnrolved.

Other control procedure.s-.+fter coding and entenng
on data tape are completed, record counts are balmced
against control totals for each shipment of records from o
registration are~ Editing procedures ensure th~t records
\vith inconsistent or impossible codes are modlfled Incon-
sistent codes are those, for ewu-nple, \vhere there is contr~-
diction behveen cause of de~th and age or sex of the
decedent. Records so identified during the cornputer-edltmg
process are either corrected by reference to the source
record or adjusted by arbitr~ code a-ssignment. ~~ All sub-
sequent operations in tabulating and in prep~lng tdnle>
are ~enfied during the computer processing or b} st~tlstlc.d
clerks.

Estimates of errors arising from 50-percent
sample for 1972

Death statistics for 1972 in this report (excluding fetd-
death statistics) are based on a 50-percent sample of all
deaths occurring in the 50 States and the District of Co-
lumbi~

.{ description of the sample design and a table of the
percent errors of the estimated numbers of deaths by size
of estimate and total deaths in the area are shown in the
Technical Appendix of Vital Statistics of the ~~mted States,
1972, Volume II, klortdity, Part A.

COMPUTATION OF RATES AND
OTHER MEASURES

Population bases

The population bases from which death rates shown In
this report are computed are prepared by the U.S. Burew
of the Census. Rates for 1940, 1950, 1960, 1!370, and 1!350
are based on the population enumerated as of Aprd 1 m the
censuses of those years. Rates for all other years use the

estimated midyear (July 1) population. Death rates for the
United States, individual States, and S\[SA”s are based on
the total resident populations of the respective arem EK-
cept as noted these populations exclude the .\rrned Force>
abroad but include the Armed Forces stat]oned In each
area

The resident populations of the birth- and death-re~.
istration States for 1900-32 and of the United Stfite~ [m

1900-84 are shown in table 7–I. In addition, the popul~-
tion including Armed Forces abroad is shown for the Un]t?d

States. Table A lists the sources for these population>
Population estimates fw 1984—The popukitlon of the

United States estimated by age, race, and sex for 1954 i>
shown in table 7-2, and the population for each State by
broad age groups follows in table 7-3. Population est[mate,
for 1984 incorporate new estimates for net migration and
net undocumented immigration; and, thus, are not compa-

rable with the postcensal estimates for 1981–83 shown In
tables 7-2 and 7-3 of Vital Statistics of the United States,
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Table A. Sources for resident population and population Incfudlng Armed Forces abroad: Bitih- and death. re9istrati0n States.
190&l 932. and United State% 1900-1984

Year

1984 ----–

1983 -----

1982 ---––

1981 -----

1980 -----

1971 -79--–

1970 ----–

1961-69---

1960 -----

1951-59---

1940-50---

1930-39---

1920-29---

1917- 19---

1900-16---

Source

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reporfs, Series P-25, No. 985, Apr. 1986.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 965. Mar. 1985.

U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No,949, May19a4

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Currenf Populefion Flepork, Series P-25, No. 929, May 19a3.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Popdariom 1980, Number of Inhabifarrk, PC80-1-A1, United States Summary, 1993

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reporrs, Series P-25, No. 917, July 19a2.

U. S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1970, Number of/nhabilanfs, Final RepoRPC(l FAl, United Slates

Summary, 1971.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Repofls, Seties P-25, No.519, April 1974.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1960, Number ot Inhabitants, PC(l)-A1, United States Summary. 1964.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Currant Populallon Repotis, Series P-25, No. 310, June 30, 1965.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Currenf Population Repofts Series P-25, No. 499, May 1973.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Popu/at/on Repofls, Series P-25, No. 499, May 1973, and Nalional Office olVltal Statmtics.

Vifal Statistics Rates int/re United Sfafes, 1900-1940, 1947.

National Of ficeof Vital Statistics, V/fa/Sfatisfics Rates lntha Unifed Slates, 1900-1940.1947.

Same asfor 1930-39.

S~measfor 1920-29.

Volume II, for those years. A comparison of population

estimates based on the new migration assumptions with
estimates based on the old assumption, by5- and lo-year
age-race-sex groups, produced differences of less than 2
percent in all age groups except 40-44 years and 85 years
and over for the black population. The 1984 population
estimates for the black populations based on the new as-
sumptions were about 4 percent smaller for ages 40-44
years and about 3 percent smaller forages 85 years and
over. Death rates and estimates of life expectancy for 1984,

therefore, are not strictly comparable with those Forpre-
vious yeas, although bends for the total population and
most age-race-sex groups are not substantially affected.
Additional information has been published by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census.2~ Population data by race are con-
sistent with the modified (see below) 1980 population by
race.

Population jb 1980—The population of the United

States by age, race, and sex and the population for each
State by age are shown in tables 7-2 and 7-3, respectively,
of Vital Statistics of the United States, 1980, Volume II. The
figures by race have been modified es described below.

The racial counts in the 1980 census are affected by
changes in reporting practices, particularly of the Hispanic
population, and in coding and clmsifying. One particular
change created a major inconsistency be~een the 1980

census data and historical data series, including censuses
end vital statistics. About 40 percent of the Hispanic pop-
ulation counted in 1980, over 5.8 million persons, did not

mark one of the specified races listed on the census ques-
tionnaire but instead marked the “other” category.

In the 1980 census, coding procedures were modified
for persons who marked ‘“Other”’ race and wrote in a na-
tional origin designation of a Latin American country or a

specific Hispanic-origin group in response to the racial

question. These persons remained in the “other” racial
category in 1980 census datx in previous censuses and in

vital statistics such responses had almost always been coded
into the White” category.

In order to maintain comparability, the “Othe~’ mcial
category in the 1980 census was reallocated to be consis-
tent with previous procedures. Persons who marked the
“other” racial category and reported any Spanish origin on
the Spanish origin question (5,840,648 persons) \vere dis-
tributed to white and black races in proportion to the distri-
bution of persons of Hispanic origin who actually reported
their race es “White” or “Black.” This was done for each
age-sex group.

As a result of this procedure, 5,705,155 persons (9S
percent) were added to the white population and 135.49.3
persons (2 percent) to the black popul~tion. Persons \rho
marked the “other” racial categosy and reported that the)
were not of Spanish origin (916,,3.38 persons) were distrib-
uted as follows: 20 percent in each a,ge-sex ,group were
added to the “Asian and Pacific Islander”’ category ( 15:1.265
persons), and 80 percent were added to the “White.” cate-

gory (733,070 persons). The count of American Indims.
Eskimos, and Aleuts was not affected by these procedur~..
Unpublished tabulations of these modified census counts
were obtained from the U.S. Bureau of the Censu\ md
used to compute the rates for this report.

Population estimates for 1971-79—Deoth mtes m thls
volume for 1971-79 used revised populfition estinl~tej th~t

are consistent with the 19S0 census levels. The 19S0 census
enumerated approximately 5.5 million more persons thtin

had previously been estimated for April 1, 1980.~6 These
revised estimates for the United States by age, race, and sex
are published by the U.S. Bureau of the Census in Cw-rent

Popuhztiors Reports, Series P-25, Number 917. Unpublished
revised estimates for States were obtained from the U.S.
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Burew of the Census. For Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
and Guam, revised estlm~tes are published in Current hp-
uktiun Reports, Series P–25, JNumber 919.

Popuhstwn estimates for 1961–69—Death rates in this
volume for 1961-69 are based on revised estimates of the
popul.~tion and thus may differ slightly horn rates published
before 1976. The rates shown in tables l-l and 1-2, the
hfe t~ble values in table 65. and the population estimates
in t~ble 7-1 for e~ch year in the period 1961-69 have been
rei ised to reflect modified population bases. as published

in the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Popuhtion Re-
ports, Series P–25. Number 519. The data shown in table l–
10 for 1961-69 have not been revised.

Rates and ratios bused on lice bir-ths-hfant and ma-
temaf mortafity rates, and fetal death and pennatal mortality
ratios are computed on the basis of the number of live births.
Fetal death and perinataf mortality rates are computed on
the basis of the number of live births and fetal deaths.
Counts of live births are published annually in Vital Statist-
ics o~the United States, Volume I, Natality.

A’m Jersey-As previously indicated, data by race are
not available for New Jersey for 1962 and 1963. Therefore
for 1962 and 1963 the National Center for Health Statistics
estimated a population by age, race, and sex excluding New
Jersey for rates shown by race. The methodology used to
estimate the revised population excluding New Jersey is
discussed in the Technical Appendixes of the 1962 and
1963 reports.

Net census undercount

Just as the underenumeration of deaths and the mis-
reporting of demographic characteristics on the death cer-
tificate can introduce error into the annual rates, so can
enumeration errors in the latest decennial census. This is
because annual population estimates for the postcensal in-
terval, which are used in the denominator for calculating

death rates, are computed using the decennial census count
as a base.~s Net census undercount is the result of mis-
counting and misreporting of demographic characteristics
such m age. Age-specific death rates are affected by both
the net census undercount and the misreporting of age on
the death certificate.z~ To the extent that the net under-
count is substantial and that it varies among subgroups and
geographic areas, it may have important consequences for
vital statistics memures.

Although death rates based on a population adjusted
for net census undercount maybe more accurate than rates
based on an unadjusted population, rates in this volume are

not adjusted, rather, they are computed using population
estimates that preseme the age pattern of the net census
undercount across the postcensal interval. Thus, it is im-
portant to consider the possible impact of net census under-
count on death rates.

The U.S. Bureau of the Census has conducted extensive
research on completeness of coverage of the U.S. popula-
tion (including underenumeration and misstatement of age,

race, and sex) in the lmt four decennial censuses— Ig;[)

1960,197’0, and 1980 From this work h~~ e come e~tlm.lt~>
of the natiorul population th~t WJ.S not countrd hl ,I:,A
race, and sex.~~.~g~g The reports for 1980 include eitlm.~tc~
of net census undercount using altern~tl~e methodolrrglc.tl
resumptions for age, race, and sex subgroups of th~ n.ttlnll.d

~~30 These Studiej indicate th.lt, dth~]ll<h LI-1~-population. --,
erage WFMimproved over pre\]ous census e>. thtire w.~ d[t-
ferentid coverage in the 1980 census among the popLI].LtIIIn
subgroups; that is, some age, race, and s~x grollp~ u tire
more completely counted than others.

Net census undercounts can affect (I) lei els of the
obsened vital rates, (2) differences among groups. and ( I)
levels and group differences shown by summ~n me,tiur~s

such m age-adjusted death rates and hfe expect~nc}
LeueZ-sand diJ%rentiaZs-If adjustments were m~de for

net census undercount, the size of denominators of the
death rates generally would increase and the r~tes, there-

fore, would decrease. Assuming undercounts remwn~d
consistent by age after the 1980 census, the estim~ted rates
for 1984 can be computed by multiplying the reported r~tes
by ratios of the census-level resident popul~tlon to the re>i-

dent population adjusted for the estimated net census un-
dercount (table 7-4) .4 ratio of less than 1,0 indicates Anet
census undercount and, when applied, results In a corre-
sponding decrease in the death rate. A ratio greater than
lo-indicating a net census overcount—multiplied by the
reported rate results in an increase in the death rate

Coverage ratios for all ages show that, in general, fe-
males were more completely enumerated than males and
the white population more completely than the population
of all other races. The black population was undercounted
relative to the totaf population of all other races

For the total population, underenumeratlon taned h>
age group with the greatest differences found for p~r~nn>
aged 80-84 and 85 years and o~er, All other age group}
were overcounted or undercounted by less th~n 3 perct:nt

.+mong the age-sex-race groups, co~er~ge w J\ IfJ\\ ~,t
for black males aged -10--4-I and 45-49 yem ~n(l,r,r,,,-
meration for these groups WM 19 percent In ctJn!r.L\t u I])rl.

females in these age groups were essentlull} ~nn~plrt!,
enumerated. For black females and white m.dr> In tll~,~,
same age groups, the undercount ringed from 3 tt) 6 pr, -

cent. For the under-l-year age group the \vhlte pI)p II1.It:IJII
was overenumerated by 2 percent, where- lnl~nti l)t utt]t:r
races were underenumerated by 9 percent

If vitdl Statistics measures were calc[lhted w lth .ld)lJ. t-

ments for net census undercounts for each popul~tlnn ,IUI,-
group, the resulting rates would be dlfferentl~lli rrlll.~1
from their original levels, th.lt IS, r.]tes For tho,e <r,,ll,. ., t 5
the greatest estimated undercounts w cmlcf >hrj~~ thti ur,:~t-
est relative reductions due to these ad]u~tment~ ~lrr l!~r
effects would be evident In the oppo>lte dlrectloll tllr
groups with overcounts. .+s a consequence, the r~t[(, 1,t
mortalih between the rates for males and female >,.~ud 1,~-
hveen the rates for the white population and the pIJpul I-
tion of other races, or the black popul~tlon. u~uJll\ uollld
be reduced.
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Similarly, the differences behveen the death rates
among subgroups of the population by cause of death would
be affected by adjustments for net census undercounts. For
example, for the age group 35-39 years in 1984, the ratio
of the death rate for Homicide and legal intervention for
black males to that for white males is 6.9, whereas the ratio
of the death rates adjusted for net census undercount in

1984 is 5.4, a reduction of 22 percent. For Ischemic heart
disease for males aged 40-44 years, the ratio of the death
rate for the population of all other races to that for the
white population is 1.3 using the unadjusted rates, but it is

1.1 when adjusted for estimated underenumeration.
Summary measures-The effect of net census under-

count on age-adjusted death rates depends on the under-
enumeration of each age group and on the distribution of
deaths by age. In 1984, the age-adjusted death rate for A1l

causes would decrease from 545.9 to 538.4 per 100,000
population if the age-specific death rates were corrected
for net census undercount.

For Diseases of the heart, the age-adjusted death rate

for white males would decrease from 249.s to 245.5 per
100,000 population, a decline of 1.6 percent. For black
males the change, from an unadjusted rate of 300.1 to an
adjusted rate of 273.2, would amount to 9.0 percent.

If death rates by age were adjusted, then the corre-
sponding life expectancy at birth computed from these
rates would change, The importance of adjustments varies
by age; that is, when calculating life expectancy, the impact

of an undercount or overcount is greatest at the younger
ages. In general, the effect of correcting the death rates is
to increase the estimate of life expectancy at birth. Differ-
ential underenumeration among race-sex groups would lead
to greater changes in life expectancy for some groups than
for others. For white females who were completely enu-
merated in 1980 revised estimates of life expectancy would
remain roughly constant; those for black males would show
the greatest increase.

Age-adjusted death rates

Age-adjusted death rates shown in this report are com-

puted by using the distribution in 10-year age intervals of
the enumerated population of the United States in 1940 as
the standard population. Each figure represents the rate

that would have existed if the age-specific rates of the par-
ticular year prevailed in a population whose age distribution
was the same as that of the United States in 1940. The mtes
for the total population and for each race-sex group were
adjusted using the same standard population. It is important

not to compare age-adjusted death rates with crude rates.
The standard 1940 population, on the basis of one million
total population, is m follows:

Age A’umber

Alleges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000,000

Under l year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.343
l+yeers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64,718
sl. iyears . . . . . . ..l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170,355
15-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 181,677

Age-C On. Xumber— Con.

25-3 -4years ..,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 162.066
37+4 years ..,.... ,. ..,., ... ,,. . . 139.23:
47>54yelrs . . . . . . . . . . . ., .,. 117.511
5%64 years. . . . .,. 90.294
67>74 years . . . . . . . . . . . ., 4s 4s6
75-84 yeas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.301
85 years and over, ,,. . ,. ...,. ~.:~()

Life tables

U.S. abridgedlife tables we constructed by reference
to a standard table.~ 1 Life tables for the decennial period
1979-81 are used as the standard life tables in constructing
the 198&84 abridged life tables. lvith the availabilit)- of
the 1979–S 1 standard life tables, revised life table values
were computed for 1980-82; these appeared for the first

time in Vital Statistics ojthe Crnited States, 19813.
Life tables for the decennial period 1969–71 are used

as the standard life tables in constructing the 1970–79

abridged life tables. Life table values for 1970-73 ~vere
first revised in vital Statistics of the United States, 1977;
before 1977, life table values for 1970-73 were constructed
using the 1959–61 decennial life tables. In addition. life
table values for 1951–59, 1961–69, and 1971–79 appearing
in this publication are based on revised intercensal esti-
mates of the populations for those years. As such, these life
table values may differ from the life table values for those
years published in previous volumes.

The change in the population estimation methodology
(see above section on Population bases) results in life ex-
pectancies at certain 5-year age intervals for 1984 that are
lower than those that would hwe occurred had they been
based on the same methodology used to compute 19S3 life
expectancies. In particular, life expectancies at even age
for white males and females, at ages 80 years and under for
black males, and at age 65 years and under for black females.
are lower by 0.1 year or are unchanged; also, life expect-
ancies at 85 years for black males find at age To Ye:KJ an~l
over for black females are lo\ver by 0.2 ye:ms.

There has been an increasing interest in data on m eragv
length of life (2.) for single c&ndar years before the initi.]-
tion of the annual abridged life table series for selected
race-sex groups in 194.5. The figures in table 6-5 fur thv

race and sex groups for the follmving yews \vere estim~lted

to meet these needs.3~

RutcP{irld
Yearf wx Zrmlp )

190045. . . . . . . . . . Tut .,1
1900-47 . . . . . . . MA’

190047,,. ,., ,, Frmdr
1900-50, .,....,. .“ \Vhltt.
190044,.. .,,,.. }$h]te, m,dr
1900-44. . . . . . . ;Vhltr. Lw),LII.
1900-50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+llr)thrr
1900-14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+Oother. mid*
190044 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .+ll[]ther. lem~l~

The geographic areas covered in life tables before
1929-31 were limited to the de~th-registration are~s. Life
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t.kles fur 1900-1902 and 1909-11 were constructed using
mortality datl from the 1900 death-registration States—10

St.~tes and the District of Columbi~—md for 1919-21 from
the 1920 de~th-registration St~tes—3-l St~tes and the Dis-
trict of Columbi~ The tables for 1929-31 through 1955 cover
the contmmnous United St~tes. Decennial lif~ table ~a.lues
for the 3-!em period 19,59-61 were derived from data that
include both Alaska md Hwvaii for e~ch ye~r (t~ble 6-4).
D~ta for each year shown in table 6–5 include .\laska be-
ginning in 19.59 and Haw;ii beginning in 1960 It is not
behel ed that the inclusion of these hvo St~tes materially
affects life table values.

Random variation in numbers of deaths, death
rates, and mortality rates and ratios

Deaths and population-based rates–Except for 1972,
the numbers of deaths reported for a community represent
complete counts of such events. AS such, they are not sub-
ject to sampling error, although they are subject to errors in
the registration process. However, when the figures are
used for anal~tical purposes, such as the comparison of rates
ot er a time period or for different areas, the number of
events that actually occurred may be considered as one of a
luge series of possible results that could have arisen under
the same circumstances.ss The probable range of values

may be estimated horn tke actual figures according to certain

statistical assumptions.

In general, distributions of vital events maybe assumed

to follo~v the binomial distribution. Estimates of standard

error and tests of significance under this assumption are

described in most standard statistics texts. When the number

of e~ enk is large, the standard error, expressed as a percent

of the number or rate, is usually small.

\Vhen the number of events is small (perhaps less than

100) and the probability of such an event is small, consider-

able cmrtion must be observed in interpreting the condi-

tions described by the figures. This is pm-titularly true for
infant mortality rates, cause-specific death rates, and death
rates for counties. Events of a rare nature may be assumed
to follow a Poisson probability distribution. For this distrib-

ution, a simple approximation maybe used to estimate a con-
fidence interval, as follows.

If N is the number of registered deaths in the popula-
tion and R is the corresponding rate, the chances are 19 in

20 that

1. N–?fiand X+ 2~

covers the “true” number of e~ ents,

2“ ‘-2%and R+$+

covers the “true’” rate

If the rate R corresponding to N events is compared n [th
the rate S corresponding to }f events, the differenc~ hti-
~veen the two rates may be regarded as st~tlstlcall} sig-
nificant, if it exceeds

‘m
For example, if the observed death rate for Commun tty

A were 10.0 per 1,000 population and if this rate were bwtid
on 2C :.-ecorded deaths, then the chances are 19 ]n 20 that

the “true” death rate for that community lies between 55

and 14.5 per 1,000 population. If the death rate for Com-
munity A of 10.0 per 1,000 population were being comp~ed
with a rate of 20.0 per 1,000 population for Communlt} B,

which is based on 10 recorded deaths, then the difference
behveen the rates for the two communities is 100, Th]s
difference is less than hvice
difference

the standard errnr of the

of the hvo rates, which is computed to be 1,3.4, From this, It
is concluded that the difference between the r~tes for the
hvo communities is not statistically significant.

SYMBOLS USED IN TABLES

Datanotavailable ------------------- ---
Categcq not applicable ----------------
Q.antity zero ---------------------- -
Quantity more than zero but less than 0.05 ---- 00
Quantity more than zero but less than 500

where numbers are rounded to thousands ---- z
Figure does not meet standards of reliability}

. .orprecmon ---------------------- ●
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SOURCES OF DATA

Death and fetal-death statistics

Mortality statistics for 1985 are. a for all previous years
except 1972, based on information from records of all deaths
occurring in the United States. Fetal-death statistics for eve~
year are based on all reports of fetal death received by the
National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS).

The death-registration system and the fetal-death re-
porting system of the United States encompass the 50 States,
the District of Columbi~ New York City (which is inde-
pendent of New York State for the purpose of death regis-
tration), Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, American
%rnoz “and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. In the
statistical tabulations of this publication, L’nited States re-
fers only to the aggregate of the 50 States (including New
York City) and the District of Columbiz Tabulations for
Guam, Puerto Rico, and the I’irgin Islands are shown sep-
arately in this volume. No data have e~rer been included for
American Samoa or the Trust Ternto~ of the Pacific Islands.

The Virgin Islands was admitted to the “registration
area” for deaths in 1924; Puerto Rico, in 1932; and Guam,
in 1970. Tabulations of death statistics for Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands were regularly shown in the annual vol-
umes of Vital Statistics of the united States from the year of
their admission through 1971 except for the years 1967
through 1969, and tabulations for Guam were included for
1970 and 1971. Death statistics for Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, and Guam were not included in the 1972 volume
but have been included in section 8 of the volumes for
each of the years 1973-78 and in section 9 beginning with
1979. Information for 1972 for these three areas was pub-
lished in the respective annual vital statistics reports of the
Department of Health of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
the Department of Health of the Virgin Islands, and the
Department of Public Health and Social Services of the
Government of Guam.

Procedures used by NCHS to collect death statistics
have changed over the years. Before 1971, tabulations of
deaths and fetal deaths were based solely on information
obtained by NCHS from copies of the original certificates.
The information from these copies was edited coded. and
tabulated. For 1960-70, all mortality information taken horn
these records was transferred by NCHS to magnetic tape
for computer processing.

Beginning with 1971, an increasing number of States
have provided NCHS with computer tapes of data coded
according to NCHS specifications and provided to A~CHS
through the Vital Statistics Cooperative program. The year
in which State-coded demographic data were first trans-
mitted on computer tape to NCHS is shown below for each

of the States, Ne\v York City, Puerto Rico. and the District
of Columbia, all of which now furnish demographic or non-
medical data on tape.

1971

Florida

1972

i%laine
hlissouri
Ne\v Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

1973

Colorado
\lichigan
New York (except

New York Ci~)

1974

Illinois
Iowa
Kansa5
hlontana
Nebraska
Oregon
South Carolina

1975

Louisiana
\[~land
N“orth Carolina
Oklahoma
Tennessee
Virginia
\t’isconsin

1976

Akibama
Kentucky
Niinnesota
Nevada

Texas
West Virginia

1977

Alaska
Idtfio
\fw;achujetts
New I-ork Cit}

Ohio
Puerto Rico

19719

Indiana
Utah
]Vashington

197~

Connectwut
Hau aii
\lississippi
\-ev Jersey
Penns}h’anil
\f’} oming

1980

.lrkmmm
sew \le\lcl~

south DA(-ILJ

1992

North DJkrcr.L

1!3%

.iru>n. i
C411furniJ
Delaw ,ue
Georgia
District uf

Columbio

For the Virgin Islands and Guam mortali~ st~tistics for
1985 are breed on information obtained dlrectl: by
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X(:HS from copies of the original certificates received from
lhr registriition offices.

111197-4, States began coding medical (cause-of-death)
~la~:lon computer tapes according to NCHS specifications.
7“1N*year in which State-coded medical data were fwst trans-
mitted to NCHS is shown below for the 19 States now fur-
nisl~ing such datz

1974 1980—Con.

Iowa Pennsylvania
Nlic!ligim South Carolina

1975 1981

Louisiana Maine

Nebraska
North Carolina 19s3
Virginia
\Visconsin

1%S0

Colorado
KaIIsas
Xlassacllusetts
Mississippi

Minnesota

1984

}kyland
New York State (except

New York City)
I’ermont

Nev’ Hampshire

]:or 1985 and previous years except 1972, NCHS coded
[11(Imedical information from copies of the original certifi-
uu[t’: received from the registration offices for all deaths
l)L,Cl]rrin~ in those States that were not furnishing NCHS
M1[1)medical data coded according to NCHS specifications.

For 1981 and 1982, it was necess~ to change these pro-
( txlures because of a backlog in coding and processing that
rt’~ulted from personnel and budgetary restrictions. To pro-
dllcr the mortality files on a timely basis with reduced re-
v)llrces. NCHS used State-coded underlying cause-of-death
mforma[ion supplied by 19 States for so percent of the
rl’cords. for the other 50 percent of the records for these
!+(il[(’s ah well z< for 100 percent of the records for the
r~’l]laining 21 registration areas, N’CHS coded the medical
inlimnnticm.

\lortality statistics for 1972 were based on information
[]l]tilill(d horn a 50-percent sample of death records instead
of from all records as in other years. The sample resulted
from personnel iind budgetary restrictions. Sampling varia-
tion msociated with the 50-percent sample is described
IN.1OJVin the section “Estimates of errors arising from 50-
p~’rcent samp]e for 1972.”

Frtal-death data are obtained directly from copies of
t]riszinal reports of fetal deaths received by NCHS, except
xmv York State (excluding New York City), which sub
Inittcd Sti!te-coded data in 1985. For oklahoma in 1985,
lt’iol death data were obtained partly from copies of original
rlqmr[s of fetal deaths received by NCHS, and partly from
S1.lte-coded data (see section “Quality control procedures”).
Fetal-tlrath data are not published by NCHS for the Virgin
islands and Cuam.

Standard certificates and reports

The U.S. Standard Certificate of Death and the U.S.
Standard Report of Fetal Death, issued by the Public Health
Service, have served for many years as the principal means
of attaining uniformity in the content of documents used to
collect information on these events. They have been modi-
fied in each State to the extent required by the particular
needs of the State or by special provisions of the State vital
statistics law. However, the certificates or reports of most
States conform closely in content and arrangement to the
standards.

The first issue of the U.S. Standard Certificate of Death
appeared in 1900. Since then, it has been revised periodi-
cally by the national vital statistics agency through consul-
tation with State health officers and regishars; Federal agen-
cies concerned with vital statistics; national, State, and coun~
medical societies; and others working in such fields as public
health, social welfare, demography, and insurance. This re-
vision procedure has assured careful evaluation of each item

in terms of its current and future usefulness for leg~ medi-
cal and health, demographic, and research purposes. ?iew
items have been added when necessary, and old items have
been modified to ensure better reporting, or in some cases
have been dropped when their usefulness appeared to be
limited.

New revisions of the U.S. Standard Certificate of Death
and the U.S. Standard Report of Fetal Death were recom-
mended for State use beginning January 1, 1978. The U.S.
Standard Certificate of Death and the U.S. Standard Report
of Fetzd Death are shown in figures 7–A and 7–B. The cer-
tificate of death shown in figure 7–.\ is for use by a phy-
sician, a medical examiner, or a coroner. Two other forms
of the U.S. Standard Certificate of Death are available; they
are similar to the one shown except that the section on
certification is designed for the physician’s signature on
one, and for the medical examiner’s or coroner’s signature
on the other.

Among the changes in the new revision were the addi-
tions of(1) an item asking “If Hosp. or Inst,, Indicate DOA,
OP/Emer. Rm., Inpatient” and (2) an item Was Decedent
Ever in U.S. Armed Forces?” The latter item was previously
on the certificate but was deleted from 1968 through 1977.
An item on whether autopsy findings were considered for
determining cause of death was dropped.

HISTORY

The first death statistics published by the Federal COV-

emment concerned events in 1850 and were based on sta-
tistics collected during the decennial census of that year.
In 1880a national “registration area” was created for deaths.

Originally consisting of two States (Massachusetts and New
Jersey), the District of Columbi~ and several large cities
having efficient systems for death registrations, the death-
registration area continued to expand until 1933, when it
included the entire United States for the first time. Tables
that show data for death-registration States include the Dis-
trict of Columbia for all years; regishation cities in nonreg-
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FIGURE 7-A.
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istration States are not included. For more details on the relating the vital events of a class to the popul~tion of J

history of the death-registration area see the Technical .4p-
pendix in Vital Statistics of the United States, 1979, Volume
II, Mortality, Part A, Section 7, pages 3+ and the section
“Histow and Organization of the Vital Statistics System,”
chapter 1, Vital Statistics of the United States, 1950, vol-
ume I, pages 2–19.

Statistics on fetal deaths were first published for the
birth-registration area in 1918, and then every year begin-
ning with 1922.

CLASSIFICATION OF DATA

The principaf value of vital statistics data is realized
through the presentation of rates, which are computed by

. .
similarly defined class. Vital statistics and population st~tl~-
tics must therefore be classified according to >lmhrl> dt,-
fined systems and tabulated in comparable group>. Ei en
when the variables common to both, such us qeogr.~phlc

are~ age, sex, and race, have been simkrly cltisi[led .LnJ
tabulated, differences between the enumer~tlon method [It

obtaining population data and the registr~tion method of
obtaining vital statistics data may result m signlflcmt dl\-
crepancies.

The general rules used in the clwsification of geographic
and personal items for deaths and fetal de~ths for 1985 are
set forth in two instruction manuals (NCHS. 1!38,5L 19S.5h)

A discussion of the classification of certain importilnt
items is presented below.
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FIGURE 7-B.
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Classification by occurrence and residence 1970, the total number of deaths in the United States by

Tabulations for the United States and specified geo-
graphic areas in this report are by place of residence unless
stated as by place of occurrence. Before 1970, resident mor-

tality statistics for the United States included all deaths oc-
curring in the United States, with deaths of “nonresidents
of the United States” assigned to place of death. “Deaths of
nonresidents of the United States” refers to deaths that
occur in the United States of nonresident aliens, nationals
residing abroad and residents of Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, Guam, and ~ther territories of the United States,
Beginning with 1970, deaths of nonresidents of the United

States are not included in tables by place of residence.
Tables by place of occurrence, on the other hand in-

clude deaths of both residents and nonresidents of the
United States. Consequently, for each year beginning with

place of occurrence was somewhat greater than the total
by place of residence. For 1985 this difference amounted
to 2,938 deaths. Mortality statistics by place of occurrence
are shown in tables 1–10, 1–1 S, 1–19, I–28, 1–29, 3-I, 3-9,

8-1, and 8-7.
Before 1970, except for 1964 and 1965, deaths of non-

residents of the United States occurring in the IJ’nited States
were treated as deaths of residents of the exact place of
occurrence, which in most instances was an urban area In
1964 and 1965, deaths of nonresidents of the United States

occurring in the United States w-ere ~located as deaths of
residents of the balance of the county in which they oc-
curred.

Residence error-Results of a 1960 study showed that
the classification of residence information on the death cer-
tificates corresponded closely to the residence classification
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of the census records for the decedents whose records w’ere
matched (N-CHS, 1969).

A comparison of the results of this study of deaths with
those for a previous matched record study of births (Xa-
tional Vital Statistics Division, 1962) showed that the quali~
of residence data h~d considerably improved between 1950
and 1960. Both studies found that events in urban areas
were overstated by the NCHS clarification in comparison
with the U.S. Bureau of the Census classification. The mag-
nitude of the difference was substantially less for deaths in
1960 than it was for births=in 1950.

The improvement is attributed to an item added in 1956
to the U.S. Standard Certificates of Birth and of Death,
asking if residence was inside or outside city limits. This
new item aided in properly allocating the residence of per-
sons living near cities but outside the corporate limits.

Geographic classification

The rules followed in the classification of geographic
areas for deaths and fetal deaths are contained in the hvo
instruction manuafs referred to previously (NTCHS, 19S.5a
19&5b).

The geographic codes assigned by the National Center
for Health Statistics during data reduction of source infor-
mation on birth, death, and fetal-death records are given in
another instruction manual (NCHS, 19S5C). Beginning with
1982 datx the geographic codes were modified to reflect
results of the 1980 census. For 197&81, codes are based
on results of the 1970 census.

Standard metropolitan statistical areas—The standard
metropolitan statistical areas (S\lSA”s) used in this report
are those established by the U.S. Office of Management
and Budget (19814 pp. 1–20) from final 19S0 census pop-
ulation counts and used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census,
except in the New England States.

Except in the New England States, an S\lSA is a coun~
or a group of contiguous counties containing a city of 50,000
inhabitants or more or an urbanized area of 50,000 with a
total metropolitan population of at least 100,000. In addi-
tion to the county or counties containing such a ci~ or
urbanized are~ contiguous counties are included in an
S!VLSAif, according to specified criteria they are essentially
metropolitan in character and are sociafly and economically
integrated with the central city or urbanized area (U.S. Of-
fice of Management and Budge! 1981b, p. 420).

In the New England States the U.S. Office of \lanage-
ment and Budget uses towns and cities rather than coun-
ties as geographic components of S\lS.%’s. The National
Center for Health Statistics cannot however, use the S\lSA
classification for these States because its data are not coded
to” identify id! towns. Instead, NCHS uses New England
County Metropolitan Areas (NECMA’S). hfade up of county
units, these areas are established by the U.S. Office of\lan-
agement and Budget (1975, pp. 89-90; 1981b, p. 420).

Metropolitan and rwnmetropolitan counties— [depende-
nt cities and counties included in !NISA’S or in NECNIA’S

are included in data for metropolitan counties, all other
counties are classified as nonmetropolitan.

Population-size groups—Vital statistics d.lt~ for citm~
nnd certain other urban places in 198.5 are cl.usif]ed ac-
cording to the population enumerated in the 1950 cen~u~
of Population. Data are available for indl~idual citim ,~nlI
other urban places of 10,000 or more population. Data for
the remaining areas not separately identified are shmvn in
the tables under the heading “balance of areu”’ or “hal,mct.
of county.” For the years 1970-81. classification of areas
was determined by the popul~tlon enumerated m the 1970

Census of Population. Beginning with 1982 dat~ m a result
of changes in the enumerated population bettveen 1970
and 19S0, some urban places identified in previous r?plJrt\

are no longer included. and a number of other urbm pl.we~
have been added.

Urban places other than incorporated cities for \vhlch
vital statistics data are shown in this report include the fol-
lowing:

c Each town in New England, New York, and \i’J~-
consin and each township in \lichigcm. >TewJwSe~,
and Pennsylvania that had no incorpor~ted munici-
pality as a subdwision and had either 25.000 inhab
itants or morel or a population of 10,000 to 25.000
and a density of 1,000 persons or mom per squ~e
mile.

● Each county in States other thm those indi~atecl
above that had no incorporated municipality within
its boundq and had a density of 1,000 person> or
more per square mile. (Arlington County, \’irgln]i\
is the only county classified as urban under thi+
rule.)

● Each place in Hawaii with 10,000 or more popula-
tion, as there are no incorporated cities in the State

Before 1964, places were cbssified u “urbm” or “ruml
The Technical Appendixes for ea_rlier }e.us discuss the pre-
vious classification system.

State or country of birth

\lortality statistics by Sttite or countv of hlrth (t,J~lF I-
32) became available beginning with 1979 Stdte or .n[intr-.

of birth ofa decedent is assigned to 1 nfthe so Sttite> (1Tttlt,
District of Columbi~ or to Puerto Rico, the \“mgn 1>1.mfli
or Guam—if specified on the de~th c~rtific.lte The plIc f
of birth is also tabulated for Canad~ CU]I+ \[e\ico, JIId Irlr
the Remainder of the \Vorld. De~ths for which lnfom~.lt I[)r)
on State or countn of birth WJS unkno~ln, not st~ted. or n~)t
classifiable ~ccounted for a small proportion of d] de~thi III

1985, about 0.6 percent.
Early mortality reports published by the CTS Bure~u ut’

the Census contained tables showing nutivity of parent~ M
well as nativity of decedent. publication of these t~hles wu
discontinued in 19.33. }Iortality data showing nativity of
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decedent were again published in annual reports for 193%
41 and for 1950.

Age

The age recorded on the death record is the age at last
birthday. With respect to the computation of death rates,
the age classification used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census
is also based on the age of the person in completed years.

For computation of age-specific and age-adjusted death
rates, deaths with age not stated are excluded. For life table
computation, deaths with age not stated are distributed
proportionately.

Race

For vital statistics in the United States in 198.5, deaths
are classified by race—white, black, Indian, Chinese, Japa-
nese, Filipino, Other Asian or Pacific Islander, and other
races, Mortality data for Filipino and Other Asian or Pacific
Islander were shown for the first time in 1979.

The white category includes, in addition to persons re-
ported as white, those reported as hlexican, Puerto Rican,

Cuban, and all other Caucasians. The Indian categoq’ in-
cludes American, Alaskan, Canadian, Eskimo, and A]eut. If
the racial entry on the death certificate indicates a mixture
of Hawaiian and any other race, the entry is coded to Ha-
waiian. If the race is given as a mixture of white and any
other race, the entry is coded to the appropriate other race.
If a mixture of races other than white is given (except Ha-
waiian), the entry is coded to the first race listed. This pro-
cedure for coding the first race listed has been in use since
1969. Before 1969, if the entry for race was a mixture of
black and any other race except Hawaiian, the entry Wa

coded to black.
Most of the tables in this repo~ however, do not show

data for this detailed classification by race. In about half of
all the tables the divisions are white, all other (including
black), and black separately. In other tables by race, where
the main purpose is to isolate the major groups, the classifi-
cations are simply white and all other.

Race not state&—For 1985 the number of death records
for which race was unknown, not stated, or not classifiable
was 3,488, or less than 0.2 percent of the total deaths. Death
records with race entry not stated are assigned to a racial
designation as follows: If the preceding record is coded
white, the code assignment is made to white; if the code is

other than white, the assignment is made to black. Before
1964 all records with race not stated were assigned to white
except records of residents of New Jersey for 1962-64,

New Jersey, 1962–64—New Jersey omitted the race
item from its certificates of live birth, death, and fetal death
in use in the beginning of 1962. The item was restored
during the latter part of 1962. However, the certificate re-
/ision without the’ race item was used for most of 1962 as
well as 1963. Therefore figures by race for 1962 and 1963

exclude New Jersey. For 1964, 6.8 percent of the death
records in use for residents of New Jersey did not contain
the race item.

Adjustments made in vital statistics to take into account
the omission of the race item in New Jersey for part of the
certificates filed during 1962 through 1964 are described
in the Technical Appendix of Vital Statistics of the L’nited
States for each of those data years.

Hispanic origin

Mortality statistics for the Hispanic-origin population
were published in 1984 for the first time. They are based
on information for those States and the District of Colum-
bia that included items on the death certificate to identi~
Hispanic or ethnic origin of decedents. Data w-ere obtained
from the District of Columbia and the following 22 States:
Arizon~ Arkansas, California Colorado, Georgi~ Hawaii,
Illinois, Indian% Kansas, Llaine, hlississipp~ Xebrasl+
NevadL New Jersey, New hlexico, New York (including
New York City), North Dakota Ohio, Tennessee, Texas,
Utah, and Wyoming. Generally, the reporting States used
items similar to one of two basic formats recommended by
NCHS. The first format is open-ended to obtain the specific
origin or descent of the decedent (for example, Italian,
Mexican, Puerto Rican, English, and Cuban). The second
format is directed specifically toward the Hispanic popula-
tion and asks whether the decedent is of Spanish origin. If
so, the specific origin—for example, Mexican, Puerto Rican,
or Cuban—is to be indicated.

For 1985, mortality data in tables 1–33 and 2– 18 are
based on deaths to residents of all 22 reporting States and
the District of Columbiz In tables 1–34, 2–19, 2–20, and
2–2 1 mortality data for the Hispanic-origin population are
based on deaths to residents of 17 reporting States and the
District of Columbia whose data were at least 90 percent
complete and considered to be sufficiently comparable to
be used for analysis. The 17 States are as follolvs: Arizona

Arkansas, Californi~ Colorado, Ceorgi~ Hawaii Il!inois,
Indian~ Kansas, ,Mississippi, Nebrask~ New York (including
New York City), North Dakot~ ohio, Texas, Utah, and
Wyoming. Excluded horn these tables are data for \e\v
Mexico because the format for the Hispanic item on the
New Mexico death certificate deputs sufficiently from th~t
of other areas to result in noncom parable dat~ In addition.
in tables 1-33 and 1–34 for New Nlexico, no deaths are
shown for the category “not stated’ origin. Because of the
way in which the item on the death certificate for >-rev
Mexico is worded, it was not possible to determine \vhether
a blank entry represented a response of “non-Hispanic ari-
gin” or ofi’unknown origin.” Accoding&’, blank entries were
coded to “non-Hispanic.” The data for four other States—
Maine, Nevad% New Jersey, and Tennessee—are excluded
from tables 1–34, 2– 19, 2–2o, and 2–2 I because of the
lmge proportion of deaths (in excess of 10 percent) occur-
ring in these States for which Hispanic ongin was not stated
or ws unknown.
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In 1980, the 1’7reporting States and the District of Co-
lumbi~ ~ccounted for about 77 percent of the Hispanic pop
ultition In the United States, including about 89 percent of
the ~[e~ican popul.ltion, 66 percent of the Puerto Rican
population, 24 percent of the Cuban population, and 63
percent of the “Other Hispmic” population [U.S. Bureau
of the Census 19 S? b). .iccordiogly, cmtion should be e~-
ercisecl In generalizing mort.dity patterns from the reporting
areo to the Hispmic-origin popul~tion (especially Cubans)
of the entire United States. For qualifications regarding
infant mortality of the Hispmic-origin population, see “In-
fant deaths.”

Nlarital status

\lortalit} statistics by marital status (table 1–31) \vere
published in 1979 for the first time since 1961. (Previously
they had been published in the annual reports for the years
1949-51 and 1959-61.) Se\wral reports analyzing mortafih
by marital status have been published, including the special
study based on 1959-61 data (NCHS, 1970). Reference to
earlier reports is given in the appendix of part B of the
19.5!3-61 special study.

\fortality statistics by marital stfitus are tabulated sep
arately for never married, married, widow’e~ and divorced.
Certificates in \vhich the marriage is specified m being an-
nulled are classified as never married. ~f~here marital status
is specified os separated or common-law marriage, it is clas-
sified M married. Of the 2,029,261 resident deaths 1.5years
of age and over in 19S5, 9,69? certificates (0.,5 percent)
had marital status not stated.

Place of death and status of decedent

}[ortality statistics by place of death were published in

1979 for the first time since 1958 (tables 1-2S and 1-29).
In addition, mortality data were also available for the first
time in 1979 for the status of decedent when death oc-
curred in a hospital or medical center (table 1-28). These
data were obtained from the following two items that ap-
pear on the CTS. St.mdard Certificate of Death:

c Item 7’c. Hospital or Other Institution—Name (If
not in either, give street and number)

● Item 7d. If Hosp. or Inst. Indicate DO.%, OP/Emer.
Rm., Inpatient (Specifi)

AI1of the States and the District of Columbia have item
7C (or its equivalent) on the death certificate. For all St~tes
and the District of Columbia in the Vital St~tistics Cooper-
ative Program, NCHS accepts the State definition, classi-
fication, or codes for hospitals, medical centers, or other
institutions.

Table 1-28 shows mortality data for the total of the
following 43 States (including New York City) that have

item 7d or its equivalent on their de~th certificates

.\l.uikti Nev~d~

Arizond New Hmpshire
Arkmmas New Jersey
Colorado New \leYico
Connecticut Ne\v l-ork
Florida North Carolln~

Georgia North D&ot~
Hmvaii C)hio
Idaho Oregon
Illinois Pennsyll”zniil
[ndiana Rhode Island
Iowa South Carolina
Kansa South Dakota

Kentucky Tennessee
Louisiana ~Tt~h

\laine Vermont
Michigan \’irginia

Mississippi Washington
klissoun }Vest \-irgmla
Nlontana \Visconsin

hrelmska It’} oming

Effective lvith data for 19S0, the cod]ng of pl,~ce of
death and st.{tus of decedent was changed. A netv coding
c~tego~ was added: “De:~d on arrival- hospital. cllnic. med-
ical center name not gi\’en.” Deaths coded to this c~tegon
are tabulated in table 1-M as “Dead on a.rrnrul“ and in

table 1–29 as “ATot in hospital or medical center.” H~d tbti
1979 coding c~tegories been used, these de~ths would haj t’
been tabulated as “place unknown.”’

Mortality by month and date of death

Deaths by month have been regularly tabul~ted Jncl
published in the annual report for each year beginninq ~~ith
dfita year 1900. For 1985, de~ths by month are shown in
tables 1–19, 1–20, 1-23, 1-20, 2-12, 2-13, 2-14, md 3-9

Date of death WA first pubhshed for d~t~ }e,tr 1972 In
addition, unpublished data for selected c.m>es by d~te of
death for 1962 are aiaildde from \CH5.

Numbers of deaths by date of de~th in thu reporl ~t
showm in table 1-XI for the total number of deaths and for
the number of de~ths for the fo]lou ing three cMIw\, for
\vhich the greatest interest in d~te of occurrence o! dr,lth

h~ been expressed: \lotor vehicle uccldent> sulcIde md
Homicide and legal intenentlon.

These d~ta show the frequent} dlstr]hutloii of d,?.l~tl>
for the selected causes by d+ of w ~ek The} also m.~k~ It
possible to identi~ holld:~ys with pt+~k nurnhtir~ of di~.lt!li

from specified causes.

Report of autopsy

Before 1972, the lmt year for which autopsy dat~ were
tabulated was 19.58. Beginning in 1972, all registr~tion NeiL~
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requested information on the death certificate as to \vhether
autopsies were performed. For 198,5, autopsies were re-
ported on 258,596 denth certificates, 12.4 percent of the
total (table 1-x’).

Information m to whether the autopsy findings w-ere
used in determining the causes of death WM tabulated for
1972–73 for all but nine registr~tion areas and from 19Y-I-
’77 for all but eight registriition areas. The item “autopsy
findings used’ was deleted from the 1978 U.S. Standud
Certificate of Death.

For eight of the cause-of-death categories show-n in
table 1–2’7, autopsies were reported as performed for 50
percent or more of all deaths (Yleningococcal infection;
Xleasles; Pregnancy with abortive outcome; Other compli-
cations of pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium; \lotor
vehicle accidents; Suicide; Homicide and legal intemention;
and A1l other external causes). There were four other c~te-
gories for which 40 percent or more of the death certifi-
cates reported autopsies. Autopsies were reported for only
7.9 percent of the \iajor cardiovascular diseases.

Cause of death

Cause-ojdeath classificatkm-Since 1949, cause-of-death
statistics hm-e been based on the underlying cause of death,
\vhich is defined as ‘“(a) the disease or injury which initiated
the train of events leading directly to death, or (b) the cir-
cumstances of the accident or violence which produced
the fatal injury” (world Health Organization, 1977).

For each death the underlying cause is selected from
an array of conditions reported in the medicd certification
section on the cleuth certificate. This section provides a
fomu]t for entering the causes of death in a sequential order.
Thest, conditiol ,s are translated into medical codes through
[[M,of the clwisifici[tion structure and selection and modifi-
~ilti~[~ rules con~~ined in the applicable revision of the lnte-r-
nationd Classijcation of Diseases (ICD) published by the
lVorkl Hea]th Organization (WHO), Selection rules provide
~midance [or systematically iclenti&ing the underlying cause
of cleat}]. J[odil ication rules are intended to improve the
llse(ulness of mortality statistics by giving preference to

c(’rtilin classification categories over others and/or to con-
so]i(hlte hvo or more conditions on the cefiificate into ~
single clwisifictition category.

.i~ u stiltistid duturn, the underlying cause of death is
ii siltlple. one-dimensional statistic; it is conceptually easy
to [lt]~lerstm]d and a well-accepted measure of mortality. It
iclrlltifit+ tht, initiating cause of death and is therefore most
IIsrlul to public h.alth nfficiids in developing measures to

[m’t [’l]t the stwt of the chain of events leading to death.
‘H1(, rllll.s for selecting the underlying cause of death are
IIIUIII(I(K1ivith tht, [CD us a means of standardizing classifi-
~ilt i[III.\uhich contributes toward comparability and uniform-

it! ill Ill[ntdit> medical statistics among countries.
Ht’ginlling with data year 1979, the cause-of-death sta-

tistics published by the National Center for Health Statistics
hilve been ckified according to the Ninth Revision of the

International Classification of Diseases (ICD-9) (W’or!d
Health Organization, 1977). In addition to specifying that
the Classification be used, WHO also recommends how the
data should be tabulated in order to promote international
comparabili~. The recommended system for tabulating data
in the Ninth Revision allows countries to construct their
own mortality and morbidity tabulation lists fkom t-he rubrics
of the WHO Basic Tabulation List as long as rubrics from
the WHO mortality and morbidity lists, respectively, are

included, This tabulation system for the Ninth Revision is
more flexible than that of the Eighth Revision in which
specific lists were recommended for tabulating mol-tdity
and morbidity datz

The Basic Tabulation List (BTL) recommended under
the Ninth Revision consists of 57 hv~digit rubrics that add
to the “all causes” total. Within each hv~digit rubric, up to
9 three-digit rubrics numbered from O to 8 are identified,
but these do not add to the total of the two-digit rubric.
The two-digit rubrics of the BTL 01 through 46 provide for
the tabulation of nonviolent deaths to ICD categories 001–
799. Rubrics relating to chapter 17 (nature-of-injury causes
47 through 56) are not used by NCHS for selecting under-
lying cause of death; rather, preference is given to rubrics
E47 through E56. The 57th hvodigit rubric VO is the Sup
elementary Classification of Factors Influencing Health
Status and Contact with Health Services and is not appro-
priate for the tabulation of mortality dat~ The WHO \Ior-
tality List, a subset of the tides contained in the BTL, con-
sists of 50 rubrics which are a minimum for the national
display of mortality dat~

Five lists of causes have been developed for tabulation
and publication of mortality data in this volume: The Each-
Cause Lis< List of 282 Selected Causes of Death, List of 72
Selected Causes of Death, List of 61 Selected Causes of
InEmt Death, and List of 34 Selected Causes of Death.
These lists were designed to be as comparable m possible
with the NCHS lists more recently in use under the Eighth
Revision. However, complete comparability could not ahvays
be achieved.

The Each-Cause List is made up of each three-digit
category of the WHO Detailed List to which deaths may be
validly assigned and most four-digit subcategories. The list
is used for tabulation for the entire United States. The pub-
lished Each-Cause table does not show the four-digit sub
categories provided for Motor vehicle accidents (E81&E825);
however, these subcategories, which identi~ persons in-

jured are shown in the accident tables of this report (section
5). Special fifth-digit subcategories are also used in the acci-
dent tables to identify place of accident when deaths from
nontransport accidents are shown. These are not shown in
the Each-Cause table.

The List of 282 Selected C~uses of Death is constructed
from BTL rubrics 01+6 and E47-E56. Each of the 56 BTL
two-digit titles can be obtained either directly or by com-
bining titles in the List The three-digit level of the BTL is
modified more extensively. Where more detail was desired
categories not shown in the three-digit rubrics were added
to the List of 282 Selected Causes of Death. Where less
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detail was needed, the three-digit rubrics were combined.
Moreo\rer, each of the 50 rubrics of the IVHO \lortality
List can be obtained from the List of 282 Selected Causes
of Death.

The List of 72 Selected Causes of Death was consh-ucted
by combining titles in the List of 282 Selected Causes of
Death. It is used in tables published for the LTnited States
and each State, and for standard metropolitan statistical
areas

The List of 61 Selected Causes of InEmt Death shows
more detailed titles for Congenital anomalies and Certain
conditions originating in the perinatal period than any other
list except the Each-Cause List.

The List of 34 Selected Causes of Death wm created
by combining titles in the List of 72 Selected Causes. .i
table using this list is published for detailed geographic
areas.

Eflect ofh.st nzisions-The International Lists or adap-
tations of them, in use in this country since 1900, have
been revised approximately every 10 years so that the dis-
ease classification may be consistent with advances in med-
ical science and with changes in diagnostic practice. Each
revision of the International Lists has produced some break
in comparability of cause-of-death statistics. Cause-of-death
statistics beginning with 1979 are clmsified by NCHS ac-

cording to the ICB9 (World Health Organization, 1977).
For a discussion of each of the classifications used \vith
death statistics since 1900, see the Technical Appendix in
Vital statistics of the United States, 1979, Volume IL \lortal-
itv, Part A, section 7, pages 9–14.

A dual coding study was undertaken between the Xinth
and the Eighth Revisions to measure the extent of discon-
tinuity in cause-of-death statistics resulting from introducing
the new Revision. An initial study for the List of 72 Selected
Causes of Death and the List of 10 Selected Causes of Infant
Death hm been published (NCHS, 1980). The List of 10
Selected Causes of Infant Death is a basic NCHS tabulation
list but is not used in this volume. Comparability studies
were also undertaken between the Eighth and Seventh,
Seventh and Sixth, and Sixth and Fifth Revisions. For ad-
ditional information about these studies, again see the 1979
Technical Appendix.

Signi~cant coding changes during the Lvinth Recision—

Since the implementation of ICD–9 in the United States,
effective with mortality data for 1979, several coding
changes have been introduced. The more important changes
will be discussed below. In early 19S3, a change wm made
in the coding of Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
(AIDS) and Human immunodeficiency virus (HII’) infec-
tion, which affected data from 1981 onward. Also effective
with data year 1981 was a coding change for poliomyelitis.
For data year 1982, a change was made in the definition of
child (which affects the classification of deaths to a number
of categories, including Child battering and other maltreat-
ment), and in guidelines for coding deaths to the category
Child battering and other maltreatment (ICD No. E967),
Detailed discussion of these changes may be found in the
technical appendix for previous volumes.

Coding in 1995-The rules for coding the 193S mortLll-
i~ medical data remained essentially the swne as in the pre-
vious yeiw. Ho\vever, during the calend,w yew 19% clet.tilvd
instructions for coding motor vehicle accidents In\ oh iIlg
all-terrain vehicles (.\llps) ~vere implemented 1>} XCHS
and Stfite roedicd coders in order to ensure con>istenc} In
coding these accidents. The instructions specifi that .w-
cidents involving Allrs are to be coded to Xontratlm ~cci-
dent involving other off-ro;~d motor \ chicle (ICD-!3 \o
ES21) unless “on road use’- is clearly speci[iecl. If’mon ro,d
use” is specified, then Am”s are to he coded to the uppr[m
priate category for traffic accidents (ICD-!3 Xos ES 10-
E819). Previously, there were no specific instructions for
coding these accidents.

Afedical certijlcation-The use of Mstandard cl.wsihc.l-
tion list, although essential for State, regional, and inter-

national compmison, does not assure strict compambilit} of
the tabulated figures. A high degree of compwuhill~ he-
hveen areas could be att.~ined only if all records OFc:luse 0[
death were reported \vith equal accuracy md complete-
ness. The medical certification OF cmse of de~th cxn he

made only by a qualified person, usually a phy sicm-i, Nmcd[-
cal examiner, or a coroner. Therefore, the reli~hihy md
accuracy of cause-of-death statistics are, to ~ Luge exten L
governed by the ability of the certifier to mfike the proper
diagnosis and by the care \vith which he or she r~cords this
information on the death certificate.

A number of studies have been undertdwn on the qua-
lity of medical certification on the death certifictite. In qen-
eral, these have been for relatively small s.unples ,md for
limited geographic arem. A bibliogr~ph}. prepared h}
NCHS (19821, covering 1?S references o~er a period of 2 J
years indicates that no definitive conclusions hm e hecn
reached about the qu,ali~ of medical certification on the
death certificate. No country has a well-defined prugr,un
for systematically assessing the quality of medlcd cmtlfl~.~-
tions reported on death certificates or for memurinz the
error effects on the levek and trends of cuuse-of-de.lt]l 5t.(-
tistics.

One inde~ of the quality of reporting cmse~ of drtit]i 1.
the proportion of death certificates coded to th~ >inth I-II-
vision Chapter XVI Symptoms, signs, and ill-dcfm~d condi-
tions (ICD-9 NOS. 780-799). ,\lthou,gh there Ub C.MM for
which it is not possible to determine the cwl~e of dt-.lt!l,

this proportion indicates the care and con>ider.ti,]n gl~ v!)
to the certification by the medical cert]fler. It nltiy LIYJ1,,.
used m a rough measure of the specificity of the meLIIL.~1
diagnoses made by the certifier in \wtous ML-M In I ~~j

1.5 percent of all reported dti~ths in the Unlttd st,~t~~ \\ trt

asigned to ill-defined or unkno~!n c.iu~ti~ H(JUv! t’r, thl~

percentage ~raned among the St~tes, from () I p~rc ent III

6.1 percent.
Automated selectwn of underlying causf v-f J(citll- E, ~

ginning with d~t~ year 196’3, XCHS beg:m uslnq J complltrr
system for axiigning the underling cause of de~th It h.fi
been used eve~ year since to ~ekct the underl} in: cm>t

of death. The system is called “.Automated Cl&ssit_m~ltlonIIt
\ledical Entitie~’ (AC\lE).
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The ACYIE system applies the sw-ne rules for selecting
the underlying cause as ~pplied rnanufilly by a nosologist;
however, under this system, the computer consistently
applies the same criteri~ thus eliminating interceder varia-
tion in this step of the process.

The AC\lE computer program requires the coding of
all conditions shown on the medical certification. These
codes are matched automaticaMy ag~inst decision tables that
consistently select the underlying cause of death for each
record according to the international rules. The decision
t:~bles provide the comprehensive relationships beh~-een
the conditions classified by ICD when applying the rules of
selection and modification.

The decision tables were developed by NCHS staff on
the basis of their experience in coding underlying causes of
death under the earlier manual coding system and M a re-
sult of periodic independent validations, These tables are
periodically updated to reflect additional new information
on the relationship among medical conditions. For 19S.5,
the content of these tables was identical to that in the 1984
tables. Coding procedures for selecting the underlying cause
of death by the ACME computer program, as well as the
ACME decision tables, are documented in NCHS instruc-
tion manuals (NCHS, 1984, 1984b, 1984c).

Cause-of-death ranking—Cause-of-death ranking (ex-
cept for infants) is based on the List of 72 Selected Causes
of Death. Cause-of-death ranking for infants is based on
the List of61 Selected Causes of Infant Death. The group
titles Major cardiovascular diseases and Symptoms, signs,
and ill-defined conditions are not ranked from the List of
72 Selected Causes; and Certain conditions originating in
the perinatal period and Symptoms, signs, and ill-defined
conditions are not ranked from the List of 61 Selected Causes
of Infant Death. In addition, category titles that begin with
the words ‘iOther” or “AI] other” are not ranked to dete~-
mine the leading causes of death. \f’hen one of the titles
that represents a subtotal is ranked (such as Tuberculosis),
its component parts (in this cme, Tuberculosis of respimton
system and other tuberculosis) are not ranked.

Maternal deaths

Maternal deaths are those for which the certifying phY-
sictan has designated a maternal condition as the underlying
cause of death, Matemnl conditions are those assigned to
Complications of pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium
(ICW9 Nos. 63W676). In the Ninth Revision, the kVorld
Health Org~ization (1977, p. 764) for the first time defined
a maternal death as follows:

A maternal death is defined as the derich of a woman
while pregnant or within 42 days of termination of
pregnancy, irrespective of the duration and the site
of the pregnancy, from any cause related to or ag-
gmvated by the pregnancy or its management but
not from accidental or incidental causes.

Under tke Eighth Re\tision, maternal deaths \vere assigned
to catego~ title “Complications of pregnancy, childbirth,
and the puerperium” (ICD.\-S Nos. 630-678). .ilthough
WHO did not define maternal mortality, there wm an
NCHS classification rule that limited a maternal death to a
death within a year after termination of pregnancy from
any ‘“maternal cause,” that is, any cause within the range of
ICDA-8 Nos, 6,30-67’8. This rule applied only if a duration
of time for the condition was gi~’en. If no duration IV= speci-
fied and the underlying cause of death was a maternal con-

dition, then the duration wws assumed to be \vithin a yexr
and the death \vas coded by h’CHS as a maternal death.
The change from an under-l-year limitation on duration
used in the Eighth Revision to an under-42-days limitation
used in the Ninth Revision is not expected to have much
effect on the compariibility of maternal mort~ity statistics.
However, comp~abilih is affected by the follo~ving classific-
ation change. Under the Ninth Revision, maternal causes
have been expanded to include Indirect obstetric causes
(ICD-9 Nos. 647-648). These causes include Infective and
parasitic conditions and other current conditions in the
mother that are cl-assifiab]e else~vhere but which complicate
pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium, such as S}philis,
Tuberculosis, Diabetes mellitus, Drug dependence, and
Congenital cardiovascular disorders.

hlaternal mortality rates are computed on the basis of
the number of live births. The maternal mortality rate indi-
cates the likelihood that a pregnant woman will die from
maternal causes. The number of live births used in the de-
nominator is an approximation of the population of preg-
nant women who are at risk of a maternal death.

Infant deaths

Age—.4n infant death is defined as a death under 1
year of age. The term excludes fetal deaths. Infant deaths
are usually di\’ided into two categories according to age,
neonatal and postneonatal. Neonatal deaths are those that
occur during the first 27 d:lys of life, and postneonatal deaths
are those that occur between 28 days and 1 year of age, It
has generally been believed th~t different factors influenc-
ing the childs sumival predominate in these tw-o periods:
Factors associated with prenatal development. hereclit::.
and the birth process \vere considered dominant in the
neonatal period; and environmental factors, such M nutri-
tion, hygiene, and accidents, were considered mare im-
portant in the postneond period. Recently, ho~yever, the
distinction between these two periods hm blurred due in
part to advances in neonato]ogy, \vhich have enabled more
very small, premature infants to sumive the neonatal p~riod

Rate.+ Infant morttility rates shown in section 2 and
section 8 are the most commonly used index for measuring
the risk of dying during the first year of life; they are cal-
culated by dividing the number of infant deaths in a calendar

year by the number of live births registered for the same
period and are presented as rates per 1,000 or per 100,000
live births. Infant mortality r~tes use the number of live
births in the denominator to approximate the population at
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risk of dying before the first birthday. This mexure is an
approximation of the risk of dying in infancy because some
of the Ii\”e births \vill not have been exposed to a full year-s
risk of dying and some of the infants that die during a year
will hale been born in the previous year. The error intro-

duced in the inhnt mortality rate by this inewctness is
usually sm;dl, especially \vhen the birth r~te is relative]}”
constant from year to year (Guralnick and \Vinter, 196.5,
XCHS, 1968J). Other sources of error in the infmt morkdih
rite have been attributed to differences in applying the
definitions for inflnt death ond fetal deoth when registering
the event (\lcCarthy, et al.. 19SO; Nationfil Office of Vital
Statistics, 1947).

In contrast to inht rnortdity rates breed on li~e births,
infant death rates shown in section 1 are kmsed on the esti-
mated population under 1 year of age. Infant death rates,
which appear in tabulations of age-specific death rates, are
calculated by dividing the number of infant deaths in a
calendar year by the estimated midyear population of per-
sons under 1 year of age and are presented as rates per
100,000 population in this age group. Patterns and trends
in the infant death r~te may differ somewhat from those of
the more commonly used “infant mortality rate” mainly
because of differences in the nature of the denominator
and in the time reference period. Whereas the population
denominator for the infant death rate is estimated using
data on births, infiant deaths, and migration for the 12-
month period of July through June, the denominator for
the infant mortafi~ rate is a count of births occurring during
the 12 months of Januaq through December. The differ-
ence in the time reference period can result in different
trends between the two indices during periods when birth
rates are moving up or down markedly.

In addition, the in~ant death rate is also subject to
greater imprecision than is the infimt mortality rate because
of problems of enumerating and estimating the population
under I year of age (National office of Vital Statistics,
1947).

Racr— Infant mortality rates for specified races other
than white or black may be underestimated, based on re-
sults of studies in lvhicb race on the birth and death certifi-
cates for the same infmt were compwed (Frost and Shy,
19 FIo). The figures should be interpreted with caution be-
cause of possible inconsistencies in reporting of rtice be-
hveen the numemtor and denominator of the mtes. This
reflects differences in the nature of reporting and processing
race on these hvo vital records. On the birth certificate,
race of parents is reported by the mother at the time of

delivery. On the death certificate, r~ce of the decewed
infant is reported by the funertil director based on obsemo-
tion or on information supplied by an informant, such as a
parent lVith respect to processing, race of infant at birth is
coded using coding rules that take account of the race of
each parent (see the Technical Appendix in Vital Statistics

of the United Stafe.s, 1985, Volume 1, Natality, section entitled
Race or national origin). For infant deaths, the race of child
is coded directly from the mce reported on the death cer-
tificate.

Hispanic origin-Int_~nt mortdih r~tes for the Hi>pmic-
origin popultition me based on nurnbms of resident infimt
deaths reported to be of Hispmic origin (see section “Hi+
ptinic origin”) and numbers of resident lile births by Hi+
panic origin of mother for the IY reporting Stdtes md the
District of Cohunbia- In computing infmt rnortdlt} r:ltei,
deaths and live births of unknmvn origin are not d)>trlbuted
among the specified Hispanic and non- Hlsp.u~lc group>
Because for 19%5 the percent of deaths nf unknow n origll)
was 7,5 percent and the percent of live births of unknou 1]

origin \vm 2.7 percent. infant mortdlt!. rott,> h} HI~p,u~lc
origin may be somewhat underestlm~ted.

Snmll numbers of infant de~ths for speclflc f]l~p,~n]~-
origin groups can result in infont mortulit} r.ltei sllhject t[l
relatively large r.mdom iwi~tion (see section “Rand[ )nl \ M-
ation in numbers of deaths. death rates, und nl{n-t:dlt~ rtitr>
and ratios’”).

~abdafion ~i.st— Cwses 0[ death far infmts are t.lhLl-

lated according to a list of causes th~t is different [run] the
list of causes for the popul~tion of Al ~ges, except f,)r th~
Each Cause List. (S~e section “Cimses-of-de:Lth cl.~slflca-
tion.”)

Fetal deaths

In \iay 19.50 the \\ ’orld Health Orqmimtiun r~c(jnl-
mended the follo~ving de[lnition of fe[d detith Iw ,A)ptv(l
for h_IterTLatiOIILd Use (~LLtiUnid o[flCb Of \“ltd] stii[l\tl L ~,

1950):

Death prior to tbti c[llnpl~te cRpuI~II)Il m- r\tr~c-
tion from its m~)thdr ot a product 0[ u)ncepti{on.

irrespective 01”thv duratitm of pre,gn,mc}, tli~ ll~,Ltll
is indicated I)y thv fact that after such \ell,lriltlljn.
the fetus dots not lwe,[th~ or show .1o} utht 1-m I-
dencti of life such m l~rutiug of the heart. Puli.ltlon
of the urnhilical cvml. {Jr dpfinite n](o~e[ncnt ()[\I)]-

untary musclm.

The term “fetal dwth”’ WM dCIIIIUIl IJII JII .Ill-IIKIII. Ii I

bmis to end confusion arisin< tr[]]n li~c (If .IICII t[rl], L,

stillbirth. almrtion, mld nliicarri,l,<[.
Shortly th~reafter, this delil]iti[]n [It !,,t.d de,itll {i i.

dopted b! the Nation:d Center hlr Flral[h bt.dlitlui ,~~ tli,

ntitiona]h’ recommended stmdard. Currrnt]l All re:l~trilt]l )11
areas except Puerto Rico h,ll b deflnltl~)ns ~]lilll,lr to tilt
standard definition. Pu~lto RILII h.Lj no t’ornl.d dvtlnltll III

(For definitions used b} the St.tei And ri::],tl,ltl,,l) ,L,l-,,,
see XCHS (19 S1)).

.+s mother step towm-d incrwslng the comp.u~l)llltt (Jt

d~ta on fetal deaths fur dlffvrent countne,, the t~’[,rkl k[t,dtl,
Organization recommended th~t for ~t,itl>tic.Ll purp[]}~.~
fetal de.~ths be clmsified as ewl!. intemledl,itc, ,~nd latl
These groups are defined M folhnvs.

Less than ?0 completed weeks ofgest~-
tion (ewly fetal deaths) . . . . . . . . . . . . Croup I
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20 completed weeks of gestation but
less than ~s (intermediate fettll

deaths) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Group II

2S completed weeks of gestation and
over (late fetal deaths) . . . . . . . . . . . . Croup III

Gestation period not classifiable in
groups I, II, and III. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Group I\’

Note that in table 3-13, group IV consists of fetal deaths
with gestation not stated but presumed to be 20 weeks or
more gestation.

Until 19.39 the nationally recommended procedure for
registration of a fetal death required the filing of both a
live-birth and a death certificate. In 1939 a separate Standard
Certificate of Stillbirth (fetal death) was created to replace
the former procedure. This was revised in 1949, 19.5.5,
1956, and 196S. In 197S the Standard Certificate of Fetal
Death was replaced by the Standmd Report of Fetal Death
(figure 7-B).

The 1977 revision of the Model State Vital Statistics
Act and Model State Vital Statistics Regdations (XCHS,
197S) recommended that spontaneous fetal deaths of 20
weeks or more gestation, or a weight of3s0 grams or more,
and all induced terminations of pregnancy regardless of
gestational age be reported and further that the}- be re-
ported on separate fomls. These forms are to be considered
legally required statistical reports rather thm legal docu-
ments.

Beginning with 1970 fetal deaths, procedures were im-
plemented that attempted to separate reports ofspontw-se-
ous fetal deaths from those of induced terminations of preg-
nancy. These procedures were implemented because the
health implications are different for spontaneous fetal deaths
and induced terminations of pregnancy. These procedures
are still in use.

Comparabilitss and completeness o~cfata-Registration
area requirements for reporting fetal de~ths vary. }[ost of
these arem require reporting fetal deaths of gestations of
20 weeks or more. Table A shows the minimum period of
gestation required by each State for fetal-death reporting.
There is substantial evidence that not all fetal deaths for
which reporting is required are reported (Erhardt, 1962).

For registration are:~ not requiring the reporting of
fetal deaths of all periods of gestation. underreporting is
more likely to occur in the earlier gestational periods. This
is illustrated by the fact that for most areas requiring report-
ing of fetal deaths of 20 weeks or more, the total number
reported for X)-X3 weeks is lower than the numbers re-
ported for 24-27 and 28–3 1 weeks. For areas requiring the
reporting of all fetal deaths, however, the opposite is gen-
erally true.

To mmirnize the comparability of data by year and by
State, most of the tables in section 3 are based on fetal

deaths occurring at gestations of 20 weeks or more. These
tables also include fetal deaths of not stated gestation for
those States requiring reporting at 20 weeks or more only.
Beginning with 196!3, fetal deaths of not stated gestation

were excluded for St~@s requiring reporting of all products
of conception except for those with J stated birth \veight of
500 grams or more. In 19S5 ~his rule was applied to the
following Stotes: Colorado, Georgia Hawaii, New York (in- ●
eluding New York City), Rhode Island, and Virgini~ Each
year there are some exceptions to this procedure.

The data in table ,3-3 include on]!- fetal deaths to resi-
dents of those areas in the L1nited States that report all
periods of gestation. The areas are Colortido, Georgia Ha-
waii, New York (including New York City), Rhode Island.
and Virgini~

Arkansas-Since 1971, .Wwnsas has been using hvo r~
porting forms for fetal deaths: .%confidential Spontaneous
Abortion form that is not sent to the National Center for
Health Statistics and a Fetal Death Certificate that is. During
the period 1971 through 19S0. it is believed that most spon-
taneous fetal deaths of less than 20 lveeks’ gestation ~vere
reported on the confidential form and, therefore, \vere not
reported to NTCHS. During the period 1981 through 19S3,

Arkansm specified that fetal deaths of less than 28 iveeks’
gestation or weighing less than 1,000 grams could be re-
ported on the confidential form, beginning with 19s-I dat~
the State specified that fetal deaths of 20 weeks’ gestation
or weighing 500 grams be reported on the Fetal Death
Certificate. Because of these changes. the comparability of
counts of early fetal deaths may be affected. In particular,
counts of fetal deaths aged 20–27 weeks during 19 S1-83
were not comparable behv~en Arkansas and other reporting
areas nor with data for 19 S-I and 19S.5. It is believed that
reporting has improved but is still not comparable with data
for 1980 and earlier years. ●

Idaho—Beginning in 1!%33.Id&o changed its reporting
requirements for spontaneous fetal deaths from “after 20
weeks” to ““after 20 \veeks or a \veight of 2.50 grams or
more.”

Missouri—Beginning in 1!3S4, >Iissouri chonged its re-
porting requirements for spcmt.meous fetal deaths from
“after 20 weeks’- to “after 20 w-eeks or a w-eight of MO
grams or more,”

period ofgestation-The period of gestation is the nunl-
ber of completed weeks elopsecl bet~veeu the first day of
the last normal menstrual period and the date of delivery.
The first day of the lmt normal menstrual period (L\lP) is
used w the initial date becwse it can he more accumtel}.
determined than the d;~te of conception, \vhich usually
occurs 2 weeks after L}lP. Dut.1 on period of gestatign are
computed from information on “date of delive~fl and “date
last normal menses be~an.” If ’’dtite last normal menses be-
g~n” is not on the record or the calculated gestation falls
beyond a duration considered biological} plausible. “ges-
tation in weeks” or ‘mPhysician’s estimate of gestation-”’ is
used. When the period of gestation is reported in months
on the report, it is aIlocated to gesttitional intends ip weeks
a-sfollows:

1–3 months to under 16 weeks
4 months to 16-19 \veeks
5 months to 20-23 weeks
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Table A. Period of ge+atation at which fetal-death repotting is required: Each reporting area. 1985

I
All periods ,6

20 20 weeks 20 weeks 20 weeks
Area of or or ~o:,h, 1,3+=

gestation ‘eeks
weeks or

350 grams 400 grams 500 grams
~?;

Alabama x
Alaska x

++ ----

Arizona x
~—-.-

Arkansas x
--

Callfornla
----

x I
Colorado x l—-

Connecticut
. .. , -.. .

x
Delaware x

—r -- - .

District of Columbla
-—. —

x 1

Flor!da
1—.

I
Georgia

x ,— --
X 1 I

Hawall x
—

Idaho x ~“

Ilhnols x
Indiana x l--
Iowa x
Kansas

--
N

Kentucky x
Louisiana

—
x

Maine
—

x

Maryland ‘x
—

Massachusetts

Mlchlgan

x
x

Minnesota
—.

x 1

MISSISSIPPI x \

Missouri
—-

X
Montana

—
x

Nebraska x
Nevada x
New Hampshire x
New Jersey x
New Mexico ,1 k—

New York
——

New York excludlng New York Clly x ,
New York City

—-
X

North Carolina
—.-.

x
Norlh Dakota

—
x I

Ohio
——. —

x I
Oklahoma

——
x 1 I

oregon 2X 1
——

I
Pennsylvama

— ——
x I

Rhode Island
——.

x 1I
South Carolina x [ -—– .—

South Dakota
.—— --

1 I

Tennessee I
Texas

-.”::.”:.
x I

Ulah x
—-, -.

Vermont
.—-. — —

‘x ,
-.. — .—

Vlrgmla x 1
Washington

---. — -----
x

West Virginia x
—~-— _- -_–

1
Wisconsin

___ . ——. . —.
x I

I

Wyommg x I l-— .—

1 II gesla lional age IS unknown, we[ghl 01500 grams or more
211geSIaI,onaI age IS u~knovm, weqhl of 400 grams or more, or crown-heel len91h of 29 centimeters or more

311waighl IS unknown. 22 completed weeks’ oeslafron or more.
41f geslallond age IS unhnown, weighl of 400 or more grams. 15 or more ounce%
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6 months to 24-27 weeks
7 months to 28-31 weeks
8 months to 32-35 weeks
9 months to 40 weeks

10 months and over to 43 weeks and over

Al] areas reported LMP in 1985 except Delaware, Xe\v
~iexico, Puerto Rico, and South Dakot~

Birth weight—\[ost of the 5.5 registration areas do not
specifj how weight should be given, that is, in pounds and
ounces or in grams. In the tabulation and presentation of
birth weight dati+ the metric system (grams) has been used
to facilitate comparison with other data published in the
United States and internationally. Birth weight specified in
pounds and ounces is assigned the equivalent of the gram
intervals as follows:

Less than 350 grams = O lb 12 oz or less
350- 499 grams = O lb 13 OZ– 1 lb 1 oz
50(k 999 grams= I lb z OZ– z lb 3 oz

1,000-1,499 grams = 21b 4oz–31b 402
1,500-1,999 grams = 3 lb 5 OZ– 4 lb 6 oz
2,000-2,499 grams = 4 lb 7 OZ– 5 lb 8 oz
2,50@2,999 grams= 5 lb 9 OZ- 6 lb 9 oz
3,000-3,499 grams = 6 lb 10 OZ– 7 lb 11 oz
3,500-3,999 grams = 7 lb 12 OZ– 8 lb 13 oz
4,0004,499 grams = 8 lb 14 OZ– 9 lb 14 oz
4,500-4,999 grams = 9 lb 15 OZ-11 lb O oz

5,000 grams or more= 11 lb 1 oz or more

With the introduction of the Ninth Revision, Interni~-
tional Classification of Diseases, the birth-weight chssifica-
tion intervals for perinatal mortality statistics were shifted
downward by 1 gram, as shown above. Previously, the in-
tervals were, for example, 1,001–1,500; 1,50 1–2,000; etc.

Race—The race of the fetus is ordinarily classified based
on the race of the parents. If the parents are of different
races, the following rules apply. (1) When only one parent
is white, the fetus is sssigned the other parent’s race. (2)
\Vhen neither parent is white, the fetus is assigned the
father’s race with one exception: If the mother is Ha\vaiian
or Part-Hawaiian, the fetus is classified as Hawaiian.

when the race of one parent is missing or ill defined.
the race of the other determines that of the fetus. \Vhen
race of both parents is missing, the race of the fetus is alb-
cated to the specific race of the fetus on the preceding
record.

Total-bitih order—Total-birth order refers “to the sum
of the live births and other terminations (including both
spontaneous fetal deaths and induced terminations of preg-
nancy) th~t a woman has hucl including the fetal death being
recorded. For example, if a woman has previously given
birth to two live babies and to one born dead, the next fetal
death to occur is counted as number four in total-birth
order.

In t!le 1978 revision of the Standard Report of Fetal
Death, total-birth order is calculated from four items on
pregnancy history: Number of previous live births, now liv-

ing, number of previous live births, now dead; number of
other terminations before 20 \veeks; and number of other
terminations after 20 weeks.

A]] registriition areas use the two standard items per-
taining to the number of previous live births. \lost areas
use the hvo standard items pertaining to the number of
“other terminations” before and after 20 weeks’ gestation.
but some areas use other criteri~ Total-birth order for all
areas is calculated from the sum of available information.
Thus, information on total-birth order ma)- not be com-
pletely comparable among the registration areas.

Marital status—Table 3-4 shows fetal deaths and fetal-
death ratios by mother’s mari~al status. States excluded from
this table are m follows: California Connecticut< yi~land,
Xlichigan, }lontan~ New York (including New York Cih),

C)hio, Texas, and \’ermont. Because live births comprise
the denominator of the ratio, marital status must also be
reported for mothers of live births. lMmital status of the
mother of the live birth is inferred for States that did not
report it on the birth certificate.

There are no quantitative data on the characteristics of
unmarried women who may misreport their marital status
or who fail to register fetal deaths. Underreporting may be
greater for the unmarried group than for the mm-cd group.

Age Of mother—The fetal-death report asks for the
mother’s ‘cage (at time of delivery),” and the ages are edited
in NCHS for upper and lower limits. When mothers are
reported to be under 10 years of age or 50 years and over,
he age of the mother is considered not s~ated and is assigned
as follows: Age on all fetal-death records with age of mother

not s~ated is allocated according to the age appearing on
the record previously processed for a mother of identical
race and having the same total-birth order (total of live
births and other terminations).

Perinatal mortality

Perinatal dej%itions-Beginning with data year 1979,
perinatal mortality data for the United States and each State
have been published in section 4. The World Health Orga-
nization in the Ninth Revision of the Internatiomd Chssifi-
cation of Diseases (ICDJ3) recommended that “national
perinata] statistics should include all fetuses and infants
delivered weighing at least 500 grams (or \vhen birth
weight is un~vailable, the corresponding gestational age
(22 weeks) or body length (25 cm crown-heel)), whether
alive or dead. . . .“ It was further recommended that “coun-
tries should present, solely for international comparisons,
‘standard perinatal statistics’ in which both the numerator
and clenominator of all rtites are restricted to fetuses and
infants weighing 1,000 grams or more (or, where birth
weight is unavailable, the corresponding gestational age
(28 weeks) or body length (35 cm crown-heel) ).” Because
birth weight and gestational age are not reported on the
death certificate in the United States, NCHS was unable to
recommend adopting these definitions. Three definitions

of perinatal mortality are currently used by NCHS: Perinatal
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Defln[tion 1, generdl} used for intern~tion:d comparisons.
\\,hlch include: fetal deaths of 2S weeks or more gestation
and inf.mt deaths of less than ‘i d~ys: Perinatal Definition
II. \vhich ll~clucles fetal deaths of ?0 weeks or more gesti~tion
and in f.mt de.~tbs of less thm 28 days, and Perinatid Defi-
nition III, which includes fetal deaths of 20-weeks or more
gest:ltion and infant cleaths of less thm 7 days.

\’m-i.~tions in fetal chth reporting requirements and
pr.wtlces h:we implications fllr comparing perirmtd rates
among St.@s, Because reporting is gener,dly pcorer near
the lo\ver Ilmit of the reporting requirement, States that re-
quire rthporting of all products of pregnancy regardless of
gest.ltmn are likel} to h~~ve more complete reporting of
fet.d dt.,~ths of 20 \veeks or mnre than are other States. The
Im-qer number of fetal deaths reported by these “all periods”
st~tes nla} result in higher perin.~tal rates compared \vith
St.ltes whose reporting is less complete. .4ccorclingly7 re-
porting completeness may account, in pint, for differences
among the State perinatal rates, pmticwlarly differences for
Definitions II and III, which use data for fetal deaths of2&
27 Wt’eks.

Notstated—Fetid deaths with gestational age not stated
m-e presumed to be of 20 \veeks’ gestation or more if (1)
the St;ite requires reporting of all fetal deaths of gestational
age 20 \veeks or more or (2) the fetus weighed 500 grams
or morel in those States requiring reporting of all fetal deaths
rejyrdless of gestational age. For Definition I, fetal deaths
with gestation not stated but presumed to be 20 weeks or
more Me allocoted to the category 28 weeks or more, ac-
cording to the proportion of fetaf deaths with stated gesta-
tion] tige that falls into that catego~. For Definitions II
and III, fetal deaths with presumed gestation of 20 weeks
01-more we included with those of stated gestation of 20
weeks or more.

For all three definitions, following the distribution of
gestation not stated described above, fetal deaths with not-
sttitecl se~ are allocated within gestational age groups on
the basis of the distribution of stated cases. The allocation
of not-st~ted gestational age and sex for fetal deaths is
m~de individually for each State, for metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan arem, and separately for the United States
as i~ whole. .\ccordingly, the sum of perinatal deaths for the
are:ls according to Definition I may not equal the total
number of perind deaths for the United Stutes,

QUALITY OF D.4TA

Completeness of registration

,411 States have adopted laws thut require the registra-
tion of births and deaths, and the reporting of fetal deaths.
It is believed that over 99 percent of the births and deaths
occurring in this country are registered.

Reporting requirements for fetal deaths vary somewhat
from State to State (see “comparability and completeness
of data”). Overall reporting completeness is not as good for
fetal deaths as for births and de~ths, but it is believed to be

relatively complete for fct~! de~ths of 2S weeks ,ge~t~tlr~n
or more. National st:ltistical d.~t~ on fetal de~ths lncl{ldr
only those fetal deaths with st,~tecl or presumed g!?>tJtllJO

of 20 \veeks or more.

hfaswchusetts data

The 1964 sttltistics for deaths exclude ~ppro\ln]:itt’1~
6,000 events registered in \[,iw~chusetts, priin.uil} to r~.~-

dents of that st~~te. \licrofilm copies of these rec)rd. u ~r.
not received by NCHS. Fiqures for the United St~tes ~nd
the Ne\v England Division are .d50 somewhilt .Lff~ctrd

Quality control procedures

Demographic items on die deudl ccrtijcute- is pr+-
viously indicatecL for 1985 the rnort.dih d~ta [or these itbm>
were obtained from two sollrces: ( 1) \[]crofdm innqe~ OF
the original certificates furnished by thfi \’lrgin l,lmd~ and
photocopies from Guam; and (~) record> on d,{t~ t.~pe fur-
nished by the 50 States, the District of Columbi~ New York
City, and F’uerto Rico. For the Virgin Islmds and Guml,
which sent cmly copies of the original certificates, the dem-
ographic items were coded for 100 percent of the de.itll
certificates. The demographic coding for 100 percent r,f
the certificates WM independently verified.

AS pmt of the quality control procedures for mort,dlty
data each registr:~tion are~ has to go through a cdibratl[on
period during which it must achieve the speclfled error
tolerance level of 2 percent per item for 2 con$ecutl~ e
months, based on NCHS independent verificatl(on of a .5f~-
percent sample of that area’s records. once the are~ h.~
achieved the required error tolerance level, A s.mlplr 01
70–80 records per month is used to nlonitor qudltj of
coding.

Ml of the areas that were providing di~t~~on con-iputhr
tapes prior to 1985 htid achie~erl the sPecified t,rmr t{,lvr-

ance; accordingly, for these are~u the demogr.~phi[ )trm>
on about 70-80 records per are~ per month werb lnd,:-

pendently verified by XCHS. These .UeM include >eu Y1-,rh
City, Puerto Rico, md the 46 Stutes thut furni>hed d,~t~ In
computer tape to XCHS. The estimated AIer~ge error rt:tr
for all demographic items in 198.5 for theje LUe.LSwm 025
percent. The four remuining States—.+rizon~ Del, L\.,w~
Cafiforni& and Ceorgi.[—ml d the District OfCO]LI:,l])lJ .+, r,,
in the initi:d cdillrntion period during v hlch the fir. [ I
months of 1985 ~~ere evaluated on :m indep~l]dcnt 5(1-
percent snn]ple by XC I-IS. For this perio(l. thti .,, er.,ur ,t:r,l

error WM less than 2 percent. In the rcm,unin< 9 month> (JI
the year, the demographic itelns on Y()-$0 record~ per .ue.i
per month were indepefiden[l} verified I)YNCH5 Th( Iv>tl-
mated average error rtite for the year for these areA~ NA~
less than 1 percent.

These verification procedures involve controlling t“ II
types of error (coding and entering into the d~ta record
tape) at the slme time, and the error rates are a comblnecl
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measure of both types. While it may be assumed that the
entering errors are randomly distributed across all items on
the record, this assumption cannot be made as readily for
coding errors. .Mthough systematic errors in coding infre-
quent events may escape detection during sample verifica-
tion, it is probable that some of these errors were detected
during the initial period when so percent of the file was

being verified, thus providing an opportunity to retrain the
coders.

Medical items on the death certificate-As for demo
graphic data, mortality medicd data are also subject to qual-
ity control procedures which control for errors of both cod-
ing and data entry. Each of the 19 registration areas that
furnished NCHS with coded medical information according
to NCHS specifications first had to qualify for sample veri-
fication. During an initial calibration period, the area had
to demonstrate that its staff could achieve a specified error
tolerance level of less than 5 percent for coding all medical
items. After the area has achieved the required error toler-
ance level, a sample of70–80 records per month is used to
monitor quality of medical coding. For these 19 States,the
average coding error rate in 1985 was estimated at just
over 4 percent.

For the remaining 36 registration areas-31 States, the
District of Columbi% New York City, Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, and Cuam-NCHS coded the medical items
for 100 percent of the death records. A l-percent sample
of the records was independently coded for quality control
purposes. The estimated average error rate for these areas
was about 3 percent.

The AC\lE system for selecting the underlying cause
of death through computer application contributes to the
quality control of medical items on the death certificate.
(See section “Automated selection of underlying cause of

death.”)
Demographic items on the repoti of fetal death— For

1985, all dtita on fetal deaths, except for New York State
(excluding New York City), were coded under contract by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census. For oklahom~ portions of
the data were coded under contract by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census, and other portions were coded by the State.
The combination coding was necessary because the medi-
cal and confidential portions of the fetal death repost which
contain some of the essential statistical information, became
detached from the other part of the fetal death report prior
to receipt by NCHS. Coding and entering information on
data tapes were verified on a 100-percent basis because of
the relatively small number of records involved.

Other control procedures—After coding and entering
on data tape are completed, record counts are balanced
against control totals for each shipment of records from a
registration area Editing procedures ensure that records
with inconsistent or impossible codes are modified. Incon-
sistent codes are those, for example. where there is contm-
diction between cause of death and age or sex of the
decedent. Records so identified cluring the computer-editing

process are either corrected by reference to the source
record or adjusted by arbitrary code assignment (NCHS,

1979). All subsequent operations in tabulating and in pre-
paring tables are verified during the computer processing
or by statistical clerks.

Estimates of errors arising from 50-percent
sample for 1972

Death statistics for 1972 in this report (excluding fetal-
death statistics) are based on a 50-percent sample of all
deaths occurring in the 50 States and the District of CcE
lumbia

A description of the sample design and a table of the

percent errors of the eitimated numbers of deaths by size
of estimate and total deaths in the area are shown in the
Technical Appendix of Vital Statistics of the United States,
1972, Volume II, h[orta.lity, Part A.

COMPUTATION OF RATES AND
OTHER MEASURES

Population bases

The population bases from which death rates shown in
this report are computed are prepared by the U.S. Bureau
of the Census. Rates for 1940, 1950, 1960, 1970, and 1980
are based on the population enumerated as of April 1 in the
censuses of those years. Rates for all other years use the
estimated midyear (July 1) population. Death rates for the
United States, individual States, and SMSA’S are based on
the total resident populations of the respective areas. Ex-
cept as noted these populations exclude the Armed Forces
abroad but include the Armed Forces stationed in each
area.

The resident populations of the birth- and death-reg-
istration States for 1900-32 and of the United States for
190@85 are shown in table 7-1. In addition, the popula-
tion including Armed Forces abroad is shown for the United
States. Table B lists the sources for these populations.

Population estimates for 1985—The population of the
United States estimated by age, race, and sex for 19% is
shown in table 7–2, and the population for each State by
broad age groups follows in table 7–3. Population estimates
for 1984 and 1985 incorporate new estim~tion procedures
for net migriition and net undocumented immigration. The
1985 estimates are comparable with those for 1984 but are
not strictly comparable with the postcensal estimates for
198 1–83 shown in tables 7–2 and 7-3 of Vital Statistics of”
the United States, Volume H, for those years. .~lthough the
death rates and estimates of life e~pectancy for 1984 and
198.5 are not strictly comparable ~vith those for previous
years, the trends for the totol prspulation and most age-
mce-sex groups are not substantially al~ected. For additional
detnils, see the Technical .\ppendix in vital Statistics of the
United States, 1984, Volume II, and the report of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census (1986). Popul~tion data by race are
consistent with the modified (see below) 1980 population
by race.
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Table B. Sources for resident population and Population Includlng Armed Forces abroad: Birth- and death-registration Statas,
1900-1932, and United States, 1900-1985

Year Source

1985 ------------------ U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 1000, Feb. 1987.
1984 ------------------ U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 985, Apr. 1986.
1983 ------------------ U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population RePOrf$ Series P-25, No. 965, Mar. 1985.
1982 ------------------ U.S. Bureau of the Census, Ctirrent Population Reports Series P-25, No. 949, May 1984.
1981 ------------------ U.S. Bureau of the Census. Current Population RePorfs, Series P-25, No. 929, May 1983.
1980------------------ U.S. Bureau of the CenSLIS, U.S. Census of Population: 1980, Number oflnhabifank, PC80-1 -Al, Un)ted States

Summary, 1983.
1971 -79 --------------- U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Powlafion Reports, Series P-25, No. 917, July 1982.
1970------------------ U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1970, Number of /n/’rabifank, Final Repori PC(1 )-A 1,

United States Summary, 1971.
1961 -69 --------------- U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, series P-25, No. 519, Awl 1974
1960------------------ U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Cenws of Population: 1960, AWmber of lfl~afJ;taflts, PC(1 )-AI, United States

Summary, 1964.
-:

1951 -59--------------- U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current population Reports Series P-25, No. 310, June 30, 1965
1940-50 --------------- U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current PoPLflationReports, Series P-25, No. 499, May 1973
1930-39 --------------- U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current PoPulafior7Reports, Series P-25, No. 499, May 1973, and Nat]onal Olflce

of Vital Statistics, Vifal Statistics Rates in (he United States 1900-1940, 1947.
1920-29 --------------- National Office of Vital Statistics, Vital Statistics Rates in the United Sfafes, 1900-1940, 1947.
1917-19 --------------- Same as for 1930-39.
1900 -1916 ------------- Same as for 1920-29.

%pulation fw 1980—The population of the United

States by age, race, and sex and the population for each
State by age are shown in tables 7–2 and 7–3, respecth-ely,

of’ Vital Statistics of the United States, 1980, Volume II. The

figures by race have been modified as described below.

The racial counts in the 1980 census are affected by
changes in reporting practices, particularly of the Hispanic
population, and in coding and classifying. One particular
change created a major inconsistency between the 1980

census data and historical data series, including censuses
and vital statistics. About 40 percent of the Hispanic pop-
ulation counted in 1980, over 5.8 million persons, did not

mark one of the specified races listed on the census ques-
tionnaire but instead marked the “Other” category.

In the 1980 census, coding procedures were modified
for persons who marked “’other” race and wrote in a na-

tional origin designation of a Latin American country or a
specific Hispanic-origin group in response to the racial
question. These persons remained in the “Other” racial
category in 1980 census dat% in previous censuses and in

vital statistics such responses had almost always been coded
into the “White” catego~.

In order to maintain comparability, the “Other’” racial
category in the 1980 census was reallocated to be consis-

tent with previous procedures. Persons who marked the
“other’” racial category and reported any Spanish origin on

the Spanish origin question (5,840,648 persons) were dis-

tributed to white and black races in proportion to the distri-
bution of persons of Hispanic origin who actually reported
their race as “white” or “Black.” This WM done for each

age-sex group.

As a result of this procedure, 5,705,155 persons (98
percent) were added to the white population and 135,493
persons (2 percent) to the black population. Persons who
marked the “Other” racial catego~ and reported that they

were not of Spanish origin (916,338 persons) ~ver~ dlstrll>
uted as follows: 20 percent in each age-sex group w cre
added to the “’Asian and Pacific Islander’; catego~ (1 s2,265
persons), and 80 percent were added to the “tl’hlte. c.lt~-

gory (733,070 persons). The count of American Incll.~n\,

Eskimos, and Aleuts was not affected by these proced!]r~’i
Unpublished tabulations of these modified census colln ti
were obtained from the U.S. Bureau of the Cens[[~ ,Lncl
used to compute the rates for this report.

I%pzdation estimates for 1971–79— Death rates in t I)1>
volume for 1971–79 used revised population estimutm th,lt
are consistent with the 1980 census levels The 1980 ct,n}l If

enumerated approximately 5.5 milliort more person> t h ,111

had previously been estimated for April 1, 1980 (L~.s. Bure,l( 1

of the Census, 1982a). These revised estimates for the L’n It(.cl

States by age, race, and sex are published by the CTS. Bllrc’11]
of the Census in Current Population lkpwts, !+rim P–25
Number 917. Unpublished revised estimates for St Jt v> u t r!’
obtained from the U.S. Bureau of the Census, For PIIt, rtI I
Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, revised est Imtlt e~ ,,r~

published in Glment Population Reports, Series P–25, \ 1lr I I-

ber 919.
population estimates for 1961–69—Death r~lte> Ill (~,1,

volume for 1961–69 are based on revised eitlm,lt~~ ~Jt tti,

population and thus may differ slightly from Elk. pI II)lI\ II,1 I
before 1976. The rates shown in tables 1-1 md 1-2 I I)f

life table values in table 6-5, and the popul~tion e~tlrr~,(tf.

in table 7—1 for each year in the period 1!361-69 ha~c I)tl,[l
revised to reflect modified population bases, w pul)ll~he( I
in the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population R~’-

ports, Series P–25, Number 519. The dat~ shown in t,lhl~

1–10 for 1961–69 have not been revised.

Rates and ratios based on lice birth— Infant and rn J

temal mortali~ rates, and fetal death and perinatd mortal IN
ratios, are computed on the basis of the number of lit e IJIrth\
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Fetid death and perinatal mortality rates are computed on
the basis of the number of live births and fetal deaths.
Counts of live births are published annually in Vital .Statis-
tics of the United States, Volume I, Natality,

New ]wsey—As previously indicated data by race are
not available for h’ew Jersey for 1962 and 1963. Therefore
for 1962 and 1963 the National Center for Health Statistics
estimated a population by age, race, and sex excluding New
Jersey for rates shown by race. The methodology used to
estimate the revised population excluding New Jersey is
discussed in the Technical Appendixes of the 1962 and
1963 reports.

Net census undercount

Just as the underenumeration of deaths and the mis-
reporting of demographic characteristics on the death cer-
tificate can introduce error into the annual rates, so can
enumeration errors in the latest decennial census. This is
because annual population estimates for the postcensal in-
terval, which are used in the denominator for calculating
death rates, are computed using the decennial census count
as a base (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1986). Net census
undercount is the result of miscounting and misreporting
of demographic characteristics such as age. Age-specific
death rates are affected by both the net census undercount
and the misreporting of age on the death certificate (N’CH.S,
1968 b). To the extent that the net undercount is substan-
tial and that it varies among subgroups and geographic areas,
it may have important consequences for vital statistics
measures.

Although death rates based on a population adjusted
for net census undercount maybe more accurate than rates
based on an unadjusted population, rates in this volume are
not adjusted; rather, they are computed using populatiosr
estimates that presewe the age pattern of the net census
undercount across the postcensal interval. Thus, it is im-
portant to consider the possible impact of net census under-
count on death rates,

The U.S. Bureau of the Census has conducted extensive
research on completeness of coverage of the U.S. population
(including underenumeration and misstatement of age, race,
and sex) in the last four decennial censuses— 1950, 1960,
1970, and 1980. From this work have come estimates of the
national population that was not counted by age, race, and
sex (NCHS, 1978; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1974, 1977).
The reports for 1980 include estimates of net census under-
count using alternative methodological assumptions for age,
race, and sex subgroups of the national population (NCHS,

1978; Passel and Robinson, 1985). These studies indicate
that, although coverage was improved over previous cen-
suses, there was differential coverage in the 1980 census
among the population subgroups; that is, some age, race,
and sex groups were more completely counted than others,

Net census undercounts can affect (1) levels of the
observed vital rates, (2) differences among groups, and (3)

levels and group “differences shown by summary measures
such as age-adjusted death rates and life expectancy.

LeueLs and difiwentiak-If adjustments were made for
net census undercount, the size of denominators of the
death rates generally would increase and the rates, there-
fore, would decrease. Assuming undercounts remained con-
sistent by age after the 1980 census, the estimated rates for
1985 can be computed by multiplying the reported rates
by ratios of the census-level resident population to the resi-
dent population adjusted for the estimated net census under-
count (table 7=4). A ratio of less than 1.0 indicates a net
census undercount and, when applied, results in a corre-
sponding decrease in the death rate. A ratio greater thm
l.O–indicating a net census overcount—multiplied by the
reported rate results in an increase in the death rate.

Coverage ratios for all ages show that, in gener~ fe-
males were more completely. enumerated than males and
the white population more completely than the population
of all other races. The black population was undercounted
relative to the total population of all other races.

For the total population, underenumeration varied by
age group with the greatest differences found for persons
aged 80–84 and 85 years and over. AII other age groups
were overcounted or undercounted by less than 3 percent

Among the age-sex-race groups, coverage was lowest
for black males aged 40–44 and 45–49 years. Underenu-
meration for these groups was 19 percent. In contras~ white
females in these age groups were essentially completely
enumerated. For black females and white males in these
same age groups, the undercount ranged from 3 to 6 per-
cent. For the under-l-year age group the white population
was overenumerated by 2 percent, whereas infants of other
races were underenumerated by 9 percent.

If vital statistics measures were calculated with adjust-
ments for net census undercounts for each population sub
group, the resulting rates would be differentially reduced
from their original levels; that is, rates for those groups w-ith
the greatest estimated undercounts would show the great-
est relative reductions due to these adjustments. Similar
effects would be evident in the opposite direction for
groups with overcounts, AS a consequence, the ratio of
mortality between the rates for males and females, and be-
tween the rates for the white population and the populiL-
tion of other races, or the black population, usually wwslcl
be reduced.

Similarly, the differences behveen the death rates

among subgroups of the population by cause of death lVOUICI
be affected by adjustments for net census undercounts. For
example, for the age group 35–3!3 years in 1985, the ratio
of the death rate for Homicide and legal intervention for
black males to that for white males is 6.9, whereas the ratio
of the death rates adjusted for net census undercount in
1985 is 5.9. For Ischemic heart disease for males aged -10-
44 years, the ratio of the death rate for the population of all
other races to that for the white popul~tion is 1.3 using the
unadjusted rates but it is 1.1 when adjusted for estimated
underenumeration.

Summay memures— The effect of net census uncler-
count on age-adjusted death rates depends on the under-
enumeration of each age group and on the distribution of
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deaths by age. In 1985, the age-adjusted death rate for All
causes would decrease from 546.1 to 540.1 per 100,000
population if the age-specific death rates were corrected

for net census undercount.
For Diseases of the heart, the age-adjusted death rate

for white males would decrease from 244.5 to 241.4 per
100,000 population, a decline of 1.3 percent- For black

males the change, from an unadjusted rate of 301.0 to an
adjusted rate of J!84.4, would amount to 5.5 percent

If death rates ,~y age were adjusted then the corre-
sponding life expectancy at birth computed from these
rates would change. The importance of adjustments varies
by age; that is, when calculating life expectancy, the impact
of an undercount or overcount is greatest at the younger

ages. In genera~ the effect of correcting the death rates is
to increase the estimate of life expectancy at birth. Differ-
ential underenumeration among race-sex groups w-ould lead
to greater changes in life expectancy for some groups than

for others. For white females who were completely enu-
merated in 1980 revised estimates of life expectancy would
remain roughly constant; those for black males would show
the greatest increase.

Age-adjusted death rates

Age-adjusted death rates shown in this report are com-

puted by using the distribution in 10-year age intends of
the enumerated population of the United States in 1940 as
the standard population. Each figure represents the rate

that would have existed if the age-specific rates of the par-

ticular year prevailed in a population whose age distribution
WM the same as that of the United States in 1940. The rates

for the total population and for each race-sex group were
adjusted using the same standard population. It is important
not to compare age-adjusted death rates with crude rates.
The standard 1940 population, on the basis of one million

total population, is as follows:

Age Y.LJ, urn er

AIIws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.000.000

Unrlerl year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5.343
l-tyelrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64.718
S-1- tymrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170.35.5
Ki+Myea.rs..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191.677
2r5-34wrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162.066
35+4 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139,237
4.%54 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117.811
55-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.294
6.5-74 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.9.426
7~ti-t years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.303
f15Yewimd over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.770

Life tables

U.S. abridged life tables are constructed by reference
to a standard table (NCHS, 1966). Life tables for the decen-

nial period 197S-81 are used as the standard life tables in

constructing the 198W85 abridged life tables. With the
availability of the 1979-81 standard life tables, revised life

table values were computed for 1980–82; these appeiwed
for the fust time in Vital Statistim of the United States, 198.3.

Life tables for the decennial period 1969–71 me used

as the standard life tables in constructing the 1970–79
abridged life tables. Life table values for 197CX3 ~~ere
first revised in Vital Statistics of the United States, 1977,
before 1977, life table values for 1970–73 were constructed
using the 1S5%61 decennial life tables. In addition, life

table values for 1951-59, 196 1-6S, and 1971-79 appearing
in this publication are based on revised intercensal esti-
mates of the populations for those years. As such, these life
table values may differ from life table values for those years

published in previous volumes.
The change in the population estimation methodoloq

(see above section “Population bases”) results in life ex-

pectancies at certain 5-year age intervals for 1984 and 1985
that are lower than those that would have occurred had
they been based on the same methodology used to compute

1983 life expectancies, For additional details, see Technical
Appendix for Vital Statistics of the United States, 1984, I’ol-
ume II.

There has been an increasing interest in data on average
length of life (;.) for single calendar years before the initia-

tion of the annual abridged life table series for selected
race-sex groups in 1945. The figures in table 6-5 for the
race and sex groups for the following years were estimated

to meet these needs. For estimating procedures, see Na-
tional Office of Vital Statistics (1951).

Race and

Years sex grmps

1900-45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Total
190047 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . we
1900-47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Female

1900-50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . White
190M4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . White, m.de
1900-44 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . White, female
1900-50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mother
1900-44 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Another. mJe
190C&M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Allnther. femJ~

The geographic areas covered in life tables before
192%3 1 were limited to the death-registration areas Life
tables for 1SOW1S02 and 1S0S–11 were constructed u~ing

mortality data from the 1900 death-registration Stntes— 10

States and the District of Columbia—and for 1!319–21 fr[m~
the 1920 death-registration States—34 States and the D1\-
hict of Columbia The tables for 192s-31 through 19.58 cm er
the conterminous United States. Decennial life table\ alue~
for the 3-year period 1959–61 were derived from data thnt

include both Alaska and Hawaii for each year (t~bIe 6– 4 )
Data for each year shown in table 6-.5 include .+lask~ lw-
ginning in 1959 and Hawaii beginning in 1960. It is not

believed that the inclusion of these two States Inaterldl}
idfects life table values.

Random variation in numbers of deaths, death
rates, and mortality rates and ratios

Death and population-based rates— Except fm 1~~z
the numbers of deaths reported for a communi~ represent
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twl]ll]lt’tt’ cmlnts of such events. As such, they are not sub
I(ICII() smnpling error, although they are subject to errors in
[Ill’ r(~gis[riltion process. Hmvever, when the figures are
11~[’~1h- anal}-tical purposes, such as the comparison of rates
(n (IY :1 tim(! period or for different areas, the number of

(,I [’!)[~ [ll~lt ilctu;d]y occurred ma)’ be considered as one of a

I,N-K(!stlri(ts of possible results that could have arisen under
tilt’ wmt’ cirmunstances (Xdtional Office of Vital Statistics,
I !)(; ] ). TIN’ probable range of values may be estimated from

t1](~ ;Kt ~ld fig~lres according to certain statistical assump-
[i{llls.

III ~t’l~mal. distributions of vital events maybe assumed
to Ii]tlmv thr I]inomial distribution. Estimates of standard
[,rn N- illl(] t(wts of significance under this assumption are
[{~,s(,]-il](,dil] Inost standard statistics texts. When the number

01”(I\.[v~[s is Lwgv. the standard error, expressed as a percent

1)1.[11(1nllmlwr [Jr rate, is usually small.

\f”htIn thr numlwr of events is small (perhaps less than
] [)0) il]](l thr probability of such an event is small, consider-
;I1)l(I cmltiol] must lM observed in interpreting the condi-

tiol)s cl(.scrilwd by the figures. This is pm-titularly true for
inlnll [ mort idit>- rates. cituse-specific death rates, and death
r,l[ (+ for counti(w. Events of it rare nature may he assumed
[() Ii)llow ii Poisslm prolmhility distribution. For this distribu-

Iion. il simplr ilpprosin)ation may he used to estimate a con-

[.i(l(’nu,’ intt’r\ml, as follows,

If N is tl]e number of registered deaths in the popula-
t ion :m(l H is th(~ corresponding rate, the chiinc~s are 19 in

20 that

]. S–2\~il]ldN+2\~

COYW-5the “-true” numl)er of events.

2 ‘-2&’dR+2%
covers the “true” rate.

If the rate R corresponding to N events is compared with
the rate S corresponding to M events, the difference be-
tween the two rates may be regarded as statistically sig-
nifican~ if it exceeds

W%

For example, if the obsem”ed death rate for Community
A were 10.0 per 1,000 population and if this rate were based
on 20 recorded deaths, then the chances are 19 in 20 that
the “true” death rate for that community lies behveen 5.,5

and 14.5 per 1,000 population. If the death mte for Com-

munity A of 10.0 per 1,000 population were being compared

with a rate of 20.0 per 1,000 population for Communi& B,
which is based on 10 recorded deaths, then the difference

between the rates for the tnvo communities is 10.0. This
difference is less than hvice the standard error of the

difference

WWW

of the two rates, which is computed to be 13.4. From this. it

is concluded that the difference between the rates for the

hvo communities is not statisticii]y significant.

SYMBOLS USED IN TABLES

Datanot available --------------------- ---

Categoq nonapplicable ----------------- . . .

Quantity zero ------------------------ -

Quantity more than zero but less than 0.05 ------ 0.0

Quantity more than zero but less than 500
where numbers are rounded to thousands ---- z

Figure does not meet standards of reliability
ol- precision ----------------------- ●
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